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SEMPER 8 EDITORIAL 
J^pocafifpse 
"This is the end... beautiful friend... This 
is the end... my only friend... the end..." 
Semper Floreat essentially has two pri-
mary objectives: those of being a Com-
munity Newspaper and an Alternative 
Media. Persuing tltese objectives forya'll 
in 1994 has certainly been a challenge and, 
generally spealcing, alI-thing.s-con.sidered 
etc, a worthwhile delight. 
Semper as Part of the Student Commu-
nity 
Being a newspaper which all students are 
forced lo pay for through their SSC (Stu-
dent Services Charge) it is essential that 
Semper offers something for all students. 
To this end Semper has contained a 
number of regular features such as Poetry 
& Short Stories, numerous Reviews, 
Sport, OUAFF, Colleges, Cooking, Com-
edy, Faculty Pages and, mosl importantly, 
the cartoons: "Eugene the Cosmic Hippo" 
and "Stan 'n' Leonard". A large base of 
great contributors (numbering over 160) 
from all walks of life has also helped to 
bring in new ideas and different 
prespeclivcs. 
Semper as an Alternative Media 
However, partially tied in with the above 
concept, is the need to address issues and\ 
represent views not normally dealt withy 
in the mainstream media. This has seen! 
Semper run articles directly relevant to' 
students, such as the VSU (Voluntary Stu-;" 
dent Unionism) Debate, O-Week advice , 
on sex, drugs etc, HECS, Soorely's Loo 
Tax and Resource Allocation, as well as; 
articles important to the general commu-j. 
nity, ie. the Marijuana Debate, Feminism,"^ ! 
Political Conrectness, Ix)gging in Borneo,! 
War in Bougainville, Generation-X,[ 
Tiananmen Square, The Year of the Fam 
ily, Timor, Unemployment, South AfricaJ 
the Republic Debate, Ihe Environment and] 
the Flag. Furthermore, Semper released 
number of Mini-Sempers giving a variety! 
of student perspectives on the Brisbane' 
City Council Elections and the Federall 
Budget. 
During my term as Co-Editor I became increas-
ingly aware of and, disturbed by, the large 
number of politically motivated participants in' 
the literary and publishing communities. This 
has seen major newspapers and television sta-
tions take discernable stances on certain issues 
and generally favour a pro or anti government 
Une. This makes it essential that an alternative 
media exists to cover the issues which are nol 
dealt with in a balanced manner in tbe main-
stream media. However, to remain credible the 
alternative media must present all views on any 
issue and be sure of its facts. Unfortunately, 
many members of the alternative media take 
the view that they should only present what they 
see as the neglected side of an issue and often 
overstate the case. This is why we did our best 
to ensure that more than one perspective was 
offerred on controversial issues. Where we 
failed in this any responses lodge in the letters 
to the editor section were published ssdlhaut 
hesitation. 
Semper Censored 
Another threat to the credibility of the alterna-
tive media is censorship. Semper Fioreat is 
bound bj' a policy of not printing any defama-
tory, fascist, sexist or homophobic material, and 
rightly so. Legal restrictions already bind all 
papers regarding defamatory and rascist mate-
rial and there now seems to be a strong move-
ment towards restricting sexual vilification as 
well. As editors we even took it upon ourselves 
to extend the protection of preventing unrea-
sonable vilification of social groups generally. 
One example of this was where a female con-
tributor wanted to use a sexist and derogatory 
term regarding a policewoman which would not 
dorraaily be allowed under'our sexism guide-
lines anyway^  Her opinion seemed to be that 
as this was a story and the reference was to a 
member of the police force that it was okay. 
The problem here is that people do use these 
terms ia reality and many authors throughout 
the year wanted to reflect this in their writing. 
However, they were prevented under the Un-
ion regulations. The supporters of the author 
in question were upset when the sexist remarks 
were not printed, but not only were the com-
ments sexist but thf^ y stated outrageous opin-
ions regarding the police and their activities 
which, without proof, would be highly irrespon-
sible to print and possibly defamatory. 
sation (ISO) to do an interview regard-
ing the Austudy 5 Campaign. The hjter-
viewer quite responsibly looked at both 
sides of this emotive issue, came to the 
opinion that the Campaign contained sev-
eral inconsistancies and criticised it in his 
article. Tlie Austudy 5 Campaign was a 
nation-wide campaign consuming large 
amounts of studenl fiinds and sympathy. 
Yet when the author ofiferred a new per-
spective, stating "Birmingham Six they 
ain't!", the ISO released a defamatory 
leaflet misquoting the aulhor as making 
all sorts of outrageous statements (eg. 
"Jail them all!") and defaming both the 
author and we editors. The leaflet placed 
pressure upon the Student Union Execu-
tive lo act resulting in the siezure, with-
out notification, of the remaining one-
thousand Sempers from that edition (af-
ter tliey had already been approved fro 
release). Aratherlame legal opinion was 
later offerred from Goss, Downey and 
Carne stating that the article was not 
subjudice (ie. affecting a case in progress 
in Victoria) but may be defamatory (al-
though no specific phrases were referred 
to) and the Sempers were returned a few 
days before the holidays making them 
outdated as our next edition was about to 
goto print. Despite the ISO's incredible 
behaviour we did print all of their letters 
lo the editor without hesitation (which I 
like to Ihiiik'caused quite a bit of confu-' 
sion andsuprJse among their ranks). 
••One day this war's gonna end" 
Thank you to everyone who made 1994 
what it vvasi',Firstly, to my fellow editor, 
the iijcredibly talented Stevo. Semper 
may have'happened without me but it 
wouldn't have happened without you. To 
the sulJbies.and assorted kick-arse sup-
porters Mick, Liz, Marcus, Grant, Jason, 
Gerard, Steven G., Teddy, Andrea, Mark, 
Bonita, Ian and Steve in advertising, 
Gympie and Gympie Times Printing, 
Louka, Leon, Noctavier, and .... (we 
could go on forever). To all the Union 
Staff for helping out where Ihcy could. 
And to all my fellow residents at Union 
College who gave me an anchor of san-
ity (?) to go home to in the evening and 
get off my face with. 
Semper: The Technical Bits for the last 
time 
Size: Sigh Sigh Sigh Sigh Sigh Sigh 
Pages: 40-something 
Editors: The David Bolton, and $tephen 
Dann 
Proofreaders: David Bolton, Liz 
Georgiades, Mick O'Toole, Marcus 
Salisbury, Steve Goodwin, Adrianne 
Subeditors: Liz G. Mick OT. Marcus S. 
Andrea B. Mark L. 
Layout: Dave Stephen Lindsay 
Adrianne Paul Butler who always did 
the Activities page. 
Layout Artist6: Lindsay Colborn6 
Typesetter: Adrianne Bond. 
Printer: Gympie Times, Gympie. Yo-
l<elsl Bloody Yokels! 
Cover: The Final Curtain And now the 
end is near and so we've readied the 
final curtain. Regrets we'd had a few, 
but most important at each and every 
by way... We did it OUR way 
Back Page: So long and thanks for all 
the fish: We waited all year to finally 
go with the jelly babies. Thanks fo,' the 
memories. 
Centre: Socialism Kf//s Dave's been 
at me to do this since we started so 
finally we decided to go for broke. 
Arthur drew the chessboard and the 
Reaper. Dave fojnd the dictators pho-
tos, Liz advised on fhe colour schemes 
and I sat there staring at the scene 
wishing I'd never volunteered. But it's 
finished now. I think I have a drink now. 
Contributors for Issue 7 
Jason "Screaming White Jamaicans" 
Brown. Robert Bell. Gene Tunney, 
Christine Clegg, Paul Ewing, Jason 
Aldworth, Arthur Chrenkoff, Marcus 
Salisbury Andrew "I love Eugene" 
Caldwell, Blaine "I want Eugene's 
children...so I can strangle them" 
Callard. Tim Bugler, Clay Djubal, Sage 
Trip, Leon B'ambrick, Bonita May 
Tasker, Matt Moore. Brad "Stan and 
Leonard Rule O.K." Edwards, Aletha 
Blayse. Elizabeth Georgiades, 
Stephen "Morris Dancing" Cameron, 
Hevika Knopova, Mick Dougy Davo, 
Ted O'Brien, Andrea Baldwin, Maleh 
Newax, Jasmine Waters, Sharon 
Hennessey, Collete Du Montier Leon 
Bambrick and Sharon Hennessey, 
Stephen Goodwin, James Lyons, 
Richard Buchanan. Mark Ludiow, 
Larina "I didn't mean it aboul If that's 
your real name Arthur'" Alick, Mick 
•Quaff' O'Toole, Ivan Wells. 
Contributors for Issue 8:1'il never get 
round to actually remembering to do 
!his until after we go to press so you 
know who you are anyway. Thanks for 
tlie support. 
Semper Floreat; Like there's any alter-
native. We are Semper. There is only 
one, and there shall only be one for 
ever more. Curl up and die Union Fo-
cus. See your true identity revealed to 
yourself. Look deeply child, you are 
nought but a photocopied gig guide for 
Union funded jaunts. You are nol the 
chosen one. You are nol and will not 
ever be Semper. 
(Sorry if you're wondering why I always 
have a go at Union Focus, it's just that 
there's a very strong rumour doing the 
circuits that this is Semper's last year 
and that Union Focus will replace il 
next year. 1 hope not, I really hope that 
seventy odd years of tradition and his-
tory won't be thrown aside for some-
ttiing like Union Focus. I hope it's just 
rumour, and that Flash are given a 
chance to make Iheir mark on Semper) 
Phone: 377-2237 
Fax 377-2220 
E-mail; That Woody modem's been less 
than useless all bloody year. 
Stephen is powered by an explosive 
cocktail of Pepsi Max, Chili Chips, 
Refec Cholesterol dipped In Potatoes 
(Chips)^ and the occasional side of a 
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slaughtered animal. Sorry Rachel, old 
habits die herd. 
In the soundtracks area, for proof that 
truth is stranger than fiction, here's a 
cross sample ot the most recent listen-
ing material of that man from Semper: 
Suede: Nude Records; Grid, Evolver; 
Headless Chickens, Body Blow; Gene 
Pitney, Greatest Hits; Ouran Duran, 
Live (Bootleg); SPK Gold; Morrissey, 
Your Arsenal; East 17, House of Love; 
Pet Shop Boys, Very; Cure, Live Vol 3 
(BooUeg); Triple J Hot One Hundred; 
The absolute Best ofthe New Roman-
tics (Eighties Bliss); and 4KQ Radio. 
Eclectic taste al the least. If there's a 
constant theme in there I'm damned if 
I can find it. 
Dave is powerftjl, as many a can of ale 
will tell you. For a man who lives on 
refec food and eats college dinners 
he's remarkable healthy and happy. 
Doesn't look a day over sixty either. He 
lives a very exciting life and pale am-
ber brewed liquid is his favourite fare, 
He denies being a funny old fellow. For 
more information on The Dave, or a list 
of a hundred things you can do to be 
Just like Dave write to us here at the 
Dave Bolton Memorable Research In-
stitute, Dave House, c/o Dave's Sem-
per, Dave's Student Union, University 
of Qld (Davo Campus). St Lucia. 4067. 
And remember, where there ain't 
smoke, there ain't a tire. 
Mailing address for Semper: Why? It's 
not like any letters to the editor are go-
ing to get published is it? Like this is 
the last edition for 1994. Well O.K. for 
the traditionalists. Semper c/o Student 
Union, Uni of Qld, Santa Lucia, 4067. 
Satisfied? 
By foot: Lifl one leg. Lift other leg. Fall 
down because of gravity. Try again. Lift 
one leg, move leg forward. Put leg 
down. Repeal with other leg. Perform 
as often as it takes to get from A to B. 
Semper is down on Union Boulevard. 
Just down stairs from the main refec, 
and lo the left of the Commonwealth 
Bank. Come to think of it, Margaret 
Thatcher was to the left of the Com-
monwealth Bank. If you turn up in the 
office before November 13 no one will 
be home. You see we've got exams. 
You probably have too and you should 
be studying lor them not knocking on 
our door. 
Copyright is vested in Semper for the 
duration of the lunar cycle following the 
publication ol Semper, Alter that, copy-
rtght in all material published returns 
to the author, with the exception of the 
rights reserved as follows: Semper re-
serves the right to reproduce any ma-
terial previously published for any his-
torical record, a retrospective article, 
or any scientific or academic research. 
This is it people. The end. The final 
curtain. I've had fun writing this stuff 
over the year, frankly on occasions I've 
just gone completely mad and let loose 
wilh the first thing t think of at the time. 
But it seemed to work and so finally, in 
the technical data for Semper 8,1994 
there is but one last thing to say 
"Whatever it is, it can wait till tomor-
row" 
Goodbye 
Stephen Dann 
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le^tte^f^s to tU pdftof^ 
St®n W 
Dear Mister and Mister Edi-
tor 
Punters Re 
Dear Semperians, 
RE: Rejection of Univarsih/ Punter's 
would be in a lot worse shape. And slty, get their degrees, lesiye^ and 
no, its not marijuana. Arts students loin the vyork force. It seems to be 
and Abortions which are ahead of accepted by Club and Socs, yqu 
it. Thoroughbred racing Is part of have to be an extremist and butto 
Australia's culture and will be for-
ever; there is even talk that there I am a beeg fan of Stan & vVe wish to express our utter dis-
Leonard, especially Leonard, gust at the way we were treated with could be a subject taught In schools 
Wha t ees he anyway? A contempt by Clubs and Societies about it, Does the Nation stop when 
jj^j»l^9 who rejected our application for a the Melbourne Cup is run?...Yesl 
University Punters Club. Thirty peo- Does the average person care 
I'd just like to say that I was pie turned up at our affiliation meet- about HEIVIP, Choice or even the rl-
most unimpresse^-With their ing and we were told by the Clubs. diculous Wednesday afteirndpr^ 
* ^ ^ r treatment at the t l » S of t h a t ' r f Societies representative a^ ^^ ^^ ^^  . - — . . . - • ^ . - . : i . . -
* - ™ ^ ' ^*^-meeting that our constltti 
et out correctly, every? 
d that we,shpuf# 
soon. Well,'He' 
laijamttheylftlll '.totht 
l oM&(^ i£ r i nd sent£ 
fonward a dub that the average per-
son with a future couldn't ( ^e less 
about. 
WE 
.m 'ei^:MA m 
glX^elthy hippo Eug^e in la§| 
Mkcr^ -gi^ e^ .of semp '^''-^ fe^ I 
Markets near the main refe<)j;.v 
"^ 
[heydon'tl 
•'•m&'i 
m 
1-''''^oLittherewlS31i& 
" t o stuffttieir^^^iW 
' bornb^tM I ceila|p 
•; not wantto be respoaf ^' 
that! 
I sinisereiy hope^ t^ 
Leonard do sorrikhp 
^^ asty light back t§j|| 
'• :§iRe(y)enge ees a i p ^ * 
.<;«' medjQirife - 1 ^ ; ' _ 
itume 
'm 
Mnd 
ceriiists* 
you get a I 
c§rry on ^ oii; 
terwer^j 
pt t f t r^ 
jiture: 
f'golngM'^four- Yours Faithfully^  
mfet^5plal%rt lMv1^" 'Q^^ Chris Dark, '% 
,M^. ;•. ,_ _ ^rf^ftff^sti^Api^thout A Ufey; then we (on; behalf of" ^' thei 
mm rone likes i fq i ' ^ 
.fourth larjg 
it-AiJItralii 
tomeiiiifliat 
l||iaye)io worries about j 
les 
^ g Univershy). 
m 
>>%(• 
j|8 to why your 
P ^ g l d affiliationp,._ ,,^«,,^;;w^.. •• «•  
l | j n t o r b J d d l i b 8 g « thi 
rom flfflllMlng ^ ^ ^ t h M & l i o n , ^ f 
. 'r-mi 
i.*..''"' u's; 
theory Ispt^f0l9i 
lit 
ycHmrcffi 
's lurlsalctlitir 
rtoi|!»*iJ'' 
- ion ^resldenl 
ihft' 
m 
'li^  
TONi y*^^i;-^w'-
itlons 
mm m: 
Sfiaer'edltlon^ 
Vt help but 
jregarding 
i|aMgning thaf 
nibtK5 
thet 
lars 
IVital 
student;" 
tearriippar 
•rfl-i ^
^^ •^(elecliqjp ele li pj 
tohave^ 
ip in suchiMlili 
?s the' 
and' 
'allotii 
Juctj 
int of 
tife rec 
•^^isipn tojpitrbducli^ k 35^ 
r f t^ f •tbg^pr^blaclfonf-of mi 
-r --K^;'' Wlhhable? seats by.gp02rl^^L. 
|tu|^t i- ' ^y^^bortcerns :have,'^.ead2i|eM^ 
"lamiiis .laired" elsewllWre, but I ' a ^ ^ f | t l s e ^ 
•^' dildnPi.M^enft'agah anyway. -^-- i,*^i^i;/ -P^ 
J^ ' ^® i -H) ls'nol,l^is quota patrohislficp|i| 
» e s • of the-^highesU^|tt i t | i » ^ " ^ 
"""^ condesc"^ ^^ .- . - - J «•«• 
itesasA^ 
IwMfi^ , 
feanc[.|ffortwm|3| 
| g t h t s ^ ^ ^ ^ d ' 6 « 
lot^oi 
Jditibajjcontestl'^^ ^ 
f^ w r f n vis-a-vls'^ef 
Twt]at'is:ult[rTmteK 
m^ 
.\>v 
ieni;^r€ 
Pyi 
lar 
year. I 
lion rep 
-.! im' 
''V^' 
i 
GodSav€the 
Queen! 
Dear Editor 
I feel that I must reply to Gene Tun-
ny's article. Fonvard to the Repub-
lic. As a self-confessed (and ex-
tremely proud) Monarchist, I must 
give some ofthe (many) arguments 
for retaining our current system of 
government. 
The Constitutional Monarchy is a 
non-political entity that acts as a 
guarantor of our democratic rights 
through conventions developed 
from centuries of experience. This 
power is invested in the Governor-
General, who although appointed 
by the Prime MInteter, serves in the 
4|^ ,name of the Q u ^ of Atistralia, and, 
!il||^t:jtliiJS. serves nQjg l^itipai organisa-
i^jliion^^erhaij^thlffiist;^xe^ of -r^ 
i i i l % ; i 5 , the:^DlstT»iSiWll75. T h i s ^ # 
GOD 
Dear Semperians 
I am a Christian, yet I found James 
Breckneli's article in the last issue 
regarding the Christian views of the 
family most distressing. Mr 
Brecknell blatantly tried to put words 
into the mouth of God, and seemed 
to think that by pompously quoting 
a few bible verses he could prove 
his points, I would like to say that 
Mr Breckneli's views should In no 
way reflect on Christian beliefs. 
Here are^ few amendments:-£' 
Firgtlyl'.Mr Brec}(neirs ppi^ rnenti 
aboii^ ||6ipps6Xualitywa8''astp^^ 
Ingfiiir Brecknell believesthSt ho-
The Humble 
Building 
Last Semper for the year. Last 
chance to really get up someone's 
nose in public. But what to write? 
beautiful, but it would have been a 
simple addition and would at least 
have shown willing. 
I HOPE YOU ARE TAKING NOTES 
OF ALL THIS. No. put me down, I'm 
fine now Really. v. ,. ,,,; 
Finally: the good new5,.-Learri t o i ^ i i ^ ^ ^ 
love the Hijmble i un ( t i i t he r |w i t { , ^&^p 
issues polemics, nerds ia.high , hemQmo^\![>e:Qme^v^^^ 
places -they've all beeriyibnisr -pus, very soon, Do r^ l^JbiS^ ' " ^ l l ; ^ | ^ S 
Gerard de Nerval di^ it yvlth a fob- te?irs; do not defacejihe rpgterlajiij*^- '^'"^^^^ 
star. William Rushton didTtwth a - prayided;^ piease'lefVe't^ ^ 
much young D«»vld Frost (and caiine.ttie^^m tie npti-
through it unscathed). Hey, are ybii '-tied ip due coiim,'^^- ' 
Thank you and good night , 1/^J.;. 
Doctor Nobilisque; ..'•.:^ ?I= ' 
listening at the back there? This is 
important, and you may well be ex-
amined on it in fvlovember. ] 
Sorry. I'm okay opvy. Really, 
^Ifeel.muchbet^r../ ^^-^ t^.-'^ ^-; '•'. 
WhatlWant to propofi^li^Hat all > 
. / • » ( . • 
:.. .,-.:<':.-^;:..Siiiiiip^'^ 
staff and students 
mpfexjjai ot;!'cbnfti 
t^ fpeffsohc i^Mi m 
•toriJtude.' 
pi 
iii»Je^d| 
mi 
jurei 
Wbener t l ^ 
felivery, and the$e 
IfopMate. But true) 
sc^'^pnly cornel^ 
aurself, ar 
lutit 
8#|.^^^l?^lp||n^0!|fl«[j(^^^^ 
p i ^ p r i your letters pa|gqv§|;f *^ ' 
' " ^ i ^ d they sfS. an inter^l " 
^'menon. Most int©restln|^yg^ 
iaijs the-jiebate over hpwJjKiro*:"^  
^rreilgionjs, as .brought^ -
lienuel 'Qbldsteln' lt)^0t\ 
}UB\ Goldstein, I preauW V^S 
st Ma «=rA« 
•the 
^pat 
Itis 
^^1 
ifiii^.S 
reed^ucatedfroi^  
irvthe^rjflc^ oflhe statefnieijjareii;"'^)! 
.;t{^ne{j^ rule, ar]^ tHe M ( ^ l j | ^ , ; " ; p 
tife chliijse to develop ijii||^ai!^fcl' 'i.erj 
experieiicesiriqe;h|8^6j}|et^tgh^ no! 
generally span'%ver||if^ rne;,fy4}hr Creatoi 
'Stars and goyar|||en|M8 ixpe- Howevi 
rience is ihvalyage'infiptalnlng'- jted, an 
good governiTi^ihlfce^Bnaith is* QQ^ QI 
not l ike} | to | r^ ' '^ - ^•'•"^'"•'- ' 
short-term issu^;g| 
tiate itseljin on "" 
i r t i ^ ; churchlpplaredi^t c 
vgiy^sguided. God l^asj^gen-' si 
•^d^^lpplace a sex on Go^fflU 
g | | - i^surne' him to be on our le \8 | 
ipie-lliiUrcomprehension. Willig|^i 
•the term "Our l ^ f b r 
'•"^'-ivealsdliM tdj 
w 
m 
: tHi! 
r^9t8s6id' 
l^cbpies^lflnotfier set of p] 
* f c | i j | d ^ ^ e . N i^cB • 
•• '•<&>• • • 
asisapimlcianl 
tehahce 
^^ah^m 
iii!?,!fte (sPrryt, Building) 
^"^-"* fit its space?. Cg 
Ian|^py[areaf 
i K c a r 8 ' ' g p ^ p , j t . ; t h e silly 
s M u r i ^ M l n ^ M l X 
waffpu cfriv'^jt;directli^jf]to-the 
busiest section ll ioad c>^^oppus. 
W|^jS.thath^ 
iDain 
Games 
iWat Au^ traJia need hot;be' 
3d bf ftsjp^t, as Gene Tunny; 
rSiieve-^itailbv^ 
I Gommbri. linli 
booms - quite unprotected,_ln a 
"lea-
8utGodisalsoaW>othMthewa#S'5"' And not^ijat thguiffleMice 
ra9fa-p.ioving,-iing patriarch - w h l c f ^ i p t ^ m f ° o ^ r qu«e unprui«u«|^ 
! l ? ^ « o f peopll'assocjate w l t t i S ^ b o l ; - . ^ 
mflin.ii^to..»^^j:^«i~:--v: iu^:^.i*u r..*'-'Son. And not^ that theMlte'^ 
it he created this universel: our 
i^th and everything inlt,-ariaioves 
l# | | l l - attributes.commonlyjsso-
with m 
If is;irrelevafil 
bur rjjind wh 
, and^d.vyill 
k Ihrough you. 
itly;Jwoyld;(iketp;|alk, 
^ef^pfttfehbi " " 
p r t s f a ^ i n 
had to-t^jven addltiorti 
tion fro|lfour 
erii^nTto, 
was fipfi " 
Pfift«hinks i^i*hi 
iBoif We usualiy'asloci 
every day thought with snf 
groups built around "inspired" leai 
This certainly is not whal Christianity is"^  
as,ypH argues: it's a veiy large,',spo-
rad J^lV-fanatical group built arixind a 
veri^ie army of leaders. i>: < •'' 
On the other hand, it. was not always;,5'^ ' 
tike this, It began as a small.'fanaticaJj^ r. 
group built around a leader who claim '^jii.V 
to be the Me i^ah. This Messiah v ^ ^ f 
later turned over to the authorities ahi|!;#' • 
executed^  I believe i recalione Qa\|||i; • 
Koresh who had a small, fanatical glbdpT'^ ' 
built around a leader claiming tp be the 
Messiah (or some similar) who was later 
caughl onthe wrong side of tb;5r^ ulhorl|^ B^& 
ties and klUed.iL.,;,' 
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When asked to write an article in 
a republican/monarchy debate it 
would be easy to fall into the trap 
of stating why we should not 
become a Republic. 
The SOLE QUESTION however is 
why should we scrap a system 
that has provided us with almost 
100 years of good stable govern-
ment and centuries of tradition. 
It's not as if we were the United 
States in 1776 or Ireland 1916, 
where those nations justifiably 
believed that the crown treated 
them unfairly and suffocated their 
national identity. 
A Republican Australia will cure 
no injustice, will not make us more 
Australian or meet inherent 
problems, indeed it could be 
argued it provides a convenient 
mask to the greater threats to the 
nation. 
A Republican Australia simply 
offers instability. Look to republi-
cans themselves, they can't agree 
on whether or not they shoukJ 
elect a President or not, whether 
cr not to keep the flag, if a repub-
lic means a wholesale re-write of 
the constiiution or even for a 
timetable to construct their 
change. The Australlian people on 
the other hand want to elect their 
own President, a position rejected 
by all republicans. All this while . 
the real problems tike, unemploy-
ment, are ignored. 
The Alternative is the stability 
offered by the present system of 
constitutional monarchy. Now I 
don't believe in the extremeism of 
certain Constitutional monar-
chists, like Dame Mellie Melba, 
but I do see numerous benefits in 
our present constitution. 
Firstly, our present system is not 
pertect; but stable, Australia has 
been fortunate that when the way 
we organise our government 
needs to be changed it is done 
through convention.Convention 
being an extra legal agreement 
which allow for a modification of 
the system without the instability 
of a full blown constitutional 
change. Our constitution Is 
therefore not a static institution, 
but aiso not a document prone to 
massive changes. 
Our present constitution is by far 
preferable to the violent and 
unstable changes that have been 
attempted ijn Canada, Fiji and 
France. In the example of France 
once it was proven that the central 
tenants of the constitution could 
be changed, opportunists forced a 
situation.where the system of 
government was rewritten numer-
ous times leading to continous 
instability. 
Secondly, there Is an obvious 
advantage In having a non politi-
cal Head of state. At the moment 
there Is universal respect for the 
role of BillHayden a true believer 
and ordiary Australaln as our head 
of state. Mr Hayden as the 
symbol of a unlquly Australian 
institution comands respect of 
almost all the people whereas a 
political leader could only com-
mand respect from half the people 
at most. 
Now I commend the Republicans 
for trying to make this debate non-
political, the fact remains however 
that the vast majority of Austral-
ians that support a republic want 
to elect the president. And if you 
argiie that you want a head of 
state that represents Australia this 
makes sense, it, however, means 
that only a politician couid be 
president, therefore no Lenene 
Fords or great Australians could 
be Governor or Governor Gen-
eral. 
Thirdly, Constitutional monarchy 
provides for a tmly independent 
Australia. It Is Ignorant to think 
that a constitutional monarchy 
inhibits Australian independence. 
This is ignorance of the fact ihat 
convention made Australia inde-
pendent of the.British, The Empire 
and Indeed of royalty, many years 
ago.Our system is uniquely 
Australian having evolved through 
the process of convention and 
effectively losing its inelevart 
Imperial trappings. It in a y\fay 
provides for the traditions of 
centuries of legal practise, moral 
beliefs and parliamentary conduct, 
without the burden of grenadier 
guard, or a aristocratic class '; 
system. -
Forthly, constitutional monarchy is 
an excellant foundation for our 
national Wentity. Unlike some I 
don'l believe rny identity is Slinky 
Bill or shrimp oh the barby. A 
proud nation's identity is its belief 
in its history* Instltutipne and laws. 
Our present constlttjtion is part of 
this history i^d provides an 
excellent link to our past. It is this 
Identity that attracts thousands of 
new Australians every year, not 
only to bask in our sun but also 
our lawsand institutions, which to 
many are a refreshing change to 
the system they left in their 
homeland. 
Rftly, our style of constitution as 
an institution has stood against 
oppression world wide. In South 
Africa and Fiji totalitarian govern-
ment had to first attack the crown 
to allow their policies to succeed. 
Even though in Australian 
minorites have been mistreated in 
the past overcoming this Is part of 
the evolution process of an 
institution that is now respected 
worldwide. 
Finally, and very importantly, the 
monarchy provides an especially 
valuable symbol to many Austral-
ians, especially the old. With our 
population ageing many Austral-
ians see the monarchy as a 
symbol they learnt to love and in 
some cases fought for. The loss of 
this institution to them would be 
heartbreaking. 
Republicans however lose nothing 
by remaining a constitutional 
monarchy. 
So let me leave you with the 
thought that we have choice 
between fighting our problems 
from our present stable base. Or 
enduring an extended period of 
instability to gain a system which 
no one can yet visualise. 
I would ask that you ignore the 
temporary fashion called "Republi-
canism" and instead join with your 
fellow Australians in using our 
institutions and history as an 
inspiration for the challenges that 
face our generation which far 
outweigh the coffeeshop non-
sense of republicanism and can 
only be met from a firm and sure 
base. 
by Gerard Paynter 
It think It's only fair that awful TV should have Its 
own awards. I mean. It does In Amorica (the 
awards are called Mhe Emmys"). It would be a 
tragedy If works of creative genius like "Melrose 
Place," and our very own 'Home and Away," and 
1 
•Janus" (etc, etc) and truly terrible talking heads 
such as Mr Bamix, Jenny "Betsy Wetsy" Garth and 
that pestilential clown from "Agro's Cartoon 
Connection" went un-pisstaken. (pisstook? 
pisstaked?) 
sm ^ R) a n Lji: g 
So, at the annoyingly hot end 
of o typically gruesome year. 
It's time to give a few 
outstandingly bdd shov/s and 
performers a pat on the back. 
With a great big lump of wood 
with lots of nails sticking out of 
it. It's time to dish out the 
Inaugural Jobble Awards. Just 
as the name "Logie" comes 
from the Scottish, so does the 
name " jobble" (which, as 
those of you who can 
understand Billy Connolly are 
probably aware, means "a 
lump of shit"). And what better 
word could sum up the 
dubious merits of the much-
abused medium of television? 
JOBBIE AWARD FOR WORST TV 
SERIES OF 1994 (AUSTRALIAN 
SECTION): Oh, God. Where to 
start? Ws not that Australian 
telly's that bad. it's Just that 
when it's good it's very very good 
(eg, "The Dismissal," "The Paper 
Man," "Australia: you're stand-
ing in tt,"etc) and when it's bad 
it's bloody qwful eg. this year's 
bad shoLu award contenders: 
"Paradise Beach." "Home and 
Away," "Looking Good," "Neigh-
bours." "Wheel of Fortune," and 
"CBH's" idiot colonial cousin, 
"Janus." 
THE WINNER IS: "Looking Good," 
of course. This show is 
BAAAAAAAD. Deborah Mutton's 
still dfoning away end squinting 
worse than over, and now she's 
being used to flog some dodgy 
travel-and-shop rip-off. Rennle 
Ellis looks Increasingly like one of 
those marsupial rats that live on 
Rottnest Island and Jo Bailey, as 
ever, displays all the animation 
of your average roll-top desk. 
The stories are strictly ot the 
dumo-and-useless variety, the 
general ambience is one of 
sheer narcissistic stupidity and 
the background music sounds 
like a techno rave being held un-
derwater (if only). This show Is the 
crud de la ciud, the Mt Everest 
of merde in the Himalayas of TV 
horseshlt. 
WORST TV SERIES OF 1994 (IN-
TERNATIONAL SECTION): Much 
easier. The contenders are "Be-
tween the Lines" (otherwise known 
as "Between the Sheets"), "Melrose 
Place." "Blossom," "Family Mat-
ters," "Beverley Hills 90210," "Mod-
els Inc" and "Baywatch." 
THE WINNER: "8ayv/atch," by a 
nipple. Although I nearly wrote 
"Melrose" just to piss off its em-
barrassingly large number of stu-
dent fans, Or maybe that dread-
ful p iece ol numbskull piffle 
"Models Inc" or worse? I dunno, 
they're all insults to the native In-
telligence of everything on the 
food chain from algae upward. 
But "Bayv/atch" Is.the crappiest 
shov/ around, scoring demerit 
points in all areas (especially 
acting, eg Nicole Eggert's little 
gem of a line "Look, At that man. 
Swimming"). "Baywatch" shows 
alt the wit, skill, intelligence and 
sophistication of a King's Col-
lege O-Week committee caught 
In a revolving door, And believe 
me, thot's as thick as it's possi-
ble to get. 
WORST ACTOR OF 1994 (COM-
BINED SECTION): 1994 has been 
the year of the SNAG. The sniv-
elling. narcLs.sIslic anal-reten-
tive gonkle. Chief SNAG (and 
obvious) winner) is that waste of 
a face. Cameron Daddo. 
Cameron is a wholesome, 
healthy-looking fellow who's 
somehow landed himself a Job 
on the disgusting "Models Inc" 
as a grubby Aussie photogra-
pher with a Westfleld-sized li-
bido, a sort of "Barry McKenzie 
meets Blow-Up." But at least 
he's out of the country, giving 
the 10.000 other Daddo siblings 
a chance to step Inlo big broth-
er's shoes (with no socks). We've 
exported Cameron to the US of 
Aaaaargh this year (along with 
various other worthless silver-
spooned wombles. but that's 
kind of personal). Maybe It's in 
revenge for that mad old self-
styled Yank "inventor" on the 
dunny dye ad. If so. it's a terri-
ble revenge. 
WORST ACTRESS OF i994 (COM-
BINED SECriON):\ could be nasty 
and say Nancy Kerrigan. OK, 
"Kneecaps" Kerrigan It is, for her 
marvellous "grab knee and 
scream like all fornication" per-
formance which really didn't af-
fect her skating performance at 
o\\. Nancy's performing along-
side Mickey Mouse now, and 
Tonya Harding's a waitress at a 
short-order diner in Seedbucket 
Falls, Wyoming, Poetic justice for 
both of 'em, I think. I'm being 
ironic, folks. 
Also deserving of an honourable 
mention is Anna McMahon, she 
of the face-with-more-mugging-
thon-lnala. Anna's facial expres-
sions seem to be written for her 
on the autocue, eg, "The Prime 
Ministe,' (right eyebrow up) Mr 
Keating (right eyebrow up fur-
ther, wrinkle forehead) said to-
day the economiy (right 
eyebrown down, left eyebrow 
up) was (both eyebrov/s up) Im-
proving (v/rinkle forehead, nod 
Slightly)," 
BIGGEST TV WANK OF 1994: 
Anything to do with "our Glori-
ous Aussie Sporting Heroes." TV 
sports journalists really should 
be reminded that Barlow and 
Chambers were hanged for ped-
dling shit. 
PLACES REBECCA HARRIS HASN'T 
VISITED IN A COZZIE: Tierra del 
Fuego, Proximo Centauri, 
Morayfield. 
FATTEST ACTOR IN A POLICE 
DRAMA: Where would cop shows 
be without the token sumo? Then 
again. I've seen real coppers 
who'd make any of these TVJat 
guys (or myself, come to that) 
look like Mr Puntverse. It must he 
all that spare time that comes 
from not having to bust brothels 
or ttlegal gaming houses now 
that Goss the Boss has closed 
them all down (ha ha ha). The 
contenders are John Wood ("Blue 
Heelers"). Dennis Franz V'NYPD 
Blue"), Tosh Lines ("The Bill"), 
Detective Sergeant Bargearse 
("The Late Show"). 
THE WINNER IS; Bargearse. The 
"Bargearse" bits haven't been 
on the "Late Show" re-runs, the 
Dastards. Which is pretty crook 
because "Bargearse" was often 
the funniest bit (sorry, I know it's 
uncool of me to admit It but I'm 
old-fashioned enough to think 
forts are funny). Oh, v/ell. That's 
TV for you. 
MOST WELCOME PROGRAMME 
CANCELLATION: There's really 
only one choice for this one. too 
(with "Hey Dad" coming a rela-
tively distant second place). The 
winner is what was one of the 
stupidest Australian soaples 
every made. Yup, "Parasite 
Beach." I almost don't have the 
nerve lo pick on "Paradise 
Beach." It's loo easy to do. But 
the show was a complete 
stinker, so I'll give il one lasl 
kick before It vanishes lo soapie 
heaven to sliilicr through the 
aether alongside "Family and 
Friends." "E Street," and the all-
time crock, "Sons and Daugh-
ters." Yeah. I know "Paradise 
Beach" was a local production 
starring local performers, blah, 
blah, but local performers can 
be just as thick and insipid as 
the Imported variety, and all 
that local Warner Brothers stu-
dio seems to be there for ts to 
produce cut-price Americanized 
rubbish, as Australian as 
Arnott's and Aeroplane Jelly. 
The flushing of "Paradise Beach" 
is mourned by few, and Its cast 
of decorative dumplings has 
been banished to the brain-dead 
World of Advertising and to the 
unspeakable back pages of "the 
Sunday Mail." next to the this 
week's crop of future 
supermodels and Ken Lord's 
wanky little sentences on High 
School fornials and those won-
derful photos of half-plssed mid-
dle-aged Yahoos at "Let's stuff 
our faces for the starving kids" 
society bashes. So there. 
THE TV PRESENTER MOST IN NEED 
OF RITUAL DISEMBOWELLING: 
Everyone's got their own choice 
for this one, but my own cand-
date for liquidation is fhe man 
who was little Bronv/yn Bishop's 
campaign manager (titter ye 
not), who once almost per-
suaded me to buy a six-foot stay 
sharp knife with o free bottle cf 
Mt. Tibrogargan Pineapple Pas-
sion Pop, the man who 's got the 
cheesiest grin this side of the 
Osmond family. Yes, he's Tim 
Shaw, the Demtel dude. Shaw, 
eh? I v/onder if he's any relotion 
to Luke Shaw? They've got a lot 
in common. For a start, they're 
both smarmy little turds. And if 
Luke Shav,/ carried on like Tim in 
the Joh jury room,, it's no wonder 
Noah -Taylor tried to jam his 
crutches up Luke's nose. I con 
just Imagine Luke droning owoy 
to the rest of the jury a la Tim 
Shav/: "You KNOW you only got 
good Government from Joh. 
And If you turn in a "not guilty" 
verdict in fhe next two hours, 
you'll get a free pumpkin scone 
mould. Our phone lines ore open 
now.,." 
Bul, enough. Before I wind up, 
I'd like lo address the facl that 
I'm an cx-DakabIn SHS fellow 
who's been writing a TV page 
since April, and 1 haven't men-
tioned the "Cruise" milk com-
mercial. I haven't mentioned U. 
And for one very good reason. 
Whenever I tried lo watch the 
commercial, my TV got too cov-
ered In sick for me to see any-
thing, but that's not unusual. 
Marcus Salisbury 
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The Hand That Signed The Paper 
An interview with Helen Demidenko 
by Marcus Salisbury and Cameron Ward 
Helen Demidenko, an English Honours student here at Queensland Uni, recently won the Vogel Prize for 
her novel, The Hand That Signed The Paper. It's a gripping novel, about the Ukrainian collaboration wilh the 
Nazis during World War Two (although the characters in the novel don't fight wilh the Nazis so much as 
against their own Soviet "Masters"). Go out and read this novel, folks, it'll probably disturb you to some 
extent. The most creepy thing about he novel is its authenticity: something like this may have happened 
during the war. and the blurring of the good guys/bad guys, black-and-white view of things is Demidenko's 
mosl notable achievement. No character in The Had That Signed The Paper is entirely good, and not one is 
a raving, homicidal maniac. This novel is excellent, go and read it. 
Semper: What were the sources of the material in your novel? 
Helen: It was a combination of things. A lot of it was research, going to the library, bul for the famine parts, which 
tend not to be as com-
monly documented. Iwas 
able to use family oral his-
tories. And one of the 
characteristics of people 
who are illiterate is that 
they have exceptional 
memories. Then, when 1 
later cross checked it, 
had It crosschecked by 
histonans, they got very, 
ve'y little wrong. They 
have lo get it right, peo-
ple who are illiterate. 
Semper. How much of it came trom 
your own background'' 
Helen: Dad and my Uncle were 
lairly lucky Those that did 
gei drafted into the SS 
didn't finish up doing 
things like the characters 
in my book. Bui al the 
same lime, peoole have 
saki "Had I been told to 
do il, I would have done 
it". It wasn't the kind of 
thing you refused or 
knocked back And there 
was the strong sense, 
too, in a lot o( Ukrainian 
people that nobody felt 
very sorry for Jews and 
Communists there 
wasn't much pity ir the 
culture for Ihem because 
Ihey were perceived as 
being "together", impli-
cated in each other's nas-
tiness. 
Semper: How do you identify with 
some of the protagonists, 
especially the tragic char-
acter of Uncle Vitaly. now 
when World War Two and 
all the atrocities associ-
ated wilh it have lillle rel-
evance to our genera-
tion? 
Helen: I wouldn't say it's got little 
relevance il's more a 
case of it being absorbed 
by popular culture. This is 
one of the problems, a lol 
of Holocaust survivors 
are probably pretty upset 
at Ihe way the Holocaust 
has been latctied onto by 
popular culture, you 
know, the Seal and the 
Depeche Mode film clips 
that use it. Once you give 
something like that to 
popular culture, they'll 
lake it and do with it what 
Ihey will, and so the im-
agery gets appropriated 
and the language gels 
appropriated, and it's re-
cycled conlin jously in the 
media. It's not so much 
irrelevant as used as a 
cultural icon to people of 
our generation. I've 
played with bits ol that in 
theoook, I hope It doesn'i 
become completely irrel-
evant. It probably will, it's 
tne way of history, out in 
the meantime it's going to 
be appropriated by popu-
lar culture forlhe next fifty 
years, I'd say 
Semper Do you find it worrying, 
the way Nazism is being 
gradually rehabilitated by 
some European political 
groups? 
Helen: I don't find it worrying, the 
Nazis aren't being reha-
bilitated so much as be-
ing on the fringe oS poli-
tics. But it is concerning 
to see fascists getting 
elected to the Italian Gov-
ernment. And it IS con 
cerning to see the way 
people forget tha: there 
was this dance with Marx-
ism and Communism m 
the West, the way tnere 
isn't an awareness of Sta-
lin and what people suf-
fered under Stalinism. 
The Holocaust is the thing 
that's been dropped into 
popular culture, and eve-
rything else has been for-
gotten. And tnal I do find 
worrying. You're talking of 
the collective memories 
of more than just Israel, 
you're talking about the 
collective memories of 
the Russians, the Ukrain-
ians and all the people in 
Eastern Europe, and 
China as well. Both the 
scale of the Holocaust 
and the Ukrainian iamine 
are well down on the Chi-
nese famine of 1960. Fifty 
million people died in 
that.... 
Semper: Because of Chairman 
Mao and his great leap 
forward... 
Helen: Yeah, il's just disappeared 
down the memory ho.d 
and I find that very wor-
rying. 
Semper: Do you think Conserva-
tives will use your novel, 
or the incidents you de-
pict in your novel as a 
kind of justification. 
Helen: I don't think so, for the 
very simple reason that 
the league of rights 
loonies and people like 
that deny the Holocaust 
even happened. They're 
full-on weirdos. 
Semper: And we have a Federal 
opposition leader who 
thinks addressing one of 
their meetings is entirey 
defensible. 
Helen: It's really worrying, that. 
The stuff that they come 
out with, they just deny 
that the Holocaust ever 
happened. The league of 
rights people might like 
the first half of my book, 
and then read the second 
hali and ge; an awful slap 
m the mouth 1 have tned 
very much to put it in the 
context of European his-
tory, Tne Holocaust has 
oeen taken out of context 
People forget the peop e 
in Europe nave being do-
ing things like that to each 
other for centuries and 
centuries in huge num-
bers. You've got the witch 
crazies in the Middle 
Ages wilh belween 11 
and 200 million women. 
Some villages in Ger-
many, the Germans were 
among the worst, were 
left with all-male 
populations, with all the 
women just wiped out. 
And in terms of per capita 
wiping of a total popula-
tion, the worst decrease 
in Europe, considerably 
worse lhan the Holocaust 
or the Ukrainian Famine, 
was the Irish Potato Fam-
ine. The population of Ire-
land gets cul from 9 mil-
lion lo 3. Put it in context. 
1840 was the year of the 
first postage stamp, the 
first rail link between Lon-
don and Edinburgh. All 
these great Victorian 
leaps forward. Charies 
Danwin's working on his 
theory of evolution, 
you've got the .neight of 
Victoria literature and 
politics at that time, and 
there are millions of dead 
Irish peasants. 
Semper: Is there a fear that what 
you've wrillen about will 
be oversimplified, re-
duced as well? 
Helen: Inevitably Thai's going to 
happen, 1 can'l escape 
that. I mean, you write 
something, it goes out 
inlo the world and it 
ceases to belong to you. 
It becomes a cultural 
product, and I can be re-
sponsible for what I think 
of it as a writer, but I can 
never be responsible for 
what people think of il. I 
haven't had any bad re-
views, bul I've had a cou-
ple of Dizarre 'ev.ews 
and Ihey're worrying be-
cause you think "my God. 
I didn't make my point 
clear" It may sound cyni-
cal to say this, but women 
miss the point, especially 
white middle-class 
women who've been 
cosseted by that sort of 
comfortable, middle-
class, nice culture. Some 
of the worst transmitters 
of racism and patriarchy 
in Australia have been 
women writers, Mrs 
Aeneas Gunn, and Ihings 
like that. 
Semper: The media really are the 
main conduit between, to 
pinch a phrase of F.R. 
Leavis's, mass civilization 
and minoring culture, and 
they don't do this very 
well at all. Do you have 
misgivings aboul the way 
they behave with respect 
to culture? 
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S t a n Z a m a n i k - A one Man war 
Insulting, rude, cross, crude, biased, insulting, loud. 
But, God I love it. 
Yes. its talk back radio. 
As someone who listens to the radio while I study, 
talkback is a welcome relief to the repetitive music 
that all the P.M. stations seem to produce. 
Bul not just any talk back radio, I listen to the one 
man war on 4BC between 7-12pm, Yes, ils a one man 
war, a war against, well, sometimes il appears like it 
is a v/ar against everyone. 
Stan Zamanik is the man, if your looking for a fight. It 
would be unfair, however to suggest its just an ex-
cuse for a shouting match. Zamanik is a man with 
strong and solid views and should be commended 
for continually condemning racism, homophobia or 
just listener stupidity But as for all other topics even 
Stan states that ils designed for entertainment first 
and information second. 
The program usually begins with a series of strong 
and inflammatory statements like: 
Paul Keating is destroying this country or 
Public sen/ants are lazy, or 
People should stop bludging on the dole. 
True staple topics of the right, but rarely if ever do people set themselves up as targets and basically ask people to throw a punch. 
It usually doesn'i take long to start with insults flying both ways. You cretin, bludger, richard cranium, imbecile, boofhead, idiot and if you're really stupid 
- Labor voter. 
These tirades are punctuated with the occasional nut who rings to say Nazis have stolen my face and I can. no longer be Premier of New South Wales 
(and I never thought John Fahey was a woman) or people with T.V. cameras keep trying to look in my windows, (Didn't know Prince Charles rang in-
$) 
I know il's all sensationalist nonsense bul gee it's funny, entertaining and most importantly different. Like how many radio announcers admit to voting 
liberal and abuse supporters of the A.L.P. How many radio announcers meet troublesome listeners on the town hall steps after the show to fight it out? 
Il's not all brawls, you have to admit this guy's gol talent to keep up such a heated program, So to finish listen to one of the few truly innovative mediums 
that being the radio fight of nighttime talkback. 
By G. Paynter 
Helen: Oh, sure. There's nothing 
I can do aboul it. When I 
first started to write this 
book i thought maybe 1 
could change the way 
people think, but therels 
this line in a poem of WH 
Auden, the eulogy he 
wrote on the dealh of 
William Butler Years,'po-
etry makes nothing hap-
pen" 
Semper: Yeah, "Time, that wilh this 
strange excuse/Par-
doned Kpling and his 
views/And will pardon 
Paul Cloudel/Pardons 
him for writing well." 
Helen: That's exactly what hap-
pens. Look al Tolstoy, or 
Doestoevsky, a pair of 
horrible little fascists, bul 
they wrote welll 
Semper: Or Flaubert, a raving mi-
sogynist who wrote bril-
liantly. 
Semper: I have to ask you the in-
evitable question, on war 
criminals and whether or 
not they should be 
brought to trial. 
Helen: Il's ending here because 
it was a bit of a Fizzer, 
and because it cost the 
Australian taxpayer 40 
million bucks that could 
Semper: 
Helen: 
have been spent on, 
oooh. Aboriginal Health 
or something worthwhile 
like that. My view is actu-
ally that to indulge in war 
crime trials, especially on 
behalfof Israel, is a mas-
sive hypocrisy You've got 
a state that's indulging in 
very similar kinds of ac-
tivities towards the Pales-
tin.ans in Southern Leba-
non, and it wanls olher 
states to carry out war 
crimes trials on its behalf, 
or failing that, allow the 
extradition of those peo-
ple to Israel. Israel's just 
about used up it's moral 
capital from the Holo-
caust. 
Do you think the hope for 
our generation is that the 
old hatreds will be re-
nounced? 
I think in Australia, defi-
nitely One of the things I 
set out lo do when I was 
writing this book was nol 
to make anybody into a 
cardboard cut-out, not to 
simplify any of the issues 
in it, everybody is going 
to be a believable char-
acter in some way. t^ o-
body in it you could de-
scribe as certifiable. 
That's one of the myths I 
worried to dispel, that 
these people were nuts. 
Hasse, the German Of-
ficer, is a little bil close to 
that very fine line, nol so 
much belween sanity and 
insanity but the kind of 
person who gets off on 
thai kind of thing. But he's 
not mad. 
Semper: Your central tragic char-
acter is Uncle Vitaly do 
you portray him as an or-
dinary human being, 
building around that cen-
tral Shakespearian idea 
of a tragic character? 
Helen: The ihing is, as George 
Steiner says, we don't in-
teract with the Gods any 
more and so we can't 
have high tragedy Oedi-
pus Rex and Macbeth 
have gone down the long 
slide, but they're stili great 
fun lo watch. Ultimately 
though, the big rich peo-
ple can get out of the way 
of tragedy, and it's the lit-
tle people who cop it. 
Poetry & 
Short Story 
Competition 
All inieresied parties are in-
vited to the awards function 
at Wordsmiths Cafeat 
10.30am. Thursday the 27lh 
of October. 
The Winners are! 
Poetry: 
isl ."Vlarcus Salisbury 
2nd Collette du 
Mornier 
Short Stories: 
1st Lisa Richard.son 
2nd Michael Siu 
Congratulations to ali the 
entrants for a sterling effort! 
We are currently at the foot of 
a tidal wave of films expressly 
marketed at "Generation-X". 
Generation-X is a label given 
to people between eighteen 
and twenty-five because we 
are all totally depressed, athe-
istic, melancholic, apathetic 
"dudes" who aren't even en-
thusiastic about the sex drugs 
and rock 'n' roll we consume 
in all our spare over-educated 
under-employed hours. Appar-
ently we are unfazed by mass 
marketing, and even Coke isn't 
happy with the amount of black 
fizz being consumed. 
So far three of these simplic-
ity Gen-X films have smashed 
into our shores. In reverse 
chronological order ihey are: 
Love and Human Remains 
Love and Human Excrement 
would be a more apt title for 
this supposed "generation-
X" expose. The movie details 
the lives of iwo people (man 
and wornan) shar ing an 
apartment, in "some Utile 
American town you've prob-
ably never heard of". 
The plot, though very con-
trived, would sound too 
complex lo explain here. It 
is fully of irrelevant, over-
acted characters, belting 
oul a hollow scripl. It has 
several parallel s tor ies 
Or •woiiLcl you Ltltc cxLlFc «'lcli zUosc •f-'i-lcs ? 
which all come together in the flick as if to say "Well our 
much the same way as a lives have fallen in place nicely, 
gutful of lager and a pave- but all you wonderful people 
ment. -•* " ' '"" '^ **-' "'--' *'" 
It contains one very amus-
ing scene, where the 
woman, her lesbian lover, 
her male lover, her flatmate 
and his male lover all fail to 
talk. The rest is unamuslng. 
out there in the dark are still 
stuck in a crappy generation 
that doesn't even get a name 
of its own..". Why give this 
style of happy ending to a film 
like this? 
Singles 
unprovoking and uriinter- This 1992 early Gen-X film 
estlng 
The whole thing left me 
wondering: why is it called 
a Generation X flick? 
Reality Bites 
promised a lot. but failed to 
deliver. It ended up loobing libe 
a pilot for Melrose Place. Again 
it suffered the problem of con-
fronting a widespread issue (the 
fate of an entire generation) but 
Yes, it has its moments, and pinning the ups and downs on 
deserved to make a fair a small group of people. This 
amount of money, but, admit mm did not show us the insight 
that this look at young peopie ^ promised. 
In the nineties has practically M u •• 
no plot. Thrown together are Marketing 
a bunch of people considered As soon QS Hollywood be-
to be typical of the generation, tame aware that there was 
Mix in one metric love inter 
est and sell to mass media. 
The characters describe how 
crap everything about this 
generation is, how impossible 
it is to get a job and how gen-
erally unmotivated we alt must Before generation-X had a 
be. THEN, to tease us, they name, Hollywood could do a 
neatly patch up all their own wonderful job of appealing 
little problems at the.end of to it by accident. Take "Pump 
this big TAG called genera-
tion-X, it tried to market to 
it. Learn you fools! WE ARE 
GENERATION-X, WE REFUSE 
TO BUY YOUR PRODUCT!, or 
something like that. 
Up the Volume" for example: 
it never claimed to be about 
Generation-X, but now ws 
look back and see that it was. 
BUT, because it wasn't trying 
to fit into all these "IMAGES 
OF GENERATION-X" that 
have become a stereotype, it 
did something that is suppos-
edly impossible. It tried to 
MOTIVATE us. THAT IS 
WHAT THESE NEW FILMS 
TOTALLY FAIL TO DO. 
Sure, tell us we're in a hole, 
and that our parents are 
dumb and that unemploy-
ment is bad stuff, but ALSO 
show us the way out: show us 
people that climbed out of it, 
not people thot fell out of it, 
or drowned in it. 
This is the irony of the "Gen-
eration-X" Tag: As the name 
suggests, there is no real sub-
stance that can be captured 
or explored. We are memora-
ble only for the ease with 
which we can be forgotten. 
Anyway, in a few years the 
SEGA generation will be 
washed up on the shores of 
mass consumption, as the 
tide carries us off into mass-
suicidal oblivion and be-
yond. 
BEWARE THE BITERS OF 
REALITY: 
THEY TAKE AWAY BUT 
THEY DO NOT GIVE BACKI 
V 
D-
ra 
c 
c 
CQ 
u 
CJ 
di 
GOING HOME FOR HOLIDAYS? 
WHERE CAN I 
STORE IT? 
INDOOROOPILLY 
CENTRAL] 
STUDENT DISCOUNT 
BOOK 2 MONTHS STORAGE 
AND WE WILL GIVE YOU 
2 WEEKS EXTRA F R E E 
STORAGE 
8783333 
FAX 878 3322 
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Tliere aie few men I have ever encoun-
|tered who have truly impressed me to the 
m\ ot obsession. This small group has 
ncluded Tim Ferguson, Cary Elwes and 
3iaadon Lee, lhe relalionships not quite 
vorkin^ out possibly because the guy has 
betn cither married, gay or dead. Anyway, 
the latest addition to my list is a fictional 
character, namely Superman. 
Of course, j had seen the "Superman" 
movies before "Lois & Clark", but Ihcy 
didn't have the same impaci. 1 guess I was 
too young then lo realise the full impHca-
tionsofsuch a tremendous concept. I have 
since been on a search to find all four 
films, a search which spanned eight video 
stores and saw me seeking infortnation 
from friends, acquaintances and strangers 
in the streel. Ii took a six Hundred kilO' 
metre journey before I found thena. While 
visiting my family, I found the elusive 
items scattered around Rockhampton pf 
all places, and you could not possibly 
comprehend Ihe job. 
These films are truly "daggy" as only ma-: 
terial from the late 70's early 80's can be, 
while at the same time being fantastic. I 
used lo think that 'delightful' was a piss-
weak word, but now I know what it can 
mean. The Superman films are delightful. 
JusI writing about them starts me grinning 
like a maniac. 
The first film (aptly titled "Superman") 
which has Marlon Brando appearing as 
Superman's father, shows Superman's ori-
gins on Krypton and his growing-up in 
Smallville (including the beautifully 
ironic scene where Lois Lane, aged 14 on 
a train to Metropolis, sees Clark run past 
her). This is lhe real sel-construction-film 
of lhe series. We see Krypton, the crea-
tion of The Fortress of Solitude (as built 
by the green crystal) at Ihe North Pole, 
and Lex Luthors underground mansion. 
It is in this first film that Lex Luthor (a 
character in his prime when played by 
Gene Hackman) steals nuclear weapons 
from the US army and then uses them to 
set off the San Andreas fault. His plan is 
to send California into the sea, dramati-
cally increasing Ihe value of the real es-
tate east of lhe Fault which he .solely owns. 
It's a brilliani plan, especially when you 
think thai sonii* short, fat, little Hollywood 
writci Ihoughl it up. 
Ths; relationship belween Lois and Super-
man is introduced in the fir.sl film. Who 
could forget that intensely embarrassing 
scene where Lois Hies wilh Superman in 
her shocking seventics-green-chiffon 
dress, and we hear her talking lo herself, 
saying the words to "Can You Read My 
Mind"! Margot Kidder plays a tremen-
dous Lois Lane. She's a hard-edged, 
shameless journo from hell, and it is her 
strength of personality which Superman 
falls for. And she doesn't give a pathetic 
high-pitched scream like the usual film 
bimbos do, eilher. I adore Lois. 
And the mosl memorable, heart-wrench-
ing scene from this movie: where Lois is 
killed in her car during Ihe earthquake and 
Superman just screams out in agony at her 
death. Then Superman turns back time just 
to save her. Every time I see it I cry and 
cry. Pretty pathetic, I know. 
However it's "Superman il' which is the 
really desperately romantic film in the se-
ries, this is the one where Lois finally re-
alizes that Clark is Superman. So they gel 
it logether. Superman takes Lois to the 
Fortress of Solitude and he gives up his 
super powers to marry her (how the hell 
they get back from the North Pole with-
oul Superman's flying ability is beyond 
me). Meanwhile, the bomb Superman 
threw into outer space ai the .start of Ihe 
movie has released three Kyrpton evil-
doers from their exile in the Phimtom 
Zone. They were put there by Superman's 
father in the first movie. Sothisraobstart 
wreaking havoc atid arc determined lo rule 
a planet, even if it is only Earth. They are 
led by General Zod, piayed by Terence 
Stamp who most recently starred in 
"Priscilla, Queen of the Desert" with 
much less facial hair. 
Supennan regains his powers and saves 
the day, while Lois realises ,she can never 
have him to herself and is "jealous of the 
whole world". A beautifully corny mo-
ment: Lois tells Superman "Can't you see 
that this i s killing me?!" whereby Super-
. .man kisses her, making her forget every-
thing and freeing her of her pain. I love 
_,{hatbit.';'-•/!,„..;,„ 
"Superman III" is the least exciting fijm 
ofthe four, with Lois appearing for a to-
tal bf four minutes and Clark reverting to 
dating Lana Lang from his high school. 
days. Tlic saving fcatiires oif this movie: 
it does include Richard ftyor as a com-
puter genius; there is a bad-guy's bimbo 
who, when alotxefpr a moment, reads phi-
losophy and speaks noifmally; aiid Super-
man does become evil fora while. He was 
exposed to Pryor's infenoroopy Otf Kryp-
tonite where an unknowrifelement was 
replaced with TAR (inspired by the side 
of Pryor's Camels packet). Supemiaii then 
becomes a brawlin', boozin' bastard and 
only snaps out of it after having a fight. 
with himself in a car wrecking yard. This 
whole film could be read as an anti-smok- • 
ing message, which is ironic considering 
the Marlboro placements in "Superman 
11". 
"Superman IV - The Quest For Peace" is 
the most embarra.ssingly corny film of the 
lot. It is pure cringe material. Superman 
makes several speeches throughout, bul 
my favourite is where he stops a subway 
train speeding oul of control then, amidst 
the fire brigade and ambulance men. says 
"I'd just like all of the passengers back 
there lo know ihat the subway is .still this 
city'ssafesl and mosl reliable form of pub-
lic transport. Thank-you." and then he 
flies off! 
In Number Four, Superman rids the planet 
of nuclear weapons, inspired by a letter 
from a young boy. Lois is in this one, and 
for a moment Clark shows Lois thai he is 
Superman and flies around with her for a 
while, Lois remembers everything, then 
lets Superman kiss her again to make her 
forget. 
Lex Luthor is back in this one, and cre-
ates a clone from a strand of hair Super-
man donated to a science museum (Sound 
familiar? Yep, a recent "Lois & Clark" 
episode paid homage to/ripped off this 
story-line). Luthor creates Nuclear Man, 
a blond, stupid version of Superman who 
is eventually defeated and thrown into a 
nuclear reactor. 
A powerful draw-card of this movie is Ihe 
superb performance of Jon Cryer as 
Lulhor's nephew: a punk teenager wilh a 
collection of greal one-liners, a dream-role 
if ever there was one. 
In comparing the films with the TV se-
ries, it must be said that Christopher 
Reeves' version of Superman eclipses the 
"Lois & Clark" representation. In the 
films. Superman is the true character 
while Clark Kent is purely a disguise. Be-
ing an absolute bumbling nerd, it is be-
lievable that Clark is nol recognised as 
Superman, whereas in the TV series the 
only difference between Clark and tl^ e 
Man of Steel is a pair of glas.ses and a 
business suit instead of the lycra. 
Vm sure there is an explanation for this, 
other than Dean Cain's lack of acting abil-
ity. I think bean is doing quite well, con-
sidering he was a footballer from 
Princeton and only turned to acting when 
he screwed up his knees. Besides, he is 
very pleasant scenery. 
1 don't think Dean is the one to blame. I 
would say that the TV series' budget is a 
relevant factor, They really can't afford 
to have Dean as Superman saving people 
from exploding buildings and confront-
ing bad guys day ahd night, (A cute in-
clusion in one episode shows Superman's 
childhood tiee-house in Smallville with 
the sign of the door dubbing it the "Foe-, 
tress of Solitude".) Clark Kent is the pre-
dominant personality in this series. Even 
for Christopher Reeves, playing a nerdy 
loser for the majority of every episode 
would have been a trial, and not only for 
him. I doubt if tbe audience could have 
beared it eilher. 
Ten Hatcher's Lois Lane is just as hard-
edged and ambitious as Margot Kidders', 
maybe more so, but (he facl remains that 
TV's Lois Lane looks stupid. She looks 
stupid because (a) she can't see that Clark 
Kent is Superman with a pair of glasses 
on, and (b) she thinks she is in love wilh 
Superman when this Superman is really 
only an act, a facade. In the TV series, 
Clark Kent is the true identity, so for Lois 
lo adore Superman makes her look damn 
superficial. To quote a recent episode, in 
the same day that Lois tells Clark she likes 
him only as a friend, she says to Super-
man "even if you were an ordinary guy 
with an ordinary job, I would love you 
just the same" to which Superman replies 
with words to the effect of "that's bullshit 
and I know it". The only possible solu-
tion is for Lois lo love Clark as Clark, nol 
as Superman, But how will the writers do 
tl? Have Ihcy dug a hole for themselves 
which is too deep already? 
Nevertheless, I am addicted to "Lois & 
CJark". Dean Cain and Teri Hatcher have 
that whole romantic-lension-lhing hap-
pening rcally well. I haven'l seen anylhing 
iike it since the "Moonlighting" series 
with Bruce Willis and Cybil Shepherd. 
And the characters of Perry While and 
Jimmy Olsen are a greal bonus to the 
story-line after be ing totally incidental in 
the four films. 'Cat' was a tremendous 
contrast to Lois, but where has she disap-
peared lo recently? 
And is all the Superman paraphernalia 
shown in the series a payout on the audi-
ence or is it one big advertisement, like 
Jurassic Park's use of its own merchan-
dise? Perhaps it is bolh. And who cares 
anyway? This is popular romantic trash 
television at ils worst, and therefore at its 
best. I am not embarrassed to admit ihat I 
wanl tobe Lois Lane. 1 just pray that, once 
this season ends, Channel Seven re-runs 
the series. Otherwise I will have no rea-
son to live, and nolhing do but study, and 
that will be a very ugly day indeed. 
Larina Alick 
Rc&in Wel ter T a s t e 
Good Health - Good Life 
* OCTOBER SPECIAL * 
Counter Top Portable Filter 
$49.95 
usually $98.00 
c^,^^ 
Service & Parts 
Single & Dual Filters Reverse Osmosis 
Raindance Ultrapure 
Aqua Space Water Wise 
Pozzani Nature's Spring 
Aeon Aqua Pure 
Water Shop 
(07) 891 1682 
128A Logan Rd • Woolloongabba • 4102 
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Cowardice 
Cowardly, treacherous, base 
anonymity 
that cloaks my scelhing de-
sires 
swaliics tne once in stillness 
thence embodies passion's 
swirling fury 
giving 11 once monumental 
shape 
thence obscuring ils silhou-
ette. 
1 can inhabit your blackness, 
disguised 
but am insulated from you 
by my hidden ness, 
become part of night's tactile 
darkness 
bul cannot enfold you 
in my voracious vclvcl as nigliL 
does. 
I. Marionette of revolting 
revelation 
am shrouded in the power of 
cowardice. 
By Katliryn Pallant 
In the Wars 
I r —*-^ - «- — » u <_. *. 
•.*>., ,^-i.i-"n]^ '_** f * 
rrt.'L*' "•if *•"• 
Reflections 
mBuk 
FrontBench 
They jforraed a frontbench ter v^ 
nght forcefully, "^ '"" 
And the frontbench {formed to 
fight forcefuUy) 
was ftought Into factions. 
Aud the factions frought from 
the frontbench 
(formed to flglit forcefully) were 
fractured Into 
factions and factions and 
fraclions of righting factions. 
And the factions and factions 
and fractions 
of fighting factions frought 
from the frontbench 
were fractured by faults 'till 
the flaws in 
the factions forced factions in 
the factions of factions. 
And each of the factions, 
formed from the faults of 
factions formed by flaws in the 
fractured factions of 
factions of factions frought 
from the factions of factions 
of fraclloned frontbench fight-
ing force, fought 
and fought and were found to 
be fully fucked. 
I A Jagcr Bonaparte, 
• - ^ Ch!ld-of-thc-Times 
Reflections 
Dark 
shadov\/s contrasted with 
Light 
rays of sunlight on my highboned 
cheeks; 
Cheeks which never felt caring 
hands 
The way they wanted to. 
Olive, the texture of fine sand-
stone, 
That's what I am, 
I saw my Reflections, 
1 saw my forehead, 
Careworn from frowns and 
anxieties, 
1 saw my chin, continuously thrust 
Up, yet it dropped again. 
Pursed lips, curved into a lop-
sided smile. 
1 heard my voice, edged with 
sarcasm. 
Sarcasm which 1 sometimes could 
not stop, 
Wait a while,., 1 may stop and 
smile; 
My brows, dark and brooding. 
Like caterpillars huddled together, 
Lashes on-the-ready 
caught unsuspecting tears, 
Eyes, Reflected the colour of tea. 
Sunlight is dancing in my eyes of 
t e a , : , " 
But past It, deeper, 
I saw the Inner depth of me,and, 
like a peeper, who has seen the 
forbidden, 
;' I never forgot what l saw. 
Why is it that her mirror Image 
was so... so 
Bleak? V ' ^ 
People seem to judge her I ' 
Before I even speak. V ;, ,. 
Silver-backed mirror shatters as| 
break it, "< 
Splinters of Glass tinkled; 
The Reflection of her eye jingled 
Like a coin 
Before settling near a piece of 
naked skin. 
Only Reflections remained, 
jasmine Waters 
The Hitch 
Hikers Lament 
It's almost noon in Katherine, 
I've been standing here since sbc 
On the roadside with my old 
guitar and pack. 
And the flies that keep mc 
company 
make me wave to passing cars, 
Willie I mutter to myself "you're 
bloody slack". 
Some people get embarrassed 
When they see me on the road. 
They look away pretending I'm 
not there. 
So I intaginc ways 
Of getting even with those 
pricks. 
Who leave me standing, waibng 
in despair 
There are others who delight in 
slowing down 
As if lo stop, and watch rae 
run towards them heavy with 
ray load. 
Then they take off squealing 
tyres 
And start laughing at their Joke, 
I pray that they break down 
along the road. 
Then I get a lift j ; ' • : ' 
From some v;oman in a Ford, 
b u t . . . . . '•.,'" '••';.".•'' 
She's only going thirty K's o r ^ . 
And she leaves me to the middle 
Of the bush at Cutta Cutta, ^ :p-.-
And rm standing here for hours 
deepln\voe. 
The hot spring at Mataraiika 
beckons cbjtnfort and cold b ^ r 
And It's only Just an hbtir down 
the track. 
Bul it could be on the moon 
As far as I'm concerned right 
now, 
I can't go forward, and bloody 
well can't go back 
Oh hitch-hiking might be cheap 
And save you dollars, but I'm 
whlstful 
Everytlme those giant buses 
pass me by, 
'Cos 1 see contented faces 
In the air conditioned comfort 
As the sun beats down and I 
begin lo fry, 
Yeh hitch-hiking might be quick 
So I sit here by the roadside 
As another hour passes. 
And lament the hassles I am 
going Ihrough. 
Clay Djubal 
AMindfe Frustration 
Nothing is being done 
Being done is notiiing 
The demons have come 
They took soinething 
1 don't know what it is 
I just know 
I don't have it anymore 
I can't find it 
Now they laugh at me 
And I wilh them. 
Bonita May Tasker 
OLD FRIENDS, 
DEADENDS 
"Who is ever quite without his 
landscape?" 
-WH Auden, ''Detective Story." 
Driving dovwi suburban back 
'streets:,,..^; ,^.^ ;-- •:.. •'.., -^ :' 
Would be easy, if so much of. 
My life hadn't happened In them. 
There's ahJnevltable touch of. 
Nostalgia, dj^rti^cting arid bltter-
Involved in a^^ort)irig the fight of 
But the memories sobnqiilckiy'i 
curdle. ''''^'i^'h':.:A 
Most good things were crueiX;V;; 
decoys, 
Everything bad a shin-cracking 
hurdle. 
Almost ineluctably, the games 
and joy 
Had to stop. I couldn't hang 
around. 
Having to earn my hole in the 
ground. 
MArcus Salisbury 
•-if.-ll 
mm 
Hi' 
" / kitt imokeJ 44.OCS during tlx ptiil } 
itars j»J l)jff mtr lulimd av) 
tt>n:tt trokhlt" 
• MM i<i^Mr M f 
CRAVENA: 
SOME SUNNY DAY 
Yes, sir. the soldiers blue 
scuttle 
for on shore safe they are 
far far away from the horrible 
singing battle 
WHALESONG SONAR ON 
THE BEACHES OF NOR-
MANDY 
And the troops all agree 
that it's music to die for; 
fun for the whole family. 
Morning apres-
Soldiers one, Soldiers two. 
Soldiers three and four 
H U N D R E D 
line the beach 
Their array greens all agree 
that the Whalesong.. 
it's music to die tO, , 
J. Johnny Johann was just 2 2 . 
when he received his country's 
call .' '• yX : '• 
m.^ Now his legs lie scattered and 
p^kvcrawling , ; ; ; •••• . • , 
Ill^^^WltiisoIider crab blue. ^^  
JM^); : (&^g them where they fell. ; 
' " ^^ f •^i:sli|;Tafak$:^e'b :-:;:x 
^^^)^.8|ndj^ii^ 
^X->Butf^|or^ thb^t>atUe weij^ e;^ .^ ^ -
r^^^'v^itijmtato' • •-;••"• •'•:. •- •' -''"c '^:'';-•• •'••';'! 
l^^v^^^The-i^survivorlnotBeioved;,?; 
| « : t : ^ f e r a^Lynn) ; : •{•:..•:'••:.: 
^ f ^ ? .:;butscuttIlng:Soldier e rab , / •,:.; 
"";';Blue^^:^:;;; :''- , . ' '^.••::' ' ' . ^ ' • • 
„.Louki Lazaredes 
Something Small 
A pretty petal 
A pane of glass 
Blood flowing over yourskin 
And down the drain 
A difficult piece of wood 
A slar sitting in the grass 
A frowning face 
With a nail in the middle. 
Bonita Mav Tasker 
THIS BE 
THE 
VERSE 
I r i i i s e m y o m p t l e d 
g l a s s 
T o a l l t h i n y s f a I s o 
a n d p l a s t i c . 
I ' l l k i s s t l T o i r 
g l e ^ i m - e c l a r s e s . 
F o r i t h i n k t h e y ' r e 
j u s t f a n t a s t i c 
V V I i o t h e r t h e y b e 
a b s o l u t e l y w o n -
d e r f u l 
C a r t o o n p a r a g o n s 
• - ' o n ' a - ' c a t w a l k V . 
O r s i r t t p J y c i u i t e 
V a d o r a b l e . •':-:•••;._> : 
S t y r p f o a m c a r s 
; r t h a t ' t a l k . . ; ".;;'^'.;/,/•• • 
E l e v a t e d i a b o y e t h e 
S r d b b y m a s s 
O f d u l l a tnd d u n n b 
h u m a n i t y . 
A b o v e u s f o l k 
v v h o ' r e t h i c k a n d 
c r a s s . 
T h a t ' s w h a t w e 
w a n t t o b e . 
F o r t h e d e s i r e t o 
b e p l a s t i c 
L u r k s i n u s a l l . I 
t h i n k . 
I d o n ' t w a n t t o 
s o u n d c a u s t i c 
B u t o r d i n a r y p e o -
p l e s i i n U . 
s o b e c o m e a 
s c o o p e d - o u t y u p p y 
s o d , 
S c i u a r e , s h i n y a n d 
b r a n d - n e w . 
B e c o m e a h e a r t l e s s 
c o r p o r a t e s o d 
A n d t o t h i n e o w n 
s e l f b e t r u e . 
( m e t e m p s y c f i o s i s ) 
D o n a l d McSlugg, 
w i t h a p l c i s t i c l i f e 
Y a w n s b e h i n d t i i e 
s t e e r i n g w h e e l . 
F l a t t e n s h i s f o o t 
f o r h i s p l a s t i c w i f e 
A n d d r i v e s , w i t h 
o l e a g i n o u s z e a l . . . 
Marcus Salisbury 
THIS IS THE 
LOVERS 
DEPARTMENT 
"Good morning Mama. 
Are you In need of a lover? 
Yes, this Is the lover's department. 
Feel free to browse and discover 
Your Ideal lover. 
Are you out for the short term? 
Just dinner, dance, a One-Niflht-
Stand 
With a "t\^laIn. bam. and thankya 
M.i'ani"? 
Or would you rather, a Ioniser 
tciin lover? 
Wiio will bring you roses. 
And .swoon, and .say "I love you for 
ever and ever" 
Wiiu will go over the moon when 
you notice 
Hi.s romance, ihn roses, the 
recorris of Mendoza. 
Would you consider, 
Tl;c more aiyfrcssive made? 
Oh. I'm sorn,'. wore niU oi thai 
stock. 
He was loo popular in the last 
decade. 
Ycu know whal I mean 
Black leather, dark shades 
Poised revengefully on a Harley, 
Just a lad too bad. 
Sorr>'. you'll have to 
Take a ralncheck and book early. 
I doubt you'd desire 
The Macho Man. who comes free 
With an Enlarged Ego. 
Or the heartbreaking hunk, 
Who'll raelt his way into your 
heart, 
Then explode It and leave a 
permanent crack, 
Although some people 4o prefer 
.;them.-••:•-'^ •,• •;•' ;•'/:• ^vvJ''" •' 
Perhaps your tastes su^unlquer. < 
Have a peck, at the 'Mould i^flin £ 
"Vburself Version", ; • ".• ;^; ,' 
dur newest creation.? "^ r ;> ";;' -
Ycu can shape him. keep iusJ good 
p o i n t s . \ { ; • • - • ' - • , ^ ^ .! 
Remodel his bad. \ ; . 
But a word cf caution 
This model is not yet perfection, 
And is only guaranteed to be 
perfect and sweet. 
Till the wedding feast. 
(Extra loving is required 
To rechart*e his tired, but sturdy 
batteries]. 
Fee! free to inspect, criticise and 
choose. 
After all, you've nothing to lose. 
But please choose your lover 
Bcforc our Two F^ or One' offer 
Is temporarily over; 
This will enable you to test drive 
Completely different types, 
Before you arrive 
At a conclusion. 
Er... Will that be cash or Cheque? 
Thank you Ma'am, liave a GOOD 
life! 
Collette Du Montler 
Second Prize 
/N 
SIOIKowRlpliire 
^g^pS^tSH'S?^ 
MTnr KtiuEiT. t tmin ISSBT-
m unm n cuff m aniiii 
^_' 3rrr 
'T^TrtTJ^^ 
14 DAYS FREE TRIAI-
RVI «W«l irn-n Mjvrt IMI r«a *» t A« ' POST NOW! 
;.jrx 
— I.... 
M fUl lUM : . liri«IET L. . * •» '* „, I 
SKELETON STAFF 
Dear Sir, 
Tiie world you've created 
Will, in the fecundity of time 
Need to be slightly depopulated 
Due to its nurturing clime 
And the boom in copulation. 
Big chief was a 
bad boy yesterday! 
You will therefore 
need 
An agent to 
maintain an 
optimum 
Level of growth 
and cull the 
excess 
' Breeders, breath-
ers and feeder. 
I know the very 
fellow. 
His shape is 
foetal, though 
His body is 
suitably skeletal. 
His face, neatly But today he's 
flayed gleams in HAPPY AND WELL 
H i S m b e s THE LAXETTE WAY 
Wnttt you; child is ciibiy. nwghty 
»' Mi*y, ll miy b« conilipilion 
thi t ' i upset his narmjl hippy 
<i>luie Aien'i you J;IJ4 you can 
nake him hippy MK) wtll ovcrnithl 
- t h t Luette wiy' Gel L*«ettet 
loitev; tlfiy jfluires ol nice-to-ljlie 
-'"UK chocoljlc ~ cKh conlsining 
i Senllt. tisltiest Initiv*. W«)e 
Wciilly fw cMdrtfi. 
are ciean and 
nicely ironed 
And his aim with 
a rusted scythe is 
lethal. 
He has his own 
transport 
(A pale horse) 
And some friends 
who'll help him 
Hackneyed old war, pungent 
Pestilence. 
He is willing and able to take on 
this task, 
The only facilities he asks 
\ For are invisibility, intractability 
"7" and diffusion. 
I await with trepidation 
Your favourable conclusion. 
The winner of the poetry competiton.., 
Marcus Salisbury 
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1ST • T H E GAMBLER 
•EnsQiniiiiii 
2ND • THE TEXAS CHAINSTORE MASSACRE 
THE GAMBLER 
"Fuck, it's hot," he said. I cringed. 
Alex uses "fuck" like a casually tossed exclamation 
mark, or like the way my grandfather uses salt, 
pouring it on his meal like a snowstorm. And it always 
makes me cringe. 
But there was no denying the heat. Sweat 
ran in rivulets down Alex's face, beading 
atthe temples. The synthetic material of 
my uniform was stifling. I was smelly and 
gross, exhausted after an unbearable day 
on my feet working In the cafe, annoyed, 
edgy, frustrated because everyone is 
always in such a foul mood when it's hot. 
and waiting on rude unfriendly customers 
always kills me. All I could think of was 
ripping my clothes off as fast as I could, 
and standing under a cold shower, letting 
the water iust wash it all away.... The small 
of my back was saturated, as it stuck to 
the vinyl seat, sweat ran down my legs: the 
windows in the car were wound down in a 
vain attemptto keep cool but all it achieved 
was a lot of hot air blown in our faces. It 
was so muggy it hurt to breathe... our. 
movements were slowed, almost as if we 
were underwater 
"How long is this fucking heatvwaue going 
to last?" 
Alex spun the wheel hard as we turned 
toward home. 
I sighed, shrugged. Not long. I hoped. 
As I stepped out of the shower, I felt like a 
new woman, baptized, refreshed, and I left 
all the bad memories of the day washing 
down the plughole. Alex 
was sitting on the 
balcony; he'd just 
watered all the plants, 
almost drowned them, 
in complete defiance of 
the council's water 
restrictions, and he'd 
turned the fan on, sc it 
was almost bearable 
there. 
Atall glass of cold water 
with a couple of 
icecubes floating 
leisurely in it awaited me 
on the bench. Alex was 
a real sweetheart, the 
way he'd think of 
something like that. 
I made my way onto the 
balcony armed with my 
drink, wearing only a 
singlet and some clean 
undies, landing a kiss on 
the top of his head as I 
walked past. He patted 
me on the backside, I 
collapsed into a chair, 
my still wet hair dipping 
luxuriously down my back. 
"How was your day. babe?" he asked for 
the first time. 
14. 
Conversation had been impossible in the 
car • concentrating too hard on breathing, 
surviving the odious heat to talk • and he 
knew instinctively that I was in a horrible 
mood and would remain ugly until I'd cooled 
off, cleaned up... 
My parents don't really like him, because 
he says 'fuck' a lot, has longish hair and is 
fairly undisciplined about shaving, in 
essence, because he's a bum. Alex doesn't 
pretend to be something he's not. for 
anyone... he's not out to impress. My 
parents would much prefer me to date 
young preppy guys, with neat hair and 
clothes, fancy manners and a toehold in an 
accounting or law firm... someone not afraid 
to do a bit of sucking up to the boss or the 
girlfriend's parents. Alex fairly lucked out in 
all the above categories. He had a problem 
with authority. Needless to say, my parents 
didn't come by for dinner too often. My little 
brother was a regular though. 
Davy and Alex got along tremendously, in 
a kind of super cool, happy to be bonding 
with you way, they'd often head for the 
coast in the early hours of the moming in 
search of a good set... and I'd spread out 
languidly in bed and ream for a few more 
hours, and have a huge brunch ready for 
them when they returned. I don't think my 
folks were too ecstatic at Davy and Alex's 
friendship either seeings as they were 
grooming David into the much admired 
young executive mould, and Davy, showing 
a penchantfor ripped t-shirts and long hair, 
was not buying into that at ail. 
But the point was. they didn't know Alex. 
They were turned off by the unkempt 
appearance, the attitude, never bothering 
to look any further, any deeper. It's easy 
enough to do... I guess when you've built 
your little empire around you. you don't 
have much time for anything that doesn't 
go with the decor. 
But I loved him. Even though something 
bred into me by my conservative 
upbringing made me cringe every time he 
said "fuck" as casually as "okay" or "pass 
over a beer", even though sometimes he'd 
clamber into bed stoned, after a gruelling 
day of surfing, or jamming with the band, 
even though he never bought me flowers 
or sappy cards.... I was gone on him. 
Because he'd leave a glass of icy water 
waiting on the bench for me. Because he 
knew to wait until after the shower before 
we could talk. Because sometimes he'd 
pick up a tub of Sara Lee Honey Pecan on 
his way back from the coast and we'd sit 
outside, steam rising from the icy tub, and 
let it slide down our throats and he'd lean 
over and kiss me. and I could still taste 
the sweet creaminess on his lips, and his 
tongue was cool as it explored my mouth; 
then he'd lean back and just smile at me. 
And I melted. I was gone on him. Fully 
Seb and Zoe had invited us for dinner on 
Friday. They'd just bought a new cook book 
and were experimenting. Seb and Alex 
played in the band together Zoe vjas 
probably my best girlfriend. After school. I 
fairly burnt my bridges, breaking just about 
every promise I made in that teary last 
week, so long ago. I'd only really kept in 
contact with Leiaina, my best friend, who 
got itchy feet after two years of Uni, and 
packed her backpack to slog around Europe. 
She sends the occasional postcard, but it's 
been nearly two years and I don't think she's 
planning to return for some time. Zoe and I 
go jogging together; sometimes we even 
head down to the gym for aerobics, though 
I don't much relish that. Zoe is dark, petite, 
slender... I'm more solidly built, womanly, 
athletic, whatever euphemism takes your 
fancy.. But the idea is to go to the gym with 
someone bigger than you, so you have at 
least something to fall back on when you 
can't seem to avoid your reflection in those 
evilly positioned mirrors that go all the way 
around the room. But even if I do feel like an 
invisible git 
whenever vje 
walk into the gym, 
and the guy at the 
desk drops 
everything to say 
hello to Zoe, it's 
vjorth it... the 
post-exercise 
rush makes it 
vjorth it... those 
moments of 
clarity when your 
blood is rich with oxygen, your mind is alert 
and eager, even though your body is so 
weary, and somehow you feel that much 
less guilty about the tub of icecream you 
had last night. And Zee's great to talk to, 
we connect, we just understand each other 
Zoe and Seb are best friends, but they're 
not lovers. Vi/hich took some getting used 
to.. Most of Alex's friends are surfers or 
musos with fairly butcherous attitudes 
towards women; cut v^hat you want and 
feed the rest to the dog. And if you find 
someone special, maybe you'll give her a 
call. Fortunately. Alex had a more mature 
attitude, legacy of a single mother and two 
sisters who are all avid feminists, very 
intelligent and independent. But Zoe and 
Seb were just friends, and though their 
lives intertwined in every way. they kept 
separate rooms, they dated other people. 
Why they would bother mucking around 
playing the dating game when it was so 
obvious they'd found their perfect partner 
was a mystery to me and Alex... It wasn't 
as if they could possibly meet someone 
who understood their needs as well as the 
other,. 
Zoe's parents had been killed in a hideous 
accident when she was just out of school... 
and Zoe had seen it all. She still had 
nightmares about it Sometimes when I see 
her, her eyes are bloodshot and her face 
is haggard, and I know she'd had another 
night of broken sleep. Part of their uncanny 
interdependence is that Seb seems to be 
the only one who knows how to soothe 
away her night terrors. Seb is an 
insomniac, and his constant wakefulness 
provided a needed antidote for Zoe's 
nightmares. When she'd wake, bathed in 
sweat, pulse racing, sometimes even 
paralysed fora few seconds of terror from 
horrible visions conjured up by her 
subconscious, her merciless memory. Seb 
would be there, by her side, bloodshot 
eyes, ragged fingernails, the early morning 
movie playing quietly in the background, 
and he'd hold her in his strong soothing 
arms until sleep v./ashed over her again 
and Zoe would lie in his embrace, letting 
her fears dissipate as the tide came in 
again. Sometimes it took hours to get back 
to sleep, but Seb would sit there, stroking 
her, until she did. 
We took a couple of casks of goon with us 
to dinner Seb and Zoe had prepared a 
great Thai stir fry. and we washed it down 
with copious amounts of wine and good 
conversation. And it was the perfect 
evening. Then Zoe brought out an 
immaculate apple pie she makes; 
something her mother taught her. that she 
has made an art form, and when we were 
so full we could hardly move. v;e dragged 
ourselves out to the balcony and collapsed 
in the chairs, and looked out over the 
magic lights of the city, and smoked 
cigarettes and drank rum and cokes... the 
music was playing, our tongues were 
rolling, our hearts were light. 
"The only good thing I got out of Uni," Alex 
was saying" was Jenna. I mean, if we'd kept 
plugging along, v.-e'd be almost finished and 
about to graduate, and that would be 
fucked." 
"Oon't you wonder if maybe there 
are secrets from beyond the grave 
that vte shouid Itnbw, that maybe 
had been stolen from us, that 
maybe would help us iive right?" 
"What Vi/ere you 
doing?" 
"I was in 
Engineering, 
and Jen v>/as 
doing Lavj... ! 
mean, can you 
imagine us livcng 
the corporate 
life? Selling out, 
making greed 
our master, 
breaking our backs to climb up that fucking 
ladder so we can destroy the planet and 
ruin people's lives?" 
"Are you really so principled, Alex," Zoe 
teased, "Dr are you just lazy?" 
"Hey, it's the Australian ethos," Seb said, 
"unless you're working as a v^harfie and 
earning S200.000 a year, plus perks, you 
might as well benefit from the welfare 
state." 
"Fuck you, Seb." Alex retorted, "what this 
nation needs is creative people vjith vision. 
The government should support 
musicians and poets and artists because 
we create beauty and identity and emotion 
and all the good things that make a 
country great." 
I laughed. "He can rationalise anything." 
"So, you're the only Uni student amongst 
us, Jen" 
"Well, it's only Literature, it's not really 
work. I enjoy it. At any rate, it keeps my 
folks off my back, t don't know what I'm 
going to do after I graduate though." 
"That's at the end of the year isn't it?" 
"Yup." 
"You cen always Vifork at McDonalds," said 
Seb. 
"Ooh, funny AND original," 
'So what's going on with this band?" 
Seb and Alex looked at each other, and 
skulled another drink. 
"NatCy is lining up some regular gigs at The 
Club for us." 
"His uncle is manager so he's going to pull 
some strings for us. It will be a foot in the 
door, and from there on we can earn 
anything more on merit." 
Zoe and I looked at each other, eyes wide. 
'No way." 
Seb and Alex nodded gleefully. 
"I can't believe you didn't tell us. You shit. 
How long have you known this?" 
We were hitting them and hugging them 
at the same time. It was more excuse to 
get drunk, so we finished off the bottle of 
rum, toasting the band and success and 
everything else we could think of and all 
passed out together 
Alex didn't akvays thtnk a lot. He played 
guitar as if it were an appendage he was 
born with, he really had a gift. He could 
create worlds, feelings, define an emotion 
with a riff. Sometimes he would look at the 
expression on my face, he could read me 
like a book, and play something that was 
just how I felt. It was amazing. Seb was 
the poet, the tinker the lyricist. Seb and I 
had a lot of good talks about tfie meaning 
of life and philosophy and literature and 
we spun a lot of shit together Sometimes 
when Alex was down surfing with Natty 
and Paul, his buddies, or Davy, I'd head 
around to Seb and Zoe's place, and Zoe 
would be at work at the spastic centre. 
Viforking with the little day care kids, who 
needed constant attention and 
supervision that she could give and give 
and keep giving as if she were an endless 
reservoir ot compassion... and Seb and I 
would sit on the verandah, and sometimes 
we'd just sit, but most times we v/ould talk 
and talk and talk. We'd argue, and 
disagree, but our minds fed off each other 
"What do you think happens when we die?" 
Seb asked me. 
Alex had influenced me up to a point with 
his attitude about life... don't think about it 
if you can't work it out, or if it causes you 
grief or pain. Death was one subject that I 
tended to give the big swerve. No one 
really close to me had ever died... a 
grandmother I saw twice, and my 
brother's dog when we were kids, but no 
one dose. 1 didn't think about it. 
"Does it matter?" 
"YES. it matters. Shit. Of COURSE it 
matters." 
"Seb, v.'e're never going to know. We won't 
find out until it's too late to worry about. 
I'm more concerned with the living pat, you 
know." 
"But we're all doing to die." 
"Yeah. It defines us. We're mortals. So?" 
"So. don't you think about it?" 
"Nope." 
"Don't you wonder if maybe there are 
secrets from beyond the grave that v.'e 
should know, that maybe had been stolen 
from us, that maybe would help us live 
right?" 
"No. Seb, I don't think about it" 
"Well think about it now, Jenna. What do 
you think happens when we die?" 
"I don't know, I guess I believe in heaven, 
like the white light at the end of the tunnel 
with the beautiful singing voices and the 
peace..." 
"And who gets there?" 
The good people," 
15. 
"So you believe in hell?" 
"I don't know, I guess so. Otherwise it 
doesn't make sense that people can do 
evil and prosper and not find retribution 
in the after life." 
"Doesn't make sense, does it?" 
I shrugged. 
"But who says who's good enough and 
who's too bad? 
'God, I s'pose." 
'So you believe in God?" 
"I believe in something. I don't know how 
close religion has gotten to it" 
"Zoe believes in God, but she tl links that 
everyone has to come to a personal 
understanding of it She thinks that only 
people who have reached that 
understanding can get to heaven," 
I frowned... "I don't think I agree with that 
I can't dedicate myself to a God that would 
lock people cut of the 'better place' just 
because they didn't believe. That doesn't 
make them bad." 
"I don't think anyone is really bad. they're 
just a product of the deal. Life deals out a 
lot of shitty cards... You've just got to play 
your hand as best you can. I don't know if 
the deal is rigged or not, but it's not. as if 
there's anything you can do about it What 
1 want to know is whether you can ask for 
a redeaL" 
"You only get one shot, Seb." 
"You don't believe in reincarnation.?" 
"I know that I am alive, and when I'm dead, 
there may be nothing at all. There may be 
a second chance , there may be heaven, 
but there may be nothing. It's a hell of a 
gamble. So I figure my best bet is to live 
as hard as I can and not count on 
anything." 
Alex and Seh had had to pool their rent 
money in order to buy some gear to set 
themselves up for this gigs at the Club, 
they figured they'd get good return on it 
But it meant that we were all short on our 
rent and it was due on Monday, and we'd 
been later a couple of times before a dour 
landlord had threatened to terminate the 
lease, and it was at those moments I 
wished that I'd stuck it out with law, and 
could wave the Residential Tenancies act 
in his face and tell him to jam i t But as far 
as we were aware, he could kick us out if 
he wanted to, and we liked our litde place, 
so we didn't want to give him any 
opportunity. So the boys figure our best 
bet was the Casino. 
So we took our last fifty bucks each and 
decided to play the roulette wheel, and if 
we lost then we'd lose it all, and if we won, 
we could pay our rent So Zoe and I got 
dressed up in summery dresses, and 
packed up a picnic brunch, of chicken and 
strawberries and croissants, mainly 
leftovers I'd pilfered from work, and we 
drove down to the coast in the dark and 
sat cn the beach with anoraks over our 
sundresses and watched the boys surf as 
the sun came up. then we sat down and 
ate our brunch, like the last supper, before 
we d^ove to the (!Iasino. 
It was full of tourists, though why you'd 
travel thousands of miles overseas to go 
and gamble at a casino that would the 
same all around the world is absolutely 
beyond me. So we cashed in our last 
money in the world fo." chips, that are 
somehow so far removed from those hard 
earned dollars that they're almost easy to 
throw down on that table, and we 
wandered around the teoles until we found 
one that Seb declared felt 'lucky'. So Seb 
and Alex both be half our money on red 
first up, and lost it Then they put half again 
on black and lost Zoe and I were shaking 
our heads and laughing, but deep down we 
were both wondering how many extra 
shifts we would swindle in the next few 
days to try and make it up... 
But that was when Seb and Alex made the 
call of the day, and picked a number 
Number fifteen. Because it was the 
number of Seb and Zoe's house, and it was 
the date that Alex and 1 had moved in 
together 
"This one's for love," Alex said as he put 
down one of our last 
chips winking at me. 
"Sure hope he 
doesn't lose now," 
Zoe whispered to 
me. as we peered 
over their shoulders. 
Seb shouted us all burgers on 
the way home, and we laughed 
and dranic our mili(shakes to 
Alex put his pile on red. hoping for a quick 
double. 
"Last bets please." 
Some crazy Asian tourist with a shitload 
of money was madly putting chips all over 
the table. 
"No more bets," the croupier said with a 
flourish of her hands and she returned a 
couple of chips Co the guy, "i'm sorry, sin 
no more bets." 
He swore. 
The wheel spun in its insane dance. 
"Pay fifteen red.' 
Unbelievable. We were all laughing. We 
made a quick count of our promotional 
brochures and videos. 
It was then that I realised what it was that 
Seb had been humming,.. The Gambler," 
So we collected up our chips and cashed 
them in, and were ecstatic and amazed 
at our sheer good tuck. And as we raced 
back to the car, making jokes about 
needing security escorts because we'd 
won so much money, and singing at the 
top of our voices so our glee echoed 
through the caroark, "You've got to know 
when to hold them [when to hold 'eml..." 
"That was quite a gamble, Seb." I 
congratulated him, 
"Guess I'm a natural 
gambler, hey 
Jenna?" 
The wheel seemed 
to spin foreven and 
that i-ttle ball danced 
it's way across 
those numbers, and 
our hearts were in our mouths, and it 
slowed down and Zoe buried her face in 
Seb's back, and I couldn't look, but I was 
compelled to, and the world was in slow 
motion as that little ball skittered into its 
resting place. Number fifteen. I looked 
again. Confirmed it Number fifteen. We 
all sighed in relief. We were back in the 
land of the living... 
Alex swung his head around and gave me 
a peck on the cheek. 
Seb had a crazy glint in his eyes. He was 
high on the victory r ish. it was easy 
enough to get hooked on as you could tell 
from looking at all the high rollers 
compulsively betting their lives away, 
hoping for that big break I wondered what 
they'd tell their wives if they got home on 
payday with an empty ye low envelope and 
no money to buy groceries, or pay for the 
kids' school excursion or buy her flowers. 
Seb had put a neat little pile of chips down 
on number fifteen agaia 
"Whet are you doing Seb? You're crazy." 
Lady Luck. Butl couldn'tshake 
that niggling feeling of unease. 
"Couldn't really 
dispute that." 
"What's your 
secret. Seb?" Alex 
asked, bemoaning 
his much thinner 
wallet 
"Guess I'm 
prepared to walk the edge, you big wus. 
Guess I was just so ready to win that I was 
prepared to put everything on the ine." 
A shiver went up my spine, and despite the 
warmth ofthe day. I was suddenly chill. But 
it passed quickly and my blood began to 
run again and I wondered absently if there 
may be someone walking on the site of my 
future grave. Seb shouted us all burgers 
on the way home, and we laughed and 
drank our milkshakes to Lady Luck. But I 
couldn't shake that niggling feeling of 
unease. 
All night on Sunday, Alex tried to dissuade 
me from going to work the next day. He 
told me to call in sick and we could languish 
in bed all day and pretend we were filthy 
rich and didn't have to answer to anyone 
and bask in the glory of the previous day's 
winnings. Butl couldn't not show, because 
my boss was one of the few decent 
businessmen I'd ever met, and he'd given 
me breaks when I needed them and! didn't 
want to let him down, so I promised Alex 
we'd go out for dinnen and told him to 
spend the day celebrating with the boys. 
It was providential to me that Seb rang 
about then and they decided to go for a 
surf on Monday. 
"Meet you at the Point tomorrow at 6, 
Brady, and don't be late." 
"Fuck, no." 
Alex hung up. 
Alex left before dawn. I was barely avvare 
when he kissed my cheek and ran his 
finger lightly down my arm. It seemed like 
a dream when I awoke later with the sun, 
the persistent Bam sun that yelled at me 
to get up... a dream that brings a smile to 
your face. But the dream began to get ugly. 
The phone rang when I was in the showen 
my hair bubbly with shampoo, soap all over 
me. The phone always rings when I'm in 
the midcle of a shower. I wrapped the towel 
carelessly around me and dripped my way 
to the phone, It was Alex. Ringing from the 
police station. The feeling of unease from 
yesterday rushed back, like a thundering 
wave. He told me in a cold, shaken voice, 
to call in sick, to go and get Zoe and tell 
her that Seb was dead. Part of me hoped 
it was some gruesome joke, but I knew it 
wasn't 'What happened?' I asked, the 
reality of it still hadn't hit 
He told me that when he pulled up at the 
Point, where he and Seb had surfed 
together so many times, where they'd 
spun shit, and drunk beers, and watched 
the sun rise, smelt the salty ain studied 
the waves, lost themselves in rhythm... 
Seb's ca" was already there, but he wasn't 
sitting on the bonnet looking out to sea as 
usual. When he looked closer. Alex saw Seb 
in the back. 
"He can't be osleep, the fuckhead." 
And when he opened the back after yelling 
curses at Seb, he was altiost knocked 
over by the stench, the suffocating smell 
of death. And when he'd reached out for 
his friend's inert body and it was cold and 
stiff. Alex had wet his pants. 
I wondered how long he'd planned i t 1 
towelled myself drug quickly and dressed 
myself and jumped into the car to go and 
see Zoe. And then it dawned on me... and 
suddenly 1 wasn't in such a rush. And I 
remember our conversation from earlier 
in the week ind I was so afraid that it was 
something I had said that my have 
provoked him., but for all my straining, I 
just couldn't remember exactly what I'd 
said. And I lay my head against the steering 
wheel ard started to cry. 
I could hear him saying. "YES, It matters. 
Shit, Of COURSE it matters." 
I could hear him humming the Gambler I 
felt sick, 
, He'd called Alex. There's a gruesome 
privilege in being nominated the 
'bodyfinder' I suppose. He hadn't wanted 
Zoe to see, I guess. Didn't want to add to 
her nightmares. Alex found his stiff body 
in the back of the wagon, and it had 
probably been there for a few hours, an 
empty bottle of pills were his last will and 
testament The car was parked on the 
headlands, so innocuous in appearance, 
and yet in reality, so grim and tragic,,., 
looking out towards the ocean as the 
waves crashed in their endless cycle, no 
more would they lift Sebastian Andrew 
Foster on their cresting shoulders, no 
more would the ocean hear him yawp, no 
more would he laugh with us, no more 
would he rock Zoe back to sleep, no more 
would he thrash around ideas about life 
and poetry with me... It was oven He'd 
bowed out of the fight 
Atthe funeral, Zoe stood between me and 
Alex... we clung to each othe r like frightened 
children, too scared to breathe. I dropped 
a flower on his casket and it made me feel 
claustrophobic just looking at that tiny hole 
in the earth. And I wondered if I could feel 
safe again when I went to sleep, now that 
Seb's wasn't sleeplessly guarding the night 
And I wondered if he'd found what he was 
looking fon 
My life has been shadowed by a huge 
question mark since Seb's death. As we 
swim in the ocean of our tears, struggling 
to keep afloat, to keep each other's heads 
above water, my mind has been tortured 
by so many questions. I've lost my peace, 
my calm nonchalance about all that I just 
never thought about and I'm so angry at 
him for making me really th ink a bout what 
happens after you die. I hope he found out 
16. 
I don't think Zoe has slept for days,... Alex 
only falls asleep when he's too drunk to 
stand up. So it has been for us... the six 
day stupor., grief, alcohol, questions, tears, 
night terrors. And no one to keep v/atch, 
I'm haunted by memories, that don t *it 
together coherently but fly in and out of 
my head randomly like angry phantoms. I 
remember after the funeral when Alex 
finally cried in front of us. He was pacing 
up and down in the backyard, vwelding his 
baseball bat like a club, a weapon to ward 
away those phantoms. But it didn't seem 
to be working. _ 
He smashed it against the tree a couple 
of Dmes, his whole back shaking with the 
impact. 1 watched him out the window, 
crying into my coffee. He threw the stick 
backwards and it arced across the sky, 
smashing into the fence, then landing with 
a dull thud. 
Like a raging animal, a woeful Adam, he 
faced the heavens. Sweat grimed his 
torso, and he screamed hoarsely, "Why?", 
petitioning God for some kind of answer 
some light some meaning. 
"Why?" It was an mpassioned cry. a 
desperate plea, 
I felt a pain inside and I couldn't breathe I 
knew the downpour was about to begin. 
"Tell me why. you fucker?" he screamed. 
But the heavens we-'e merciless in their 
silence. God didn't offer any answers, any 
light, any meaning. And we were lost ard 
bind, and deafened by that silence, that 
eerie eye-of-the-cyclcne silence. 
And I can't help but think that maybe this 
God character might have punished Seb 
for asking too many questions, for wanting 
to tread on His territory. And as my tears 
rcll down my face. I whisper "Take it back." 
But God doesn't take it back, and the 
silence from the heavens is so deafening, 
my ears are ringing, I'ni going crazy. 
Such a huge gamble, Seb. Such a huge 
fucking gamble. How could you have just 
taken a chance like that? And I hope 
against hope that he was lucky again... And 
sometimes I don't want to get up and face 
another day. but we take it one day at a 
time. And the writing has been healing. But 
he still guts me, that gambler who we 
loved, who makes me face the questions I 
would deny. Nobody knows the answers. 
Except maybe Seb. I sure hope so, 1 do 
hope so. 
Lisa Richardson 
THE TEXAS 
CHAINSTORE 
"Price check 
register four on a 
canofTrootyTooty 
Tinned Peaches', 
please," the voice 
droned over the supern;iarket's loudspeakers. Ke^n 
shoppers milled purposefully through the gargantuan 
^ ' . 1 ' ' • • ' 
store, comfortably ensdonced from t{he hot Texas sun jn 
. , . • , . , , _ 
an air-conditionedshoppers' Utopia. ? 
30 
ffl There was no consumer more happy than Bai Lo. a pretty Amencan-born Chi-nese who had just completed college. She was. in the most cliched sense of 
the vjords. footloose and fancy-free. Dn 
an errand for her mother, her trolley was 
half-full. Having consulted her list she satisfied 
hercelfthathertaskwascomplete and set about 
finding a free check-out She had decided upon 
the express lane when, suddenly, there was a 
scream and yelling. 
"Get dov/n!' 
"You! Get on the floor! Now!" A baby started cry-
ing. 
"Shut the kid up, or you'll both get it!" A gunshot 
More screams. 
"Put the money in the bag, and hurry!" 
Bai had almost reached the 
front of the store, but hast-
ily reversec into the frozen 
foods section, surrepti-
tiously taking an aerosol of 
fly repellent with her All at 
once, a thousand thoughts 
rushed into her mind, Foremost, however was a 
flashback to her childhood martial arts training 
in San Francisco, Her grandfather was teaching 
her in the family tradition. 
"Ah, Bedhoppen snatch the dung ball out of my 
hand," Bai could hear him saying, hand out-
stretched. 
"But grandfathen it's so squishy" 
"Fear not for excrement sticks, but the warrior 
who can defeat it may slip in and out at her own 
beckoning." 
Uncomprehending, Bai wrapped her hand around 
her grandfather's and squeezed. She recalled viv-
idly the awful mushy feeling. She replied. 
"Grandad, you've said some pretty weird things 
in the past but that is the biggest load of" 
Her reminiscences were cut short, however by 
"You killed my baby, you... 
you animal!" 
another gunshot "I told you to shut the kid up!" 
"You killed my baby, you... you animai!" 
Bai decided it was time to act Sie screamed with 
all her might, "Hey you with the gun! You think 
you're so tough, come fight me!" 
"Who are you, lady? Don't make me kill you, too!" 
shouted the gunman. 
"You couldnt if you tried!" Bai challenged. 
The gunman replied, "I'm coming to get you now." 
Bai took a teatowel from a nearby rack and used 
It as a headband. She smeared mascara across 
her checks. She leaped up like a cat onto the roof 
of the line of refrigerators displaying the dairy 
foods, taking the can of repellent with her She 
could see the man, mean, ugly and balding, ap-
proaching. She fumbled for some matches; with 
the aerosol steadily in had, Bai 
stood up de'iantly. 
"Yo. lerk! Chi'l outf" As the man 
looked upward. Bai lit the 
match and aimed the spray 
can at the man's face. Out 
shot a dazzling flame. Bai's aim 
was deadly The man stumbled about ablaze and 
skin bubbling. "Is it getting hot in here?" With a 
flying roundhouse kick, Bai sent the man head-
first into the frozen pizzas. 
Bai had not noticed the man's accomplice. By the 
time she noticed him in her peripheral vision, he 
had his arms around her. With an almighty, 
"Haiyahhhh!" Bai flipped the man over the head. 
But there was one robber to go. Bai ran into the 
tinned goods aisle. She took out her pocket knife 
and started cutting tier way into some of the 
Frooty Tooty. Just as the last man discovered her 
whereabouts, he simultaneously discovered what 
it feels like to have a tin lid in ycur forehead. And 
your stomach. And your shin, And your groin. 
there were sirens; the police had finally arrived. 
But alt Bai could hear was her grandfathen say-
ing, "Well done, Bedhopper." 
17. 
VAMPIRES 
Chin Sun and David Cluny, Engineering students of long standing (and falling] staggered drunkenly through 
the labryrinth searching desperately for an exit. It wasn't so much that they were lost, although even the 
Liberals would be hard-pressed to achieve this degree of disorientation, rather the pair were locked in a 
death struggle against the debilitating ennui emanating from the walls. 
For, impossible as it seemed, they somehow 
contrived tc possess a dearth of life and ambi-
ence unequalled by even Equity lectures(l). Not 
only did it dull the senses, producing a deep 
torpor reminiscent of nothing so much as the 
UN during a human rights crisis, but also re-
lentlessly drained the individual of all creativ-
ity and imagination. An hour's exposure to this 
would be sufficient to reduce even Einstein's 
formidable intellect lo the inanity of Ihe TV 
game show host, a harrowing state neither had 
any wish to experience (2). 
But, inexorably, they were drifting toward that 
fate, Iheir minds collapsing faster than faith in 
the monarchy while escape remained as dis-
tant as a Sydney Swans premiership. In tact, 
Chin's consciousness was crumbling faster 
than the English batting, excerpts Irom 
Fightback! rolling deliriously off his tongue as 
if they were holy mantras. David felt litt.e bet-
ter as his abused brain vainly tried to ooze out 
through his ears in a desperate attempt I es-
cape this hellish icment. 
Escape was imperative. Even David's redoubt-
able IQ was beginning to suffer; soon he'd be 
no more intelligent than Alan Bond, a position 
so close to non-sentience that Ihe difference 
was minuscule. He pushed Ihrough a doorthen 
stopped, llabbergasted. It was just too weird.... 
Some thought Young Talent Tims sulficient to 
deny the existence of a benevolent God, bul 
Ihis was surely the clincher. He stood in a pas-
sageway that seemed to stretch forever before 
him - one comprised solely of two foot square 
LCD screens playing an endless succession of 
DEh/lTEL ads, Not a square centimetre was lack-
ing, all assaulting them with impassioned ex-
hortations to purchase Ginzu steak knives, in-
destructible sanding pads and other useless 
paraphernalia. Chin's anguished wail as he 
crumpled, gibbering insanely, to the lloor fi-
nally roused him. Desperate to retain his san-
ity, David clapped his hands over his ears but 
exhaustive experimental testing had conclu-
sively shown that even nuclear reactors were 
insufficient to hold the immortal words "Ring 
now but don't send any money, we'll bill you!" 
so mere hands were no impediment al all. 
Words of terrible potency, sales pitches dire 
beyontl tjeliel, swept unhinderetl into his mind 
almost unhinging his sanity. Mewling with hor-
ror, he turned, clawing frantically al the door 
Locked. Panic-stricken, he fled, dragging Chin 
brutally after, but it was futile, for DEfi/ITEL ads 
had a half-life longer than even ABBA songs. 
Against this sort of assault even the strongest 
minds had a shelf life less than that of Alan 
Jones Live, so it was with relief that he stum-
bled on a thought his sanity could cling to. 
"I love Tim Shaw. I love Tim 
Shawl" 
Now David himself would 
have been the first to admit 
this was lightyearslrom quali-
fying as rational thought, bul 
It was tar tar saner than anything else currently 
ricocheting through his head like a .22 
hollowpoint in a kangaroo. 
David had escaped relatively unscathed. Chin, 
however, had fared far worse. Sitting with his 
knees drawn tightly against his chest, he rocked 
back and forth as if he'd just eaten Refec Food 
(3). Reluctantly, David was forced lo admil that, 
in bare seconds, Chin had regressed to the 
stage where he was mentally on par with most 
v;orld leaders. He reached down in a lorlom 
attempt to offer comfort, bul Chin shied wildly, 
scrambling away down the corridor David re-
llexively seized a leg, precipitating a lifiht. Fi-
nally, David forced Chin olf. He rolled away.., 
and disappeared through the v;all. Daviii really 
shouldn't have beett surptised, but it was as i( 
the government had doubled Ausludy, Then, 
recapturing his composure, he dived after Chin. 
He emerged in the office of Terry Williams, fic-
titious Student Union president, who was 
standing over Chin's huddled weeping lorm. 
"Reminds me of Bob Hawke in his prime." Terry 
observed dispassionately. 
"True enough," David agreed. "What's going on?" 
"Only another attempt to conquer the world," 
Terry replied. 
David snorted. "That's bullshit Terry." 
"Terry," Terry echoed contemptuously. "I'm 
afraid he's taken permanent leave of his posi-
tion. He's trailing as the filling for Ihe Refecs' 
new hne of meat pies. Quite suxessfully, too. 
I've heard that the customers are very satisfied." 
"This is hardly amusing." 
"You doubt my word?" Terry v/inced as Chin 
howled piteously. "Pity." He lashed out with a 
booted loot, striking Chin's head wilh a sick-
ening crack. The hov;ling ceased abruptly. 
"Good, he was starting lo piss me off," Terry 
muttered, sitting down. "There's been a change 
of management," he announced. "The faces 
might seen the same, hut it's an management," 
he announced. "The faces might seem the 
same, but it's an entirely different team - the 
Vampire Team. Just as the government is dedi-
cated to giving students equal opportunity for 
poverty, scare we determined togivethem lives 
dreary and monotonous beycnd their petty 
human imagings. 
"But I have been remiss. I am Nelnek, alien 
from another dimension. You might as well cal! 
me a vampire - it's rather apt. I shape change 
at will - hence my resemblance to Terry. I don't 
drink the stood of my victims, however, our 
kind prefer their creativity and imagination. It's 
really quite delicious," he added earnestly. 
"Tastes like chicken." 
"Terry, this really is pathetic." 
Netnek sighed, "Doubting Thomases!" He 
shuddered and began to change, David almost 
shit himself. The apparition before him was 
nothing short of indescribable, but for the sake 
of completeness an attempt must be made. 
Think of a four-dimensional figure. Add a col-
our only the blind can see and the sound that 
heralded the birth of Ihe universe (4). Pour in 
cold lumpy custard. Shake well. Drink a bottle 
of vodka to aid abstraction. Presto! One inde-
scribable thing. Serves two. 
"You're an alien!" 
•-Well done." 
"You've sucked your own dimension dry, and 
now you want to do the same to us!" 
"Basically, but - "Netnek broke off as Chin 
groaned. 
David reacted immediately, driving a foot into 
heard the screams." 
"We know," Chin replied. "But what are we 
doing to do?" 
"Il's obvious," answered Louise. "We call the 
Doctor." 
"Sure," snapped Angelica sarcastically. "Why 
net call in Or Spock and Buck Rogers as well?" 
"Because they're fictional," growled Louise. 
Producing a device wilh an uncanny resem-
blance to a jelly baby, he pressed the prerequi-
site complicated sequence of numbers. 
"Doctor Who help line." came a friendly voice. 
"The Doctor is in conference with the 
Cybermen, can I take a message?" 
"Claudia," Louise hissed. "You'll gefher now. 1 
stil) have those hies detailing your... relation-
ship wilh Ihe Tardis." 
"OK," Claudia agreed surlily. "I'll see what I can 
do." 
"What is it?" Ihe Doctor demanded. 
"Are we talking about the same Doctor here?" 
whispered Angelica, 
"01 course," David replied. "The ninth incarna-
tion just didn't like Ihe standard equipment and 
had it replaced." 
"Doctor v/e have a snail problem, "Briefly, 
Louise outlined its nature, 
"Can't K9 solve il?" griped the Doctor 
"I'm afraid K9 didn't make it past quarantine," 
Chin told him. "They're very strict about that 
sort of thing here." 
"! never like the stupid thing anyway. 
Hmmmm... This Is what you should do..." 
"Vi/ill this work?" Angelica hissed as they hur-
ried along the lowest level of UGL. They hung 
close together This was no place to get lost -
ore v/as likely towander forever searching for 
an exit. It was a late research students laced 
daily, and over the years many of the unwary 
had succumbed. No remains were ever found, 
presumably roving packs ol feral books, invari-
ably led by a rabid kad article, disposed ofthose. 
"Of course," answered Louise scornfully. "The 
Doctor's never wrong -well, rarely." 
"I suppose so." Angelica agreed. "But she's get-
ting on a bil. Andwell,,,, I don't know about 
ycu, bul I never found anything at all attractive 
about lhe Cybermen." 
"True," admitted Davie. "The Doctor's tastes 
are somewhat - strange. But we have full con-
fidence in her." 
"She wouldn't shack up wilh the Horror of Fang 
Rock though," said Chin. 
"You see," Louise crowed, "she's still got some sense." 
'The vampires rate zero in the personality stakes, and the supervisors not much better. So when 
they touched, all that concentrated nothingness caused them to undergo total existence failure." 
empty as UN threates ol action 
in Bosnia. 
"Next," Netnek purred. 
Angelica strode forward, palm-
ing a hidden stiletto. "Eal this," 
she snarled, thrusting it Into his 
throat. Stepping past him, she 
made for the concrate column 
beside the iast stack. If she could 
just make it... A hand suddenly 
swung her around. 
"Bad move," rasped Netnek, 
somehow managing to speak 
despite the knife in his throat (5). 
Angelica never hesitated, driv-
ing low with her left fist. It lacked 
force, but for accuracy it lett 
smart bombs tor dead. Netnek 
went down faster than Quintex 
prices when it was revealed that 
Skase had decamped to Spain 
and wasn't reluming. Turning, 
Angelica slammed her hand 
againsl the Emergency Revivifi-
cation Button. 
Some three dozen supen/isors 
dragged themselves from their 
coffins and began advancing on 
the vampires. 
"What pitiful joke is this?" 
Nelnek laughed. He bore down 
on Louise, clearly intending to 
finish things quickly, but one of 
the supervisors deftly inter-
rupted. "You'll do, then," 
Netnek jeered, grasping her 
arm. A puzzled look passed over its face, then 
they both vanished. 
"What?! exclaimed the Treasurer. Fearfully, it 
and the remaining vampires retreated from the 
advancing horde. Then they broke and fled, as 
if pursued by demons which wasn't lar from 
the truth. 
"What happened?" Angelica asked. 
"Well," Louise said. "The vampires rate zero 
in the personality stakes, and the supervisors 
not much better. So when they touched, all that 
concentrated nothingness caused them to un-
detgo total existence failure." 
"Now we just have to get out of here," David 
muttered. 
"Wasn't that Chin's job?" 
Angelica asked. She started 
as Ihe rushing of pages ech-
oed eerily across the level. 
his groin. Never pausing he calmly hauled Chin 
to his feet and promptly fled. 
"What's going on?" Chin demanded groggily. 
Memories were skittering mad y round inside 
his head, grinning at each other like 
necrophiliacs in a morgue, bul they stubbornly 
refused to settle, "did we try resurrecting Duran 
Duran again?" 
"Not quite," Slowly, David told the story. 
The Rec Club was dark and silent, and cold 
dread gnawed at the pair as if it hadn't eaten in 
six months. Chin turned, fully expecting a huge 
slobbering monster to leap out at Ihem, but it 
was loo tacky loo expect of even this plot. Back-
ing apprehensively toward the bar with David, 
he flicked the light switch then gaped In sur-
prise as his eyes lit on the bound (orms of 
Louise Herbert and Angelica Kerr. 
Quickly, they began untieing them. 
"they're horrible," Angelica gasped. "They put 
[i/larcus through the industrial mincer - w e 
"Yeah. She said that slime was an absolute bitoh 
to gel off her negligee, so the thing could just 
go screw iiself." 
"Which it did," David added. 
"Bloody Hermaphrodites." 
Meanwhile they had reached their objective. Be-
fore them stretched rows of glass cases each 
containing the wizened body of the most pri-
mordial and terrifying creature to ever stalk tie 
earth - the exam supervisor. 
"How do we bring them out of hibernation?" 
muttered Chin. 
"The Doctor was a little vague on that," admit-
ted David. 
"They're coming!" Angelica ened suddenly. 
"Hurray!" 
Tco late. Netnek and its cronies emerged lo 
confront them. Chin tried to tell, but the Treas-
urer easily caught him, and a second later he 
dropped bonelessly to the g round, his mind as 
"Oh shit." 
FOOTNOTES 
1) This is no mean effort. Equity lectures con-
sistently rale as the most bonng thing in the 
universe. Statistics bear this oul. During a two 
hour lecture three-quarters of attendees are 
likely to lapse into deep coma, and suicides 
are twice that of even Cost Accounting. 
2) This is slightly misleading. Hosting a game 
show is akin to a severe drug addiction, but 
worse. Taping is an unparalleled high, both in 
terms of pleasure and gormlessness, but just 
ask baby-faced Burgo about the withdrawals 
afterwards. 
3) i.e. Constantly speaking in tongues and en-
joying the moral and ecological values of 
Ghengis Khan. 
4) By caesarean seclion. 
5) Doubtless Terry's long experience with 
knives in the back, a similar if less demanding 
disability, helped. 
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Nestle Ban! 
Ethical Decision or Trendy Choice? 
This year, wilh very little public 
information, the Union imple-
mented a ban against ali Nestle 
products on campus. The ban has 
been justified by virtue of Nestle's 
perceived actions in third world 
countries, namely with regard to 
the use of infant formula. 
Unfortunately, most of the con-
cerns aoout Nestle's marketing of 
its infant formula products has 
been based on the Baby Milk 
Action Report, which is out of date 
and contains numerous false 
reports. This report ("Breaking the 
Rules") claims, among other 
things, that Nestle violates the 
World Health Organisaiion Code 
on infant formula in Korea - a 
country in which Nestle does not 
even market their infant formula 
products. 
Further, Baby ivlilk Action, and its 
small affiliate Baby Food Action 
here in Australia, do not inform 
companies and governments of 
alleged code violations but in-
stead hoards these allegations for 
up to 18 months - sometimes 2-3 
years, "hen. in a blaze of public-
ity, publishes these allegations so 
long atle^ tne lact, that it is almost 
impossible to find out what hap-
pened. It is hard to see how this 
helps infants and mothers when 
the objective • to take action on 
code violations - is clearly not 
intended by these grouDs to be 
mel. 
In a 1994 Australian Government 
study into the sale of infant 
formula, Nestle had not breached 
the Australian Agreement. How-
ever, three other companies were 
found lo be m breach fWyeth, 20 
breaches: Ivlead Johnson. 15 
breaches and Douglas Pharma-
ceuticals, 1 breach) n is disap-
pointing then, that the Jnion has 
singled ou; a comoany that now 
prides itself on its ethicai prac-
tices 
In line with Nestle's new practices, 
the Church of England has 
recently removed its ban on 
Nestle Droducts. 
Those that genuinely rave the 
interests of mothers and infants at 
heart, should surely recognise the 
advances made on infant feeding 
issues. As of June this year, 
UNICEF announced that all but 
one developing country had 
ended free and low-cost supplies 
of infant formula and efforts are 
continuing in this last remaining 
couniry This result proves that 
co-operative efforts between 
government and industry do work. 
Clearly, much more can be 
achieved by constructive co-
operation than by confrontation. 
Nestle has been working in 
developing countries manufactur-
ing and training for over 70 years 
and developing local produce in 
over 40 countries. For over a 
Quarter of Nestle staff, the devel-
oping world is their home, their 
culture and the future of their 
children. The company spends 
nany millions in research and 
development to improve the poor 
nutrition that both infants and 
adults face, and in ways that 
developing countries can sustain 
and afford. 
Industry critics often quote a 
figure of 1.5 million infant deaths 
each year from bottle-feeding and 
attribute the statistic to the World 
Health Organisation, This is 
patently false. The World Health 
Organisation issued a state-
ment! 19 November 1992) that it 
had NEVER quantified morbidity 
or mortality of infants in relation to 
infant formula. What it did say was 
that many infant deaths could be 
averted by the positive promotion 
of breast feeding - with which 
Nestle agrees. As the World 
Health Organisaiion has said 
before, improving the welfare of 
infants is reliant on many factors 
including the health and social 
status of women, breast feeding, 
appropriate marketing of breast-
milk substitutes, appropriate 
weaning practices and educalion 
and training in this regard. 
In addition, in countries which 
have the highest rates if infant 
mortality nearly every mother 
breast feeds her baby, often up to 
two years or beyond. The deaths 
of babies in these countries 
therefore can not be blamed on 
the absence of breast feeding. 
The prime cause is poverty, which 
is linked with the lack of adequate 
health services, poor living condi-
tions, and the lack of safe, nutri-
tious weaning foods which every 
baby needs from the age of six 
monlhs of age {see graph). 
Nestle's worldwide policy is lo 
market its infant formula in line 
with the World Health Authority 
Code, which includes not advertis-
ing infant-formula. If anything, the 
Union should sell Nestle products 
because of its ethical practices. 
Unless the ban is lifted, we are 
saying to companies: "Don't act 
ethically, because we will ban 
your product anyway" 
It is time to lift the Nestle ban. It is 
time for the Union to act responsi-
bly. 
By Jason Kerry 
BREASTFEEDING ANO INFANT MORTALITY 
% MOTHERS NOT BREAST-FUDING 
THEIR INFANTS AT SIX MONTHS 
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Socialism is BeatA-De'aW 
This is the last issue of the 
year. It is a good time to re-
flect on the past and on the 
future, Some of us will not be 
here next year pushed onto 
the employment market with 
a fresh degree in their hands. 
Others have few more years 
to go before they leave this 
venerable institution. When 
you think about yourself and 
your friends maybe, just 
maybe, your thoughts will 
wander off into more distant 
and abstract areas. 
Maybe you'll come to the con-
clusion that Australia, even 
now, with Its one million un-
employed, skyrocketing for-
eign debt and the whole 
range of pressing social prob-
lems, has still a good claim to 
being called a lucky country. 
We are approaching the end 
of what has been the bloodi-
est century in the history of 
humankind. The Crusades, 
witch hunts and the extermi-
nation of the native peoples 
around the world pale into 
comparison with the two 
world wars, concetration 
camps and gulags, killing 
fields and ideological 
bloodbaths of the past few 
decades. 
Through those turbulent and 
violent times Australia's only 
experience of bloodshed and 
terror came through the hero-
ism of Gallipoli, Tobruk or 
Kokoda Trail. We never expe-
rienced the devastation of for-
eign invasion and occupation; 
our cities were never razed to 
the ground, our ancestors did 
not die with the gun in their 
hands defending their town, 
their street, their home. We 
never experienced the horror 
of civil war, of neighbor 
slaughtering neighbor, of 
brothers and sisters on oppo-
site sides of a barricade. We 
were perhaps even luckier not 
to live under a dictatorship. 
There were no labour camps 
in Northern Territory, farmers 
did not starve In thousands as 
government was attempting 
to collectivize agriculture, mil-
lions were not gassed simply 
because they were not of 
Anglo-Saxon origin, your par-
ents Vi/ere not taken from the 
house in the middle of the 
night, shot and buried in a 
mass grave somewhere near 
Esk. 
While all the international and 
civil wars this century killed 
over 35 million people, social-
ist and national socialist (that 
is fascist) governments mur-
dered over 115 million people 
through executions, planned 
starvation or working prison-
ers to death in labour camps. 
These numbers are so stag-
gering as to lose any mean-
ing - as Stalin once said: 
"When two thousand die 
that's a tragedy, when two mil-
lion die that's a statistic". It is 
much easier to coceptualize 
the nine hundred people who 
died when the ferry "Estonia" 
sank few weeks ago, than six 
and a half populations of Aus-
tralia wiped out by Lenin, Sta-
lin, Hitler, Mao, Pol pot and 
dozens of lesser known mon-
sters. 
While everyone knows Hitler 
as the tyrant who murdered 
17 million Jews, Poles, 
Ukrainians, Russians and 
other nationalities, and 
started the Second World 
War, hardly anyone knows or 
cares that Stalin is responsi-
ble for deaths of at least 40 
million of his own people, ex-
ecuted, starved and worked 
to death in the frozen waste-
lands of Siberia. Mao himself, 
can be blamed for anywhere 
from 30 to 60 million people, 
most of them victims of a fam-
ine resulting from the Chair-
man's attempts to restructure 
Chinese agriculture. Ho chi 
Minh is hardly in the big 
league of totalitarian mass 
murderers, yet he still de-
stroyed at least half a million 
lives, including the estimated 
hundred thousand boat peo-
ple who perished at sea while 
escaping from the Marxist 
liMiiiiilliiiiiMiliM 
paradise of the unified Viet-
nam. On the purely per capita 
basis noone can equal the 
autogenocide of Pol Pot who 
murdered 1 out of 5 Cambo-
dians in an attempt to build a 
perfect communist society. 
All this happened in the life-
time of your grandparents, 
your parents, and even your 
own. But somewhere far 
away, and it is all in the his-
tory books now, barely re-
membered, barely contem-
plated. You can say and read 
what you want. You can be-
long to whatever organization 
you choose. Your standard of 
living is higher than that of 
90% of world population. If 
you nevertheless don't con-
sider yourself lucky, at least 
think of yourself as luckier 
than billions of people who 
have suffered under various 
forms of socialism for over 
seventy years. 
By Arthur Chrenkoff. 
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Nicolas Soyer published, in 1912, a 
recipe book entitled Soyer's Standard 
Cookery', describing it as "A Complete 
Guide to the Art of Cooking Dainty. 
Varied, and Economical Dishes forthe 
Household". Soyer, responsible for the 
Paper-Bag Cookery method, which 
swept the world during the early part 
ofthe 2Qth century, was also, in large 
part, responsible for helping to dictate 
tne eating preferences of an Austral-
ian public right up until the present. 
His recipes may seem bland by to-
day's standards, but the meager 
herbs and spices available, as well as 
tne cooking methods (done by fire] 
and chilling facilities (ice) show just 
how far we have advanced this cen-
tury. Soyer carried on many of the 
ideas initiated by his grandfather, ar-
guably the greatest chef of all time, 
Alexis Soyer (1809 • 1B5B), who in-
vented many ofthe catering systems 
still in use today - including special 
stoves and cooking equipment used by 
most ofthe worid's armies (Soyer also 
III 
For this final instalment of Clayz Kitchen, and 
in line with the extended bout of poverty forced 
upon many of us as we attempt to help Aus-
tralia live up to some idiot's 'clever country' 
tag, I have decided to go back in time.... [in-
sert twilight zone theme here] to the good 'ol 
days, when students could live for aln\ost a year 
on $240 a fortnight. And with the festive sea-
son almost upon us, 1 feel it only appropriate 
that I present io you a feast from one of 
the world's greatest ch^f s, and for little more 
than it would have cost^at the end of last cen-
tury. So, without any further ado.... Clayz 
Kitchen presents foryour gastronomic edifica-
tion, a repast blast from the past, an^injesta 
par excellence, a veritable voracity of vict-
uaisi a three course menu your great grand-
mother would have been proud to cook. And'all 
for less than a dollar a serve. 
worked hand in hand with 
Flo Nightingale during the 
Crimean war) 
The following recipes from 
Nicolas Soye"'s book are 
an example of what the 
average household might 
have eaten around the 
turn of the century, | have 
cho.<5en these recipes for 
their cheapness - (but 
please don't go around 
stealing peop'e's racing pi-
geons, or oestenng sci-
ence laboratores for 
their leftover-amphibious 
vivisectionsi • and their 
novelty As a vepetanan. 
however ' nave been un-
able to test the first two, so if you have any success or failures be sure to iBt me know. 
Please note... I don't think canaries or sparrows will substitute for the pigeons, and also, 
boiling the wine for the pudding will eliminate the alcohol content - so )U5t heat to just 
below boiling, which will allow the cornflour to thicken, and still allow you to get pissed on 
your pud'. Information in brackets is mine 
/ FROG SOUPX 
To two quarts (2.272 L] of good white 
stock add one medium sliced onion, 
a pinch of parsley, one and a half 
ounces of flour (35g] with pepper and 
salt to taste. Simmer for about 30 
minutes. Add a dash of any alcohol 
you have laying about (sherry is good), 
and throw in about a dozen frogs legs 
(which you shouid have previously 
pan-fried in butter after catching 
them - buying them will substantially 
increase the cost of this dish). Sim-
mer for a further half hour Blend the 
yolks of two eggs in a cup of hot milk 
with a liltle butter and add to soup, 
which should be served as hot as pos-
sible. (Cost: (I assume you caught 
yourfrogs) about £1.00 for 6 serves] 
'irr 
. i l V! 
/ PIGEON PIEX 
[Catch at least eignt plump and juicy looking pigeons, kill them in as humane a 
way as possible, [no drugs though clease), pluck their feathers, decapitate, 
gut, and cut into convenient sized pieces ] Fry pigeon pieces in some butter till 
golden, and leave aside to cool. Fry 2 medium onions (steed), and two sticks of 
celery (chopped] and a medium car-ot (diced) in the same pan, add pepper. 
parsley, nutmeg, and dash of vinegar along with some nutmeg. After about 5 
minutes, add 2 cups of(hot water and a chicken stockcjbe-this is eas'erchan 
making the chicken stock as in the 
original recipe), and simmer for 
about 15 minutes. Add a cup of 
cnooped bacon. 
place pigeon pieces in a pie disH 
and cover with sauce. Let it cool a little and add some oieces 
of hard-boiled egg, cover witn pastry, brush aver wtth beaten 
egg and bake in a moderate oven for about 40 minutes. 
[Cost; If you made your ow.i pastry and caught your pigeons 
about $2 for 6-8 serves) 
Serve with; Boiled Lettuce with Peas, Glazed Turnips Baked 
Cabbage, Potato Puree 
[Contact me through Semper for the recipes to these and 
other exciting ways with vegetables) 
/ WINE PUDDINGX 
Heat a quart (1 5 _] o' Saucerne 
or other white wine to boii'ng jomt 
and tnen add a heaped teaspoon 
of cornflour tne juice and grated 
rinds of tv.'o lennons and a naif a 
pound (250g) of sugar Blend 
thoroughly and stir in the beaten 
yolks of seven eggs. Be very care-
ful that the mixture does not boil 
after adding the eggs or t will 
curdle Pou" out into a bow' and 
place upon ice until it is wanted. 
[Cost: about $2 for 8-8 serves (if 
you get a cask on soecial) 
^xa^\^ 
x\ons a d v i c e 
If your examination PREPARATION or PERFORIVIANCE 
are affected by medical or otiier circumstances, 
you can apply for two different concessioDs: SPECIAL 
CONSIDERATiON or a SPECIAL EXAMINATION. 
SPECIAL 
CONSIDERATION 
If you are 
granfed Special 
Consideration 
your examiner 
may take this inlo account when determining your 
final mark for a subject. For example ifyou are on 
the borderline of a graae, the examiner can use 
Special Consideralion to put you up into the higher 
grade. 
SPECIAL 
EXAM 
A Special Exam is 
a whole new 
substitute exam in 
August. If you are 
granted a Special Exam, you are 
not required to sit for your final exam 
in the normal exam period. If you 
have already sat for fhe final exam 
and are subsequently granted a 
Special Exam, the results from the 
previous exam will not considered. 
H O W T O A P P L Y 
Pick up on application form from the Examinations Section or Education Area (both Special 
Consideration and Special Exams can be applied for on the same form). Fill in your name etc, 
and which subjecis you wish to apply for Special Consid/Exam in. The Dean of your Faculty 
will make the deciston regarding your application, so drop the form in to the Focuity Office or 
the Examinations Section in the J.D.Storey building. 
You con apply for both Special Consideration and Special Exams within 7 days after sitting the 
exam. 
D O C U M E N T A T I O N 
It is very helpful if your application is supported by documentation concerning your 
circumstances. . 
M E D I C A L C O N D I T I O N S 
Ifyou are suffering from a MEDICAL CONDITION, o medical certificate should be 
included with your application. If your preparation for the exam has been affected 
by a medical condition it is important that this certificate provide information on the 
length of time you hove been affected in the lead up to the exam and also, the 
seriousness of your condition. 
If your performance on the day of the exam is affected by a medical condition it is 
important that your medicol certificate is either (preferably) obtained on the day of 
the exam, or specifies that you were sick on the day. 
The University application form for Special Consid/Exams has a blank medical 
certificate that can be filled out by your doctor If you do nof have access to this form 
when you see the doctor, make sure you tell them what info needs to be included on 
the certificate. 
O T H E R C I R C U M S T A N C E S 
if your exam preparation or performance has been affected by OTHER 
CIRCUMSTANCES, you should attach a statutory declaration to the application form 
explaining the circumstances and how they hove affected your study. If you do not 
feel comfortable revealing your personal circumstances fo the Dean, it is best to see 
a Counsellor (e.g. at the Uni Counselling Section, Building 21 near main refec). The 
Counsellor may be willing lo provide you with supportive documentation for the Dean 
without revealing your circumstances. 
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advic e XCLUSION 
IF YOU'VE BEEN EXCLUDED, HERE IS 
SOME ADVICE ON WHAT TO DO NEXT: 
1, Don't panic, many students are excluded every semester, you're not the only one. 
2, if you are an Undergraduate you will have been excluded under one of two rules, These are: 
Rule 1 (a) You have obtained a GPA of less than 2.5 in a semester and have within the last 
10 years failed sublets with a total value of #25 or more. 
Rule 1 (b) You have obtained a GPA ot less than 3.75 in a semester and have tailed subjects 
with a total value of more than #90. 
NB: A 3 IS not a failure for Exclusion purposes. 
Postgraduate Students. The results of postgraduate students wili be reviewed by the Dean 
and relevant Head of Department. Generally, postgraduate students in coursework degrees or 
diplomas are warned if one grade of 3 or less (ie, 3, 2, 1, K or X) is received. Students who 
receive two or more grades of 3 or less in one or more examination periods wil! be excluded. 
Thereafter the student may become a IVIaster's Qualifying candidate or candidate for any higher 
degree or other postgraduate award only v/ith the special permission of the Faculty Board or 
other authority invested with the administration of the relevant rules, and upon such condi-
tions as the Faculty Board or other authonty may determine 
3. Rule 1(a) exclusion is generally less serious than 1 (bi Exclusion is a v/arning' ic you from the 
University that you are not performing at the standard .'equired. Vour enrolment is cancelled in 
all Faculties for next semester and you must write a letter to the Dean of your Faculty askmg for 
his/her oermiss'on tc re-enrol. 
4. YOUR LEHER TO THE DEAN 
In your letter you need to explain to the Dean what circumstances have affected your study in 
the last semester. These may be for example 
- emotional/personal problems 
- financiaS proolems 
' medical problems 
- adjusting to study in a new oouniry 
Vou do not HAVE to reveal any personal Information to the Oean. You may arrange 
to see a counsellor or doctor who can provide you with documentation verifying 
your circumstances. This information will be kept strictly confidential. 
If you have documentation to support any of your circumstances this should a'so 
be supplied. 
You could then explain to the Dean hov.' these circumstances Wil: hopefully change-
next semester so that your study will not be badly affected -D^ examp e: 
you ace seeding counselling 
you have found a part-time job or have obtained Austudy 
your med'cal condition is receiving treatment 
you aie attending study sl^ills wofKshops to mprove your studying 
teciuvques 
il IS neipfu; if your ;ener is in the form of a statutory declaration .Statutory Declaration 
forms are availaoie at tiv? Education Area and the Students Legal Service. 
Once you nave written your letter, you can show il to the Education Officer al the 
Student Union to check that it contains all relevant information. We can also have 
your letter typed at the Union Office If you do not feei confident in drafting the 
letter, see the Education Office or Postgraduate Officer fi.'st and we win help you 
with it. Once the letter is completed, attach it lo your Application to Re-enrol aftei 
Exclusion form, and send it to the Dean of your Faculty. 
FOR INFORMATION AND ADVICE AT ANY STAGE OF 
THE PROCESS, CONTACT SALLY HAYDON, 
EDUCATION RESOURCE OFFICER AT THE STUDENT 
UNION - LEVEL 1, UNION BUILDING. PH: .377 2212 
^^ ^^ ^^ •l 
• 
-D-I^ ^H 
POSTGRADUATES SHOULD CONTACT SIMON 
WRIGHT, THE POSTGRADUATE RESEARCHER/ 
ORGANISER. PH 377 2234 
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QUAFF: LAST DRINKS AT THE VICTORY 
The Victory is a curiosity - situ-
ated around the In of the CBD. 
near the acne cluster of City 
Rowers. Fridays and the Gig, 
the Victory lifts a scornful, un-
blemished complexion to the 
pustular face ofthe city. No cll-
chc's of pub existence here. Yes, 
It has a beer garden, but il's not 
dingy, dirty or evil. Yes, it has 
yuppies, but they're quiet and 
inoffensive and take their mo-
bile calls outside. Yes, there's 
live music some nights but it's 
quality live music. 
The beer garden is the best ex-
ample of its kind in Brisbane. 
Weli lit. open and spacious (ex-
cept for weekends and Fridav 
nights when il's reminiscent of 
Tliursday night press at the 
R.E.), It's probably never been 
applied to a beer garden before, 
but the QUAFF lads are tempted 
to describe il as 'beautiful'. Mick 
is also tempted to describe it as 
womb-like but hey. we've given 
ample space to Mick's problems 
before and we doubt he really 
knows what he means anyway. 
Suffice to say. in a city judged 
among the world's mosl livable, 
the beer-garden is the city's 
most livable. 
Mick. Davo and Dougy have 
gone, at a certain third world 
government's invitation, to a 
certain French speaking third 
world country, there to review 
pubs and siesta in the sun in 
perpetuity. Things have gone 
somewhat awry though. PoHti-
cal instability being a facl of life 
in third would countries, the 
government has been over-
thrown and Mick. Davo and 
Dougj' are fighting a drunken 
lasl stand in El cx-Presidenle's 
Jacusi room. Running low on 
VB. surrounded by hundreds of 
ideologically sound yet curi-
ously blood thirsty guerillas, 
and somewhere unobtrusive the 
entire London Philharmonic Or-
chestra is playing the theme 
from Platoon. Things don't look 
the best. Really, things look 
prelly blood shitty. Yel even in 
the midst of such an unlocalised 
bad vibe, the lads still find linic 
to fulfil contractual obligations 
and review one last pub. Wc Join 
Semper's own yeast infections 
for a final drink... 
Mick: Eat hot tostidas dickhead! 
[fires wildy out the window! 
Great pub. The city hustles by 
and you can just relax and pre-
tend you won't be working here 
in a few years. Which isn't such 
an imaginative stretch right 
now. Perhaps a little too aus-
tere and clean for me though. 
Give me a little dirt. 
Davo: (relaxing In El 
Presidente's jacusi. sipping 
Grolsch] 
Everything so clean and spot-
less, the glassies immaculate. A 
louch of class in a Brisbane 
pub. Who'd a ihunk it? Where 
did you leam your French then 
Mick? 
Mick: In a Spanish restaurant. 
Dougy: Oh. That makes sense I 
guess. Kinky little private bar, 
locatable toilets... yes, I'm sorry 
Davo, but sometimes you've got 
to be crass, il's whal the people 
want... the only place I've ever 
seen a glassy wearing a suit, ed-
ible food, white collar sort of 
place but thafs all right, 
Davo: I like Grolsch. Not a timid 
beer, it comes right out and 
slanders your dog with its fla-
vour. Very tasty. 
Mick: Hums to the other sol-
emnly] Douglas and David... I've 
never had mates Uke you be-
fore... I just want you to know I 
love you both... jMick walks out 
of the building, an enigmatic 
smile upon his face and firing 
constantly. He is Instantly cut 
down. Surprisingly, his blood is 
red! 
Davo: Geez Dougy, I didn't know 
Mick was a poof, did you? Never 
did like him. 
Dougy: Mick was expressing his 
mateship in the only way allow-
able to homophobic Australian 
society and you belittle his mo-
ment of beauty, [points his gun 
at DAVO] I'll do you for that. 
Davo: [Davo points a gun at 
DOUGY) Are you gonna bark all 
day, little Dougy? 
IA figure appears from the 
jacusi, all sudsy and oblivious. 
It is wearing a suit and tie. It is 
MARCUS SALISBURY] 
Marcus: Hi guys, can I join 
QUAFF? 
Dougy: (smiling evilly] Sure 
Marco. I believe we have an 
opening... 
1 ^ % ,' 
la ICBM whistles through, tak-
ing most of Marcus with it. 
Dougy and Davo laugh very 
loudly and long indeed. Troops 
enter the building] 
Dougy: Last drinks Davo. I 
found Grolsch to be the every-
thing I desire in an important; 
potent, voluminous and an hon-
estly foreign taste. 
[Both nod, then attempt to 
shoot each other. DAVO giggles 
and suddenly evaporates, his 
form momentarily replaced by 
the image of the Castlemaine 
Perkins brewery, and Dougy is 
left clutching his wounded side. 
Soldiers surround him) 
Dougy: Don't shoot! I'm too Aus-
tralian to be dangerous 
Soldier: Come with us. You are 
double parked, 
(Dougy raises a beer in silent 
toast to ridiculous comrades 
past) 
An Incredible macho bullshit 
end to QUAFF. Mick last seen 
jug sculling with Jesus. Dougy 
survives, but without a liver is 
unable to lead a productive and 
happy life and hence decides on 
a career in law. Davo unmasked 
as the avatar of the spirit of beer 
taken human form to walk 
amongst morals and sample 
their simple pleasures. 
Makes you think, don't it? 
The Victory is pretty cool. Not 
exactly anyone's local (It's a lit-
tle too out of the way for that]. 
It's a refreshing place to go if 
you're a little bored ofthe usual 
hell-holes. 3 and a half jugs. 
Grolsch Is that rarity, a foreign 
beer that doesn't offend the 
home-educated AustraUan pal-
ate. Excellent ch-Inklng. If expen-
sive. But you go get these way 
cool swing top bottles to keep. 
4 jugs out of five. 
Here endeth the lesson.. 
Mick: We're surrounded maie.., 
»\ J outgunned and oul numbered. 
^ « ; Davo Il's worse than Ihat... 
V Dougy: No say it i.sn't true 
t*] Davo: Yep... We're QUI of VB. 
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COLLEGES 
1995 I.C.C. EXEC 1 
The new Inter-College Council (I.C.C.) President for 1 
1994 is Jane Fitzgerald from Union College. With 1 
many years ot College Club experience behind her 1 
Jane and the new I.C.C, Executive are keen to make 1 
the 1995 I.C.C. year the best yet! 1 
Congratulations also to the new Colleges V-P Rory 1 
Morgan and Colleges Rep Ben Wilson (Givers) on 1 
their election to the Colleges Area of the Student 1 
Union. 1 
From "fed O'Brien 
It has been a pleasure looking after Serr.per's 'colleges section' under tlie 
"Timelords" this year. Reinventing 'colleges section' in Semper was a prom-
ise made by the "Timelords" during their 1993 campaign - they were elected 
into office and subsequently delivered their promise. Thank-you Timelords! 
Incidentally, the "college editorial" in each Semper issue, headed "Up The 
Rest of Ya's", iias been written by me, often with other keen contributors. 
The opinions expressed within these editorials may not have met your 
agreement every time (maybe even never), however, I believe they have 
reflected those attitudes/issues/evenls relevant to college students. 
Colleges in 1994 have yet again provided all the excitement for which 
they are so well renowned. It has been a privilege to be a part of it and a 
humbling honour to serve it through Semper Thanks for the year 
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THE BEGGARS OPERA 
The Arts Theatre hasn't told us much about The Beggars Opera, except to call 
it "A high-falutin" Lords-and-Ladies bawdy ballad romp!" A musical written by 
a chap called John Gay, there is a classic piece of theatre that's been entertain-
ing audiences all round the place for over 260 years. It's the play on which 
Brecht based his Threepenny Opera, which incidentally is going to be produced 
by QTC new year, opening in May. So this might be an interesting chance to 
see the original before seeing Brecht's version. The Beggar's Opera opens on 
Friday Oct 14 - for more information ring the Arts Theatre on 359 2344. 
FALLING FROM GRACE 
I'm not what you'd call tough. Or cynical. Usually I'm the first to give way to any 
half-skilled writer's attempts to manipulate my emotions - I've been known to cry 
over soap operas, for goodness sake. So how is il that on this one occasion I sit 
through a play shaking my head, barely able to control my rage as each new piece 
of evidence is presented and I watch the playwright trying to swing me from one 
side to the other and back again, like a yacht tacking? I tell you I was furious. 
No-one else seems to have shared my disapprobation. They all tell me it's an excel-
lent play, very funny, good strong female roles. I experience the same bewilder-
ment I feel walking away from an amateur theatre piece full of unmotivated char-
acters, gratuitous leaps in style, and corny .dialogue, and hear other audience mem-
bers telling each other it was a great production. Strong female roles? For a play 
about women, I was amazed that the two male characters came over as dignified 
and decent, while forthe most part the women were whining, sobbing, complain-
ing, napping, undermining each olher, behaving unprofessionally, and generally 
reinforcing every horrible old stereotype and argument for women staying out of 
the workforce. Both men, by contrast, clearly had their professional lives and large 
slabs of their personal lives under control. 
But the heart of the matter, the thing that really made me bite my lip and snort to 
avoid shouting "What bullshit!" in the dark and crowded theatre, was the premise 
of the olol. A doctor. Miriam Roth, has been conducting trials for five years on a 
drug to relieve RMS. Although women participating in the trial signed a form 
saying they would do everything possible to prevent pregnancy during the trials, 
a number of accidental pregnancies did occur and of these there have been three 
babies born with abnormalities. Dr Hugh Storey, a GP, has found out about these 
three cases because one of them is a patient of his. He is trying to raise an alarm 
about he drug trials and have an investigation carried out. When he tries to talk 
to Roth herself, she refuses to see him until he forces his way into her laboratory, 
and as he tries to raise the subject she cuts him off wilh a harangue about mi-
sogynist male members of the medical profession who want to ignore women's 
health issues. A masterpiece of crass and insulting generalisation, this utterly 
stupid speech forms our introduction to the character of Roth. She does nol im-
prove on acquaintance. Next we see her sobbing her heart out because her ca-
reer is "falling down around her" and she'll have "nolhing left". 
For a start, researchers - including a fair percentage of people who have ever 
done a PhD - are not unaccustomed to having five years of research fail to reach 
the desired culmination; you lose faith in your theory, or someone else disproves 
it, or someone proves it and publishes before you so the credit goes elsewhere -
it's all part of the job. Her fear that Hugh's concerns about the drug testing will 
"smear" her reputation is hysterical. The only reason her career might fall apart is 
if she deliberately avoids the issue of the abnormalities and tries to hush it up. 
Realistically, it's bound to come out: one of those three women is sure to suspect 
the drug caused the abnormalities and press for compensation, and whether or 
not a connection is found, it's the attempted cover-up that will damage Roth's 
career If. as she says, there's no connection, she should be willing to listen to 
Hugh and discuss it. 
She makes a lot oi statements which are all mixed jp together; when it's all untan-
gled, she makes the following points: the overwhelming majority of people in the 
medical profession are men. Therefore they the doctors and researchers who are 
women. Tney are not interested in women's health. They are waiting for the chance 
to depress the pretension of women researchers and regain any funding paid out 
on women's health projects, so on the flimsiest of pretexts they will pull the plug on 
PMS research. Bzeing men, they like women to suffer PMS and be unable to hold 
down jobs because of it. Not only are they misogynlstic, they are conservative, 
which means the faintest breath of scandal associated with a dmg trial will inevita-
bly and innmediately result in the trial being cancelled without further ado or inves-
tigation. This last assumption completely fails to hold water: all drugs are suspect, 
that's why they are tested. If, as she says, the abnormalities are part of the normal 
pattern of chance and the drug is harmless - goes through all the tests and meets 
ali the standards - she has nothing to fear from closer examination by the medical 
board, who are surely also aware of the statistical occurrence of birth defects in the 
general population. 
And this is the women whos' the focus and catalyst for everything else that hap-
pens in the play. She is, to say the least, a weak pivot-point. The friendship be-
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tween the other three women 
- Suzannah, Maggie, and Brock 
• is supposed to be affected and 
tested by their different atti-
tudes to Roth and her work, 
and what their magazine 
shou.d be saying about it. But 
Roth's story is so implausible, 
her character so unlikeable, and 
the solution to the whole di-
lemma so maddeningly simple 
you want to shout it ail the char-
acters - "For fuck's sake, cover 
the story in the magazine, 
present both sides fairly and call 
for further investigation" - that 
it colours all the stuff that 
should be interesting and 
touching and entertaining 
obout the other action of the 
play. I found the character of 
Tess and the way she was situ-
ated between her parents quite 
compelling. There was ar, inter-
esting, tension between 
Suzanr\ah and Hugh. The rela-
tive positions of Suzannah, 
Maggie and Brock in terms of 
professional status and per-
sona' friendship were intriguing 
and significant. But I distracted 
from the parts I was inte-ested 
in, because every time the con-
versation came back to Roth I 
was given further matcial to 
fuel my anger over the misrep-
resentation of medical re-
search, and the fuzzing and 
conflating of issues. 
I realize the Roth plot is just a 
device to crystallize and struc-
ture ihe other "issues" the play 
wanls to address: professional 
and personal responsibility, the 
nature of women's friendship, 
sexual passion and the life proc-
ess of aging, and so on. But any 
writer who tries to play an au-
dience like a fish must make 
sure they're firmly hooked to 
start with. From any point of 
view, the whole Roth plot was 
a blunt and flimsy sort of hook 
and although I nibbled the bait 
at the beginning, I found it so 
unpleasant I just swam away 
and eyed it balefully from a dis-
tance for the rest oi the night. I 
don't think this play succeeds 
on any level in celebrating wom-
anhood, women's friendship, 
women's role in the workplace 
or in the care and protection of 
society. In fact, as a women, I 
found it deeply offensive, insult-
ing to my intelligence, and ulti-
mately counterproductive. 
LITTLE SHOP 
OF HORRORS 
That huge, walking, talcing, Rhythm and Blues 
singing, voracious piant, Audrey Two is back 
in the outrageous musical comedy, LITFLE 
SHOP OF HORRORS. 
Produced by Darryl Rogers of Genesis Produc-
tions and A,C.R.O.N.Y.M. THEATRE COMPANY, 
the cult classic returns with all its shock ho'ror 
as the Skid Row Florist Shop and the anthro-
pomorphic Audrey Two envelope the Cement 
Box Theatre. 
"On the twenty-first day of the month of Sep 
tember, in an early year ofa decade not too 
long before our own, the human race suddenly 
encountered a deadly threat to its very exist-
ence. And this terrifying enemy surfaced - as 
such enemies often do - in the seemingly most 
innocent and unlilcely of places." 
The most innocent and unlikely of places, is of 
course, Mushnik's run-down Skid Row Florist 
shop. Business is bad, Mushnik, the florist (Mar-
tin Challice) is low and customers are nowhere 
to be seen when the eager florist clerk, 
Seymour (Dirk Hunter) unwittingly nurtures an 
exotic plant, he affectionately calls Audrey Two 
after his secret love, the bleached-blonde, 
Marilyn Munroe-like florist assistant (Elise 
Greig) Customers magically appear to glimpse 
the unusual Audrey Two, business is transforms 
into the tittle shop of horrors. Add to this, an 
eccentric, sadistic, motor-bike riding dentist 
(Enrico Mammarella) and the events that en-
sue are indeed bizarre. 
Macabre and satirical, but always intensely 
amusing, LITTLE SHOP OF HORRORS is the mu-
sical that takes GREASE on a ROCKY HORROR 
ride. Borne from the off-beat 1960's Roger 
Corman film, the stage version of LITTLE SHOP 
OF HORRORS became a Broadway Musical hit. 
Th s success was followed by a second film of 
LITTLE SHOP, very much in Hollywood style, star-
ring Rick Moranis as the unlikely hero, Seymour 
and Steve Martin as the sadistic dentist. Thefilm 
received much acclaim and LITTLE SHOP OF 
HORRORS was to attain something of a cult fol-
lowing. LIHLE SHOP OF HORRORS was enor-
mously popular when it was first performed in 
Brisbane at La Boite and it remains one of La 
Boite's greatest box of'ice hits. 
Ths Genesis and A.CR.O.N.Y.M. production 
of L imE SHOP OF HORRORS features all the 
hit songs from the Broadway production and 
the film including Mean Green Mother, Little 
Shop of Horrors. Skid Row (Downtown) and 
many more. With a very hip and seductive cho-
rus, (Samantha Fayle, Victoria Sargent and Zara 
Lyn Grose) the songs will rock the house. Chris 
Mavery, who performed the funky 
vocalisations of the plant in the La Boite pro-
duction returns to LITTLE SHOP OF HORRORS 
as does the Musical Director, Mary Carden and 
Choreographer, Janice Heale. 
Director, Vyvyan Black, who has worked exten-
sively as an actor and director in Sydney and 
Brisbane and whose latest productions include 
the operas LUCIO SILLA and THE MAGIC FLUTE 
says, "This is an all new incarnation of LITTLE 
SHOP OF HORRORS. Ifyou enjoy rhythm and 
blues, a good laugh anda thrilling horror story, 
you can't afford to miss this Little Shop. It has 
everything to make an unforgettable night out." 
LITTLE SHOP OF HORRORS runs from 13 Octo-
ber to 5 November at the Cement Box Thea-
tre, University of Qld, Tuesday and Saturday. 
There will be a half price preview on 12 Octo-
ber and Saturday matinees on 22 and 29 Oc-
tober and 5 November. For bookings or en-
quiries phone 377 2240 or C43 0230. 
MATINEES AT 2PM EVENING PERFORMANCES 
AT SPM 
LIKE THERE'S 
No TOMORROW 
An Interview with Sam McCormick 
Like There's No Tomorrowis an experiment in play-mak-
ing that has yielded unique and wonderful results. Sem-
per talks to the young writer-director behind the project, 
Sam McCormick. 
Sam: Il's a play made up of the stories of three women 
characters. Early on I had Ihe idea of each of the women 
telling a story, and the stories being linked together some-
how with an overriding myth. Later the idea of the myth 
became more the idea of storytelling itself - we wanted 
to make explicit the fact that these characters were tell-
ing stories about themselves. We developed the device 
of a storytelling scarf, tike the staff used in tribal socie-
ties: whoever has the object has the floor, to tell their 
story. The characters move in and out of narration mode; 
when they're narrating, they hold the scarf, and when 
they're playing their own character in the action, they 
wear the scarf. The other actors play other roles in the 
character's story. 
We've ended up with stories from three characters: Liz, 
a homeless person; Geni, who fell pregnant as a teen-
ager; and Alison, a young lesbian. The actors went 
through a process of development their characters and 
their stories, then we worked on heightening these sto-
ries to make them work as drama, then I wrote the script 
which weaves the ihree stories together structurally. The 
actors were like script editors, checking what I wrote, to 
make sure it still fett right and wasn't misrepresenting 
anything from the work we'd already done. 
Semper: In your press release, you say anyone can tell 
stories and that stories are one of our major ways of shar-
ing meaning. You say people think of the power of story 
as belonging to professionals; even the idea of making 
up a children's oedtime story is alien to many parents. 
Sam: When 1 thin< of the power of storytelling in the 
hands of the individual,! think of conversational story-
telling. But in order to bring it to the stage it needs to be 
heightened and strengthened - add a family member 
here to heighten ihe conflict, a bit more tension. Geni's 
story is the most conversationally told, sort of intimate 
one-on-one; it's being told by her daughter. If we were 
going to really make a play out of lhe everyday process 
of storytelling, we'd say "here's the basic structure, now 
improvise on stage". 
Semper: Have you made use of improvisation in the play-
making process? 
Sam: Yes, early on in devising the characters. But I think 
the idea of improvising scenes to gel a structure and 
then rewriting them is a bit of an insjit to the actors -
they're already reached into themselves and come up 
with thoughts anc words, and to rewrite those is insult-
ing. In fact there a-e some scenes in the play which have 
nothing to do wtth me at all. When I'd set out the struc-
ture, there were scenes I couldn't write, so the actors 
improvised them and they came out beautifully They've 
never been written down so they charge a bit from one 
performance to another though the basic structure and 
key phrases stay the same. 
Semper: What do you say lo people who ask how you 
can be involved in writing the stories of women, when 
you're a man? 
Sam: I guess I've always tried to be listening, to be very 
sensitive to the three women actors who were working 
out the stories, in addressing this issue with them they've 
said they don't think of me and Greg as "men" when 
we're working together, we're just five people. I've of-
ten been asked "how can you do this wen you're a 
man?", but 1 think "how can! not d it when I'm a person 
-when the opportunity has come up?" In order for wom-
en's issues to be understood by men as we hope they 
will be, to deny a man the opportunity to explore wom-
en's stories is to suggest that men never will understand, 
and so the whole struggle for equality is undermined. 
Semper: Where do you see yourself going from here? 
Will you he a writer, an actor or a director? 
Sam: 1 don't feel that I need to have a clear idea of 
whether I'm one thing or another. I fee that as the op-
portunities arise I'll fulfil them and see hoe it goes. I don't 
have aspirations to excellence in one field or another; 
excellence isn't what I'm trying to achieve at all. There 
are too many other reasons for working in a communi-
cative artform. For me, theatre is the chance to share 
tings. Even just from the entertainment aspect - even 
just to share a sense of heightened delight is really im-
portant and very special 
UNDERGROUND IMPRO: 
THEATRESPORTS ROOKIE NIGHT 
Remember Theatresports? That wacky zany activity that's half theatre, half sport? There are a bunch of games with 
ru!es, and teams of four players, and the teams have to make up theatrical scenes on the spot as they go along. For 
example, in the game Death in A Minute, they get given a title like "In a Russian sub" and they must play a scene for 
one minute, at the end of which one of the characters musl be dead. Or In A With A While A, where the audience 
gives them a location, an object and an event that is going on (eg. "In a wind-tunnel, with an acorn, while hell 
freezes over"), and they must play some sort of interesting story incorporating all three elements. The teams get 
scored from 0 to 5 by each of three judges: on judging technique, one storyline, ard one entertainment. At the end 
of the night one team wins and various players receive awards for their "Magic Moments" in the course of playing. 
U's high-energy, off-the-vjall, occasionally in your face entertainment, and nothing compares with being in the 
aiidience at a Theatresports show, except being on the stage. 
Well, Theairesports players don't just hatch out of cosmic thought-eggs and there they are. Most of them are just 
ordinary members of the community (like you and me. Mac), vjho thought they'd like to have some imaginative fun 
ard meet interesting people, and off they rocked to workshops, and after a little while they wanted to get up on 
stage. But until now, that's been sometimes difficult, because they are so many people who've beeT playing for 
ages and they like to be on stage too, and there are a limited number of Theatresports shows that can be staged at 
La Boite Theatre in one year. Solution? Underground Impro: Theatresports Rookie Night. Rookies are people who've 
been playing Theatresports for less lhan two years. They've fresh, they're eager, they make mistakes but mistakes 
are what improvisation is all about ("and they're the only things/that you can truly call your oh-own..." quick Billy 
Joel interlude, sorry couldn't resist). 
On Thursday nights, from 6:30pm till 8:45pm, the Theatresports Rookies take over Redheads Cafe under Metro Arts, 
at 109 Edward Street .n the city. They have a group warm-up in front of the audience from 6:30prri, then the show 
proper starts at 7pm. Entry for the audience is by $3 donation, though any assistance is appreciated, for the very 
broke, a night's hilarity is on the house. Where else will you see an English prisoner ;n a German jail cell during World 
War II, rescued by an Australian who can send manade-dissolving vegemite dov/n the radio line? Someone's leg being 
eaten by a giant mullet? A witch deciding which of her assistants wins the Hunchback oi The Year Award? Love and 
sibling rivalry in a bank? Stress and madness in the Queensland Department of Transport? It's amazing, it's immediate, 
il's unrehearsed and unrepeatable and YOU HAVE TO BC THERE. If you're sick of Australian soaps and American 
sitcoms and instructions on paving your new indoor courtyard and you'd like to partidpate in your own entertainment, 
get down to Redheads Cafe on a Thursday night. The food and coffee are excellent too. 
Oh, and watch out for Open Theatresports. The Burbrook Cup is THE season of the year in the Theairesports 
calendar, the one the professional players won't miss for quids, the one with the two metre high trophy that sets 
everyone's hearts pumping like Ihere's no tomorrow (isn't there a play of that name on somewhere?) Il's at La Boite 
Theatre (the Burbrook Cup season of Theatresports, not the play) from 20th Nov to 18th Dec (Sunday nights for five 
weeks). Words cannot describe the excitement of the Burbrook Cup. I'm overcome just thinking about it: you'd 
better ring the Theatresports office for the rest of the details: 368 1700. 
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HAMLET; GRIPPING 
Every two to three years I see a show that renews my faith in theatre. 
Climb Axe Theatre Company's production of Hamlet at the 12th Night 
Night Theatre did just that. 
It was incredible. The acting, the music and the sword choreography 
combined to create a show that could only be described as dynamic 
From the first chord played on the acoustic guitars to Hamlet's Imrr 
phant demise the production plays emotional ping pong with the mina-
of the audience. 
Meticulously directed by Francs McMahon (who also plays a harrow-
ing Ghost), the show exposes the paranoia, shrewdness and tragedy 
of Shakespeare's most talked about work. 
At 22 years of age Jason Gann gives the role of Hamlet an energy, bit 
and enthusiasm rarely seen by older, more established actors who take 
on the part. 
Jason displays an intellectual capacity far beyond his years and has 
appeared to make the role of Hamlet his own. 
David Moran brings a charismatic power to the role of the power grab-
bing King Claudius. 
Kathy Lister's, Ophelia is spectacular and provides a definite highlight 
to the show. 
Adam Zwar and Darren Hayden are hilarious as the infamous 
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern as is Cameron Watt's Polonius. 
The final sword fighting scene choreographed by world renowned in-
structor Gary Worsfield provides and excellent dimax for Climb Axe 
Theatre's first production. 
Notes: I was lucky enough lo see a dress rehearsal, However, performances 
of Hamlet start on October 15 at the 12th Night Theatre. Bowen Hills. 
i. 
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THE BEGGARS OPERA 
The Arts Theatre hasn't told us much about The Beggars Opera, except to call 
it "A high-falutin" Lords-and-Ladies bawdy ballad romp!" A musical written by 
a chap called John Gay, there is a classic piece of theatre that's been entertain-
ing audiences all round the place for over 260 years. It's the play on which 
Brecht based his Threepenny Opera, which incidentally is goirg to be produced 
by QTC new year, opening in May, So this might be an interesting chance to 
see the original before seeing Brecht's ve.'sion. The Beggar's Opera opens on 
Friday Oct 14 • for more information ring the Arts Theatre on 359 2344. 
FALLING FROM GRACE 
I'm not what you'd call tough. Or cynical. Usually I'm the first to give way to any 
hali-skilled writer's attempts to manipulate my emotions - I've been known to cry 
over soap operas, for goodness sake. So how is it that on this one occasion I sit 
through a play shaking my head, barely able to control my rage as each new piece 
of evidence is presented anc I watch the playwright trying to swing me from one 
side 10 the olher and back again, like a yacht tacking? I tell you 1 was furious. 
Noone else seems to have shared my disapprobation. They all tell me it's an excel-
lent play, very funny, good strong female roles. I experience the same bewilder-
ment I feel walking away from an amateur theatre piece full of unmotivated char-
acters, gratuitous leaps in sty e, and corny dialogue, and hear other audience mem-
bers tellirg each other it was a great production. Strong female roles? For a play 
about women, I was amazed that the two male characters came over as dignified 
and decent, while for the most part the women were whining, sobbing, complain-
ing, napping, undermining each other, behaving unprofessionally, and generally 
reinfofdng every horrible old stereotype and argument for women staying out of 
the workforce. Both men, by contrast, clearly had their professional lives and large 
slabs of their personal lives under control. 
But the heart of the matter, the thing that really made me bite my lip and snort to 
avoid shouting "What bullshi!" in the dark and crowded theatre, was the premise 
of the plot. A doctor, Miriam Roth, has been conducting trials ior five years on a 
drug to relieve PMS. Although women participating in the trial signed a form 
saying they would do everything possible to prevent pregnancy during the trials, 
a number of accidental pregnancies did occur and of these there have been three 
babies born with abnormalities. Dr Hugh Storey, a GP, has found out about these 
three cases because one of them is a patient of his. He is trying to raise an alarm 
about he drug trials and have an investigation carried out. When he tries to talk 
to Roth herself, she refuses to see him until he forces his way into her laboratory, 
and as he tries to raise the subject she cuts him off with a harangue about mi-
sogynist male members of tne medical profession who want to ignore women's 
health issues. A masterpiece of crass and insulting generalisation, this utterly 
stupid speech forms our iniroduction to the character of Roth. She does not im-
prove on acquaintance. Next we see her sobbing her heart out because her ca-
reer is "falling down around her" and she'll have "nothing left". 
For a start, researchers - including a fair percentage of people who have ever 
done a PhD - are not unaccustomed to having five years of research fail to reach 
the desired culmination; you lose failh in your theory, or someone else disproves 
i l , or someone proves it and publishes before you so the credit goes elsewhere -
it's all part of the job. Her fear that Hugh's concerns aboul the drug testing will 
"smear" her repulalion is hysterical. The only reason her career might fall apart is 
if she deliberately avoids the issue of the abnormalities and tries to hush it up. 
Realistically, il's bound lo come oul: one of those three women is sure lo suspect 
the drug caused the abnormalities and press for compensation, and whether or 
not a connection is found, t's the attempted cover-up that will damage Roth's 
career, [f, as she says, there's no connection, she should be willing to listen to 
Hugh and discuss it. 
She makes a lot of statements which are all mixed up logelher; when it's all untan-
gled, she makes the following points: the overwhelming majority of people in the 
medical profession are men. Therefore they the doctors and researchers who are 
women. They are not interested in women's health. They are waiting for the chance 
to depress the pretension of women researchers and regain any funding paid out 
on women's health projects, so on the flimsiest of pretexts they will pull the plug on 
PMS research. Bzeing men, they like women to suffer PMS and be unable to hold 
down jobs because of it. Not only are they m'sogynistic, they are conservative, 
which means the faintest breath of scandal associated with a daig trial will inevita-
bly and immediately result in the trial being cancelled without further ado or inves-
tigation. This last assumption completely fails to hold water: all drugs are suspect, 
that's why they are tested. If, as she says, the abnormalities are part of the normal 
pattern of chance and the drug is harmless - goes through all the tests and meets 
alt the standards - she has nothing to fear from doser examination by the medical 
board, who are surely also aware of the statistical occurrence of birth defects in the 
general population. 
And this is the women whos' the focus and catalyst for everything else that hap-
pens in the play. She is, to say the least, a weak pivot-point. The friendship be-
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tween the olher th'ee women 
-Suzannah, Maggie, and Brock 
-is supposed to be affected and 
tested by their different atti-
tudes to Roth and her work, 
and what their magazine 
should be saying about it. But 
Roth's story is so i.-nplausibic, 
her character so unlikeable, and 
the solution to the whole di-
lemma so maddeningly simple 
you want lo shout it all the char-
acters - "For fuck's sake, cover 
the story in the .magazine, 
present both sides fairly and call 
for further investigation" - that 
it colours all the stuff that 
should be interesting and 
touching and entertaining 
about the other action of the 
play. I found the cnaracter of 
Tess and the way she was situ-
ated between her parents quite 
compelling. There was an inter-
esting, tension between 
Suzannah and Hugn. The rela-
tive positions of Suzannah, 
Maggie and Brock in terms oi 
professional status and per-
sonal friendship were intriguing 
and significant. But I distracted 
from the parts I was interested 
in, because every time the con-
versation came back to Roth I 
was given further material to 
fuel my anger over the misrep-
reseniation of medical re-
search, and the fuzzing and 
conflating of issues, 
I realize the Roth plot is just a 
device to crystallize and struc-
ture the other "issues" the play 
wants to address: professional 
and personal responsibility, the 
nature of women's friendship, 
sexual passion and the life proc-
ess of aging, and soon. But any 
writer who tries to play an au-
dience like a fish must make 
sure they're firmly hooked lo 
start with. From any point of 
view, the whole Roth plot was 
a blunt and flimsy sort of hook 
and although I nibbled the bait 
at the beginning, I found it so 
unpleasant 1 just swam away 
and eyed it balefully from a dis-
tance for the rest of the night. I 
don't think this play succeeds 
on any level in celebrating wom-
anhood, women's friendship, 
women's role in the workplace 
or in the care and protection of 
sodety. In fact, as a women, I 
found it deeply offensive, insult-
ing to my intelligence, and ulti-
mately counterproductive. 
LITTLE SHOP 
OF HORRORS 
Ttiat huge, walking, talking. Rhythm and Blues 
singing, voracious plant, Audrey Two is back 
in the outrageous musical comedy, LITTLE 
SHOP OF HORRORS. 
Produced by Darryl Rogers of Genesis Produc-
tions and A.CR.O.N.YM. THEATRE COMPANY 
the cult classic returns with all its shock horror 
as the Skid Row Florist Shop and the anthro-
pomorphic Audrey Two envelope the Cement 
Box Theatre, 
"On the twenty-first day of the month of Sep-
tember, in an early year ofa decade not too 
long before our own, the human race suddenly 
encountered a deadly threat to its very exist-
ence. And this terrifying enemy surfaced • as 
such enemies often do - in the seemingly most 
innocent and unlikely of places." 
The most innocent and unlikely ol places, is of 
course, Mushnik's mn-down Skid Row Florist 
shop. Busi ness is bad, Mushnik, the florist (Mar-
tin Challice) is low and customers are nowhere 
to be seen when the eager florist clerk, 
Seymour (Dirk Hunter) unwittingly nurtures an 
exotic plant, heaffectionately calls Audrey Two 
after his secret love, the bleached-blonde, 
Marilyn Munroe-like florist assistant (Elise 
Greig) Customers magically appear to glimpse 
the unusual Audrey Two, business is transforms 
into the little shop of horrors. Add to this, an 
eccentric, sadstic, motor-bike riding dentist 
(Enrico Mammarella) and the events that en-
sue are indeed bizarre. 
Macabre and satirical, but always intensely 
amusing, LITTLE SHOP OF H0RRO,RS is the mu-
sical that takes GREASE on a ROCKY HORROR 
ride. Borne from the off-beat 1960's Roger 
Corman film, tne stage version of LITTLE SHOP 
OF HORRORS became a Broadway Musical hit. 
This success was followed by a second film of 
LITTLE SHOP, very much in Hollywood style, star-
ring Rick Moranis as the unlikely hero, Seymour 
and Steve Martin as the sadistic dentist. The film 
received much acclaim and LITTLE SHOP OF 
HORRORS was to attain something of a cult fol-
lowing. LITTLE SHOP OF HORRORS was enor-
mously popular when it was first performed in 
Brisbane at La Boite and it remains one of La 
Boite's greatest box office hits. 
This Genesis and A.C.R.O.N.Y.M. production 
of LinLE SHOP OF HORRORS features all the 
hit songs from the Broadway production and 
the film including Mean Green Mother. Little 
Shop of Horrors, Skid Row (Downtown) and 
many more. With a very hip and seductive cho-
rus, (Samantha Fayle, Victoria Sargent and Zara 
Lyn Grose) the songs will rock the house. Chris 
Mavery, who performed the funky 
vocalisations of the plant in the La Boite pro-
duction returns to LITTLE SHOP OF HORRORS 
as does the Musical Director, Mary Carden and 
Choreographer, Janice Heale. 
Director, Vyvyan Black, who has worked exten-
sively as an actor and director in Sydney and 
Brisbane and v/hose latest productions indude 
the operas LUCIO SILLA and THE MAGIC FLUTE 
says, "This is an all new incarnation of LITTLE 
SHOP OF HORRORS. Ifyou enjoy rhythm and 
blues, a good laugh and a thrilling horror story, 
you can't afford to miss this Little Shop. It has 
everything to make an unforgettable night out." 
LITTLE SHOP CF HORRORS runs from 13 Octo-
ber to 5 November at the Cement Box Thea-
tre, University of Qld, Tuesday and Saturday. 
There will be a half price preview on 12 Oclo-
ber and Saturday matinees on 22 and 29 Oc-
tober and 5 November. For bookings or en-
quiries phone 377 2240 or 843 0230. 
MATINEES AT 2PM EVENING PERFORMANCES 
AT BPM 
LIKE THERE'S 
No TOMORROW 
An Interview with Sam McCormick 
Uke There's No Tomorrow\s an experiment in play-mak-
ing that has yielded unique and wonderful results. Sem-
per talks to the young writer-director behind the project, 
Sam McCormick, 
Sam: It's a play made up o' the stories of three women 
characters. Early on I had the idea of each of the women 
telling a story, and the stories being linked together some-
how with an overriding myth. Later the idea of the myth 
became more the idea of storytelling itself - we wanted 
to make explicit the fact that these characters were tell-
ing stories about themselves. We developed the device 
of a storytelling scari, like the stall used in tribal socie-
ties: whoever has the object has the floor, to tell their 
story. The characters move in and out of narration mode; 
when they're narrating, they hold the scarf, and when 
they're playing their own character in the action, they 
wear the scarf. The other actors play other roles in the 
character's story. 
We've ended up with stories from three characters: Uz, 
a homeless person; Geni, who fell pregnant as a teen-
ager; and Alison, a young lesbian. The actors went 
through a process of development their characters and 
their stories, then we worked on heightening these sto-
ries to make them work as drama, then I wrote the script 
which weaves the three stories together structurally. The 
actors v^ere like script editors, checking what I wrote, to 
make sure it still felt right and wasn't misrepresenting 
anything from the work we'd already done. 
Semper: In your press release, you say anyone can tell 
stories and that stories are cne of our major ways of shar-
ing meaning. You say people think of the power of story 
as belonging to professionals; even the idea of making 
up a children's bedtime story is alien to many parents. 
Sam: When I think oi the power of storytelling in the 
hands of the individual, \ think of conversational story-
telling. 3ut in order to bring it to the stage it needs to be 
heightened and strengthened - add a family member 
here to heighten ihe conflict, a bit more tension. Geni's 
story is the most conversationally told, sort of intimate 
one-on-one; it's being told by her daughter. If we were 
going to really make a play oul of the everyday process 
of storytelling, we'd say "here's the basic structure, now 
improvise on stage". 
Semper: Have you made use of improvisation in the play-
making process? 
Sam: Yes, early on in devising the characters. But I think 
the idea of improvising scenes to get a structure and 
then rewriting them is a bit of an insult to the actors -
they're already reached into themselves and come up 
with thoughts and words, and to rewrite those is insult-
ing. In fact there are some scenes in the play which have 
nothing to do with me at ali. When I'd set out the struc-
ture, there were scenes I couldn't write, so the actors 
improvised them and they came out beautifully. They've 
never been wrttten down so they change a bit from one 
performance lo another though the basic structure and 
key phrases stay the same. 
Semper: What do you say to people who ask how you 
can be involved in writing the stories of women, when 
you're a man? 
Sam: I guess I've always tried to be listening, to be very 
sensitive to the three women actors who were working 
out the stories. In addressing this issue with them they've 
said they don't think of me and Greg as "men" when 
we're working together, we're just five people. I've of-
ten been asked "how can you do this wen you're a 
man?", but I think "how can 1 not d it when I'm a person 
-when the opportunity has come up?" In order for wom-
en's issues to be understood by men as we hope they 
will be, to deny a man the opportunily lo explore wom-
en's stories is to suggest that men never will understand, 
and so the whole struggle for equality is undermined. 
Semper: Where do you see yourself going from here? 
Will you be a writer, an actor or a director? 
Sam: I don't feel that I need to have a clear idea of 
whether I'm one thing or another. 1 fee that as the op-
portunities arise I'll fulfil them and see hoe it goes. I don't 
have aspirations to excellence in one field or another; 
excellence isn't what I'm trying to achieve at all. There 
are too many other reasons for working in a communi-
cative artform. For me, theatre is the chance to share 
tings. Even just from the entertainment aspect - even 
just to share a sense of heightened delight is really im-
portant and very special 
UNDERGROUND IMPRO: . 
THEATRESPORTS ROOKIE NIGHT 
Remember Theatresporls? That wacky zany activity that's half theatre, half sport? There are a bunch of games with 
rules, and teams of four players, and the teams have lo make up theatrical scenes on the spot as they go along. For 
example, in the game Death In A Minute, they get given a title like "In a Russian sub" and they must play a scene for 
one minute, at the end of which one of the characters must be dead. Or In A With A While A, where the audience 
gives them a location, an object and an event that is going on (eg, "In a wind-tunnel, with an acorn, while hell 
freezes over"), and they mjst play some sort of interesting story incorporating all three elements. The teams get 
scored from 0 to 5 by each of three judges: on judging technique, one storyline, and one entertainment. At the end 
of the night one team wins and various players receive awards for their "Magic Moments" in the course of playing. 
It's high-energy, off-the-wall, occasionally in your face entertainment, and nothing compares with being in the 
audience at a Theatresports show, except being on the stage. 
Well, Theatresports players don't just hatch out of cosmic thought-eggs and there they are. Most of them are just 
ordinary members of the community (like you and me, Mac), who thought they'd like to have some imaginative fun 
and meet interesting peop e, and off they rocked to workshops, and after a little while they wanted to get up on 
stage. But until now. that's been sometimes difficult, because they are so many people who've been playing for 
ages and they like to be on stage too, and there are a limited number of Theatresports shows that can be staged at 
La Boite Theatre in one year. Solution? Underground Impro: Theatresports Rookie Night. Rookies are people who've 
been playing Theatresports for less than two years. They've fresh, they're eager, they make mistakes but mistakes 
are what improvisation is all about ("and they're the only things/that you can truly call your oh-own...'' quick Billy 
Joel interiude, sorry couldn't resist). 
On Thursday nights, from 6:30pm till 8:45pm, the Theatresports Rookies take over Redheads Cafe under Metro Arts, 
at 109 Edward Streel in the city. They have a group warm-up in front of the audience from 6:30pm, then the show 
proper starts at 7pm. Entry for the audience is by $3 donation, though any assistance is appreciated: for the very 
broke, a night's hilarity is on the house. Where else will you see an English prisoner in a German jail cell during World 
War II, rescued by an Australian who can send nanade-dissolving vegemite down the radio line? Someone's leg being 
eaten by a giant mullet? A witch deeding which of her assistants wins the Hunchback of The Year Awara? Love and 
sibling rivalry in a bank? Stress and madness in the Queensland Department of Transpo't? It's amazing, it's immediate, 
it's unrehearsed and unrepeatable arid YOU HAVE TO BE THERE, li you're sick of Australian soaps and American 
sitcoms and instructions on paving your new indoor courtyard and you'd like to participate in your own entertainment, 
get down to Redheads Cafe on a Thursday night. The food and coffee are excellent too. 
Oh, and walch out for Open Theatresports. The Burbrook Cup is THE season of the year in the Theatresports 
calendar, the one the professional players won't miss for quids, the one with the two metre high trophy that sets 
everyone's hearts pumping iike there's no tomorrow (isn't there a play of that name on somewhere?) It's at La Boite 
Theatre (the Burbrook Cup season of Theatresports, not the play) from 20th Nov to ISth Dec (Sunday nighls for five 
weeks). Words cannot describe the excitement of the Burbrook Cup. i'm overcome just thinking about it: you'd 
better ring the Theatresports office for the rest of the details: 368 1700. 
HAMLET: GRIPPING 
Every two to three years 1 see a show that renews my faith in theatre. 
Climb Axe Theatre Company's p'oduction of Hamlet at the 12th Night 
Nighl Theatre did just that. 
It was incredible. The acting, the music and the sword choreography 
combined to create a show that could only be described as dynamic. 
From the first chord played on the acoustic guitars to Hamlet's triun^ 
phant demise the production plays emotional ping pong with the mint)-
of the audience. 
Meticulously directed by Francs McMahon (who also plays a harrow-
ing Ghost), the show exposes the paranoia, shrewdness and tragedy 
of Shakespeare's most talked about work. 
At 22 years of age Jason Gann gives the role of Hamlet an energy, bit 
and enthusiasm rarely seen by older, more established actors who take 
on the part. 
Jason displays an intelleclual capadty lar beyond his years and has 
appeared to make the role of Hamlet his own. 
David Moran brings a charismatic power to the role of the power grab-
bing King Claudius. 
Kathy Lister's, Ophelia is spectacular and provides a definite highlight 
to the show. 
Adam Zwar and Darren Hayden are hilarious as the infamous 
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern as is Cameron Watt's Polonius. 
The final sword fighting scene choreographed by world renowned in-
structor Gary Worsfield provides and excellent climax for Climb Axe 
Theatre's first production. 
Notes: 1 was lucky enough to see a dress rehearsal. However, performances 
of Hamlet start on October 15 at lhe 12th Night Theatre, Bowen Hills. 
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Signs of Murder 
by Jean Bedford 
SI6.95 Angus & Robertson (Harper 
Collins Publishers) 
All murder mysteries seem to have a 
strong holiness surrounding them, 
separating them from other classes of 
writing. Everyone who is anyone, who 
is someone has undoubtedly heard of 
Agatha Cnristie's novels. Signs of Mur-
der may not be an exact Murder She 
la'ro/e equivalent, but nonetheless, all 
the essertial ingredienl's are there. 
This book IS Bedford's ihird crime novel 
:n the Anna Soulhwood mystery series. 
The intriguing slory runs along the path 
of a number of incidences, all which 
seem frustratmgly unconnected, Firstly, 
there is Fiona Galloway, Anna's (the 
private eye's) client: hauntingly beauti-
ful, self-assured deaf social worker who 
confronts Anna with a number of anony-
mous threatening letters, telling her to 
keep shut or else. Unfortunately, Fiona 
doesnt know what she is to keep shut 
about, but believes it may have some-
thing to do with Jackie Sims, one of her 
deaf clients, currently in jail for a mur-
der charge. 
The web with which this book weaves 
its story is virtually untanglable. and 
becomes together every minute as 
Anna uncovers corrupt lawyers, afflu-
ent members of society who are sur-
reptitiously connected wiih the criminal 
undenworld, is further complicated by 
the mystery of a doctor whose prom-
ises to cancer patients seem too good 
to be true and has oecrets hidden deep 
under his exterior. The seemingly im-
possibility of solving this mystery is the 
major driving force for all readers as 
everyone enjoys the crime story that 
seems unsolvable. 
To top it all off, Fiona is attacked, 
bashed an nearly dies during what 
seems to her, a silent attack with no 
clear purpose. When this happens, it 
gives Anna the inner power to hunt 
down her attackers and step by step, 
we follow her tracks as she diligently 
solves the mystery. Like any greal book, 
the climax is thrilling, potent, and is not 
revealed until near the end. keeping us 
guessing in bewilderment until the final 
secret is exposed. 
One fresh change which 1 greatly en-
joyed in this mystery was Iho fact it was 
set in Sydney. Yes, Sydney (so now yo J 
know to add it lo the list of places NOT 
to go for holidays ii you have a com-
plex attackphobia!) Too many crime/ 
murder novels are set in the United 
States especially New York. (Wel, 
where else can you lind such a various 
array of crimes, gangsters and mafia 
congregating in one location?) 
Now, I'm not implying that Australia's 
criminal activiiy needs to be highlighted, 
not at all, bul to have some truly worthy 
mystery novels, written by someone 
who knows and loves Australia is cer-
tainly a welcome change. One feels 
right al home, reading of Anna's expe-
ditions in familiar sounding Aussie sub-
uras such as Glebe rather than Man-
hattan. 
This book also highlights the plight of 
deaf people in our society, and how 
Anna grew to learn about Fiona and 
some of her friends. The author obvi-
ously has a deep understanding of their 
problems and liiestyle. There were 
many aspects of the hearing impaired 
society which even I did not know of. 
From her writing style, it is obvious that 
Bedford is an experienced writer. Her 
two prior crime novels include l^orse 
Than Death and To Make A Killing 
(pretty neat titles, huh?) She is also the 
author and co-author of a number of 
other books, in particularly, the power-
fully moving Sister Kate. Signs of Mur-
der WiW no doubt achieve the same sta-
tus, if not higher, as it is an enjoyable 
book all round. 
Maleha Newaz 
Few books have kept me wake till 2am 
(nol counling textbooks to cram before 
an exam). However, this book is a mas-
terpiece, Two separate stories, from two 
separate lands and two separate time 
frames are interwoven wilh such feel-
ing that one is moved by it. The novel 
draws on the similarities of the wartorn 
country of Serbia, its native people and 
lhe Australian Aboriginal community, 
and how ihese two groups struggled "to 
uphold traditions and nurture memory 
in the face of human devastation". 
It is clearly evident that B. Wongar has 
first-hand knowledge of the history of 
both his homeland, Serbia, and his 
present society, that of the Aboriginals. 
He incorporates the traditions and leg-
ends of both communities to such an 
extenl that, even after living in Australia 
for the majorily of my life, even I did not 
know of many of the Aboriginal myths 
and customs, mentioned in this book. 
I found the Serbian perspective of the 
book very touching indeed. Many of us 
think of the conflict in the former Yugo-
slavia as merely a recent outburst of 
inhumanity for their people to deal with, 
but in fact, as this novel reveals, the 
mosl recent v/as is merely part of a long 
history of devastation, from two world 
wars, when Serbs were unfortunately 
considered even lower lhan Jews and 
gypsies which is highlighted byihe sec-
lion written by a German soldier, that a 
"Serb's worth is measured by the white-
ness of his skin why waste fuel in 
Europe, when there is human fuel abun-
dant her to fire the kilns?" This highlights 
the never-ending crusade by the Ser-
bian people, the fight which should 
never escape our memories, last me 
forget. 
The title oi the book Raki holds great 
significance. It is the name given to the 
rope, or noose which is produced and 
made by the two cultures, and serves 
lo bind them in their plight againsl irs 
usage in genocide. 
This is a powerful epic, so real, one 
wonders ii Ihe events were not occur-
ring, in the present rather than in the 
past. This novel wiii be a great histori-
cal piece of work in the future: it is poign-
ant, yet brooding, light hearted yet the 
wrong doings against both races come 
as a shock. The historical references 
of the two cultures will also be invalu-
able, as the author experiences his 
knowledge of both races through his 
powerful narration of their myths, their 
own native language which is used 
throughout the novel, and their every-
day way of life. B. Wongar is truly a re-
markable author. 
Born in Serbia, but presently living in 
the Northern Territory where he adopted 
his present Aboriginal name, he has 
written a myriad of books incorporating 
his backgrounds, including The Track 
to Bralgu and The Lack Pack of Din-
goes. I recommend this book lo every-
one who has a grain of emotion, as il 
will move you lo your very depths. 
Maleha Newaz 
The Sculptress 
Minnette Walters 
Pan Publishers S 11,95 
This is a crime novel unlike any 
other crime novel you may have 
read. It is the story of journalist 
Rosalind Leigh who takes up the 
task to write the story of Olive Mar-
tin, a hugelygrotesque woman who 
dismembered her mother and sis-
ter and is serving a life sentence 
for the crime. 
Rosalind Leigh finds herself drawn 
to Olive othenjvise known as The 
Sculptress' and cautiously be-
friends the woman. In her investi-
gatbns she questions why no one 
ever bothered to find out why she 
would commit such atrocious 
crimes. The police and everyone 
who knew about Olive and her fam-
ily eagerly accepted her admission 
of guilt and believed that il was over 
once she went to prison. Not so. 
Rosalind slowly uncovers the vi-
cious secrets in Olive's family and 
exposes the truth behind the mur-
ders. 
This is a departure from the usual 
crime novels 1 read, however it is a 
most absorbing tale. It is a well 
crafted novel, inviting you to par-
tially identify with Olive and with 
Rosalind who is also at this time 
healing herself from a messy sepa-
ration. 
I know this is a cliche but this is 
truly a gripping novel which has a 
twisted ending; there's suspense, 
thrills, plot, women protagonists 
who develop in strength and char-
acter. 
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"The Time of Se-
crets" and "The 
Time of Love" 
by Marcel Pagnoi 
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Following the success of the first two 
volumes of Marcel Pagnol's classic 
memoirs "My Father's Glcry" and "My 
Mother's Castle", Picador has reissued 
"The Time of Secrets" and "The Time 
of Love" completing his "Souvenirs 
d'Enfance". Marcel Pagnoi was one o' 
France's best eariy film makers Known 
for, among others, "The Bakers Cuife" 
Fans of European film wili also recog-
nize him as the author of "Jean de 
Florette" and "Manon of tne Spnng", 
recently adapted for the screen, and 
from tfie nostalgic and tender films 
shown on the ABC dunng Pete 
Caslaldi's foreign film series, "My Fa-
ther's Glory", and "My Mother's Castle'. 
based upon his memoirs. 
With this in mind. Marcel Pagnoi has a 
special p'ace in the history of French 
popular culture, and these volumes 
prove him deserving of that love and 
admiration. "The Time of Secrels" and 
"The Time of Love" are a delightful evo-
cation of his summer holidays in the 
Provencal hills and schooloays in Mar-
seilles at the turn of the century. 
Marcel's jaunts Ihrough the countryside 
with his beloved friend Lili, his first love 
for the manipulative, imaginative and 
fascinating Isabelle. his reverence for 
his parents and the chums and pranks 
of his years at the lycee captivate the 
reader with their affection, charm and 
humour. Pagnoi so lovingly relates his 
childish world of warmth and limpid sim-
plicity that one yearns for tne era ren-
dered so rosy by a nostalgic pen. 
This autobiography certainly isn't chal-
lenging and only Marcel's perception of 
females is provoking, tt doesn't satisfy 
the reader expecting the shocks, drama 
and sexual intrigues biographies of 
those in the film world usually contain, 
rather, it is pleasant and amusing. It's 
always great fun to read a novel by a 
passionate, eloquent writer and al-
though a few irregularities in translation 
would puzzle those unfamiliar with 
French syntax or idiom "The Time of 
Secrets" and "The Time of Love" doesn't 
fail to provide some laughter, a few sen-
timental tears and a good deal of en-
joyment. 
Angelique Gellert 
The Wild Life 
Reserve 
by Laurie Clancy 
$14.95 Angus & Robertson 
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Crane, 
Did you ever wonder why half of a uri-
versity's lecturers seemed to akvays by 
'out-of-it' and 'spaced out' before they 
even arrive at lecture? 
D d you every think Departments' deci-
sions v/ere strange if not totally weird? 
Did you ever wonde- what possible evo-
lutionary path the decisions maoe oy a 
Vice-Chancellor ever make (or even tne 
evolution of the VC's mind/brain for that 
matter?) 
Well, incase you're still wondenng, get 
a hold of this radica novel v/hich blows 
the cover on university academic life. 
And if you thought the decisions made 
by our VC v/ere out-of-this-world, you 
ought to read Blarney university's VC's 
brain-blowing enlightenments. 
The story centres on Terry Shaw, a re-
cent PhD graduate from London, who 
returns to Melbourne, to work his way 
up the political ladaer at Blarney Un -
versity (what a cool name, isn't it? Bul 
not quite as original as the olher uni-
versity mentioned: Batman! I'll bet you 
won't find these two uni's in the VITAL 
guide!) 
The English department at Blarney is 
just another usual department, where 
the secretary is really the one in charge 
of making decision on which classes 
lecturers teach, where the various olher 
colleagues are as real to liie as Terry 
Shaw. A special move must go to Tom 
Bell, the chronic alcoholic (hey, that 
rhymes! someone ought to write a poem 
on that one!), and writer-in-residence 
who hasn't written for over 20 years. 
If you thought lecturers had il easy, this 
book will prove you wrong. Terry has to 
deal will the wild, underhanded politics, 
cut-throat cricket matches, the first of 
which was the major reason he got his 
job, university dinner parties, extra mari-
tal affairs, student complaints, daily bot-
tles of wine (well, what else would you 
expect after all those students)... oh, just 
the usual in the life oi the tough world 
of academics, not to mention the 
fenced-in wildlife Reserve on campus 
(why don't we have one yet?) However, 
by the going-ons oi the departments 
it's hard to know which is the Wildlife 
Reserve - the actual sanctuary for Aus-
tralian flora and fauna, or the even 
wilder sanctuary of intellectuals trapped 
in buildings which is personif ed by tne 
English department. 
On the whole, The Wildlife Reserve is 
a witty and comical, yet accurate rep-
resentation of University life through the 
eyes of a lecturer. So if you are con-
templating Ihat alluring PhD with a mind 
to lecture afterwards, or even if you're 
not, let this oook enlighten you on your 
questions. 
M Newaz 
Truce 
by Joanna Murray-Smith 
$14.95 Penguin 
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This fiction novel follows tne character 
Georgia Manifold as she recounts her 
life, after he' faiher dies of a neart at 
tack. Truce is the debut novel for the 
acclaimed playwright and screenwriter 
Joanna Murray-Smith. This book is in-
sightful throughout while developing 
into a love story of sorts in its middle 
section. 
Its analysis of the human mind shows 
the complexing of an unhappy spirit and 
this is one reason why il is wortn a look, 
Georgia's thoughts as a child are very 
unusual for the average 5 year old. She 
has insights into her own soul and her 
parents relationship that many adults 
would not possible conceive. Perhaps 
all 5 year olds are the all knov/ing mas-
ters of the universe it's just Ihey do not 
have the capable motor skills to articu-
late their thoughts into language. Then 
again maybe nol! 
At fifteen years Georgia is a more real-
istic character. She envies the orettiest 
girl (ie the one with the biggest breasts) 
but won't bow down to peer pressure 
and loose her individuality. Caught in a 
teen angst power war between her mind 
and sexual power. Of course the sex 
wins in the end! 
At uni she meets up wit her old boy-
friend any they form a bond which she 
associates with the relationships of her 
parents. Georgia's father dies and she 
gets involved in a destructive affair. 
I always thought this was a very well 
discussed love story and 1 like this part 
of the book. But, it jumps around and 
although she copes initially wilh her fa-
ther's death it takes over her thoughts 
and the book about one hundred pages 
later! All 1 really want to know is which 
man she ends up withl 1 don'l care 
where she puts her fathers ashes! Is 
that to much to ask? 
by Sharon Hennessey 
The Ern Malley 
Affair 
by Miciiael Heyward 
The £rn Malley Affair was quite prob-
ably Ihe greatest literary hoax of the 
century. Briefly, two young poets in 1944 
(James McAuley & Harold Stev/ait) cre-
atea a comotetely fictitious poet, Ern 
Malley, (wno had died) and his fictitious 
sister, Etnel, who sent Erns "poems' 
(avant-garde poems written by stickint) 
quotes taken from a collected Shake-
speare, a Dictionary of Quotations anij 
a Dictionan/ of Englisn mymes togetner; 
to an avant-garde literary journai. An 
gry Penguins, edited by the 23 year old 
whizzkid, Max Harris. Harns was com-
pletely taken in by the hoax, printed the 
poems, and subsequently wound up 
wilh a large amount of egg on his face 
and a conviction for obscenity (Em's 
"poems" having been found obscene by 
the Powers That Be). Harris ended up 
running a bookstore, "oie of the best in 
the couniry". and wriling a column for 
The Australian. He is (when last 1 heard 
of him) at the moment extremely ill from 
cancer, and certainly a now-sympa-
thelic figure. McAuley died nearly 20 
years ago now, and Stewart has lived 
in Japan for about 30 years. 
Heyward's book is the definitive account 
oi the Ern Malley hoax. He has pains-
takingly researched his subject, dov/n 
to the trashy tabloids that initially ex-
posed the hoaxers. This is a highly sig-
nificant piece of Australian literary his-
tory. The Malley affair sent Australia's 
budding modernists scurrying for over 
while strident traditionalists (such as 
McAuley) moved in to fill the vacuum, 
the result being that the development 
shown in such poems as Harris's 
"Progress of Defeat' and Kenneth 
Slessor's Five Bells was postponed for 
a generation. History aside, this book 
is an excellent read, fvlalley's poems are 
included as an appendix, and though 
there are some nice ones it's obvious 
Malley's life was more appealing to the 
Angry Penguins that his work: they 
thought of him as an Australian Keats. 
Fifty years later the naivete of it all is 
mind boggling, but it was one of Aus-
tralian literature's great learning curves. 
Marcus Salisbury 
3T 
Alicia Bridges 
"I Love The Nightlife" 
When you put this CD in a n d 
press play, the first thing you hear 
is "Aaarockshawn' and you will 
be tfonspofted to a paro'lel di-
mension, where Alicia and her 
1 riends (nov/ in a '90s remix with 
a greater emphosis on the beat) 
really just wont to get down and 
boogie. 
This polished-up and refined for 
modern tastes single from the 
70's disco scene seems destined 
to b e c o m e a hit thanks t o 
Priscilla Queen of the Desert. 
Closeted disco fans may find this 
easier to buy than the whole 
soundtrack too. 
Die-hofd '70s fans will also find 
the original version on this single 
OS well as 2 other remixes, which 
are fairly uninspired for a t u n e - : 
Ihot has such potential for cqmj^':{ 
(as the film has already pfoven% -; 
\ t ' 
Nevertheless, the single is worth % 
buying just to heor Alicia belt out 
" o a a r a c k s h o w n " a n d other 
growls while you ore lovin' the 
nightlife and doin' the boogie on 
the disco round (well that's what 
the song is about) . 
Paul Ewing 
Various 
"Bhangra Explosion" 
.According to this album's slick, "Bhargra is a 
umque ticw sound from Britain. It's rixiis go 
back to India... combing ihc massive dance 
beat of this style of music with English hrics." 
i rion'i think wc have seen .something like this 
since... the Ijmbada. 
The lyrics are quite interesting too. I have yet 
Id hear the Pci Shop Ikiys come up with some-
thing like: ".My HKIIS are Punjab, .My memo-
ries arc farming, harvesting llie crop tutting 
•. Wilh ihesickle.., and dancing to ihe Biiangra ' 
beat with each other." .Ml of this is unknown ' 
to the western Bhangwist becau.seallthesongs 
ane in Indian; 1 was foniuiaie enough to teve 
the lyrics supplied. 
• Much ofthis album is quite inicnaiing and 
diDcsinlactptpvidevariatJonspn techno, hovf-
• : eter it falls well short of being a newsoUnd,.' 
; IPiis may not ijeaaidcisnisinirc ifthisalbuni 
: Is t(» work at all, 1 thihlc weali need jpneik^ng : 
J / •• to grasp befuVewe^ar? thrown imd Indian; 
' . : ,: inusic(whcre|ide^offfi^yandrh^j]imcan'; 
•.. ''.',':be vcn-dif}er(3iO.-••'^ ••'-v;'v. •'•] V^^ ^^ '.'n--V'' 
, r i, .However in ihdratoejppwj|Vr()ss<)v«jniu" .•; 
• ''.^ v sic, we end up wiih an album that isrepettdve : 
,f--'. Tn rh\ihm and trite in mclodv whiclmakeslt •'-^  
Black Book 
E*Y*C 
MCA Records 
Egad, not another NKOTB clone. 
Hasn't the world had enough of me-
diocre pubescent pop stars, with 
greasy hair and greasier lyrics. Do our 
daughters really need another bunch 
of misogynlstic, sexist, acne ridden 
Smash Hits pop idols to riot and 
scream over. While order, more ma-
ture and possibly less attractive men 
are ignored. Agh, a pox on the lot of 
them. 
Now that I've got that out of my sys-
tem, 1 migiil as well talk about the, 
song. As a NKOTB clone, it sourKte-, 
quite reasonable for the genre. Lote 
of heavy drum machine laid undw a 
musak rhythm sectibip.ViEMicI whiny 
Michael Bolton singing Iftm the gUys 
laid on top. Ttussingle ateocontains 
two remixMt,jvfj<^ only difference is 
ttwir r ^ e ^ e ^ i ^ t h s . The B-sid|, 
IQe^s&ffie^l^'collaboration b^. 
' tw9^ l^ ipse lves and the Boo Vaa: 
:, Tni»|,1a;^'e honest this song isnT 
linuodi^f an improvement.; Just an-
,• qUier musak dance songwth'dte Boo 
'i^aa Tribe rappingjjyer^lH^lap of the 
boys c h a Q U i f e | ^ ^ r | M S o m e ' ' 
a ^ h o f u s . 
"tHii 
.O.ARCHY 
Chumbawamba 
Nothing ever burns down by itself, every fire 
needs a litite bit of help. Give the anarchist a 
cigarette" 
The above line gives 2 reasOraWc indication of 
lhe politics ofthis album, aiyJ the cover is n-cjst 
appropriate • Chwitea/nbiispegks ofthe birth 
of a new soaet^.'and bnenh'ar'may be a little 
ir.ess]toobt3fn."ChufnlWRaniba have been pro-
ducing comlstcntly'good politica! music for a 
few..years now. but '.\narchy' marks ihc.final,^ 
"jnulgamaiibn of iheir musica! concept, Tfi^a!^ 
Have <fOu. amtf I^ML^ e^ lke oUi aJ.AOt 
'Neva jfJlce a. It^ick IMJ vt< covt\T 
\fJeU. I AkMMvuk IkaX tke Mt^Kt 
tluDMj o^^itlet l« CO'i. (W|OlJ<11, dy 
eove\ - a U//4f t^A^ like f^A/hj^ 
"iktM. nu,*ic *h.i^ kame A fU>ii\X tu?. 
tkM\ I iMii tke \tit o{ tfv* vKdluX^t 
WW*?:- A tfoiHf ckUlu^ jfitckk/K^ aX 
•ill OttiK jfJ.ACChXA, A (<!«• -tKAnive, 
«<M^ tcckk/h^ (tici A W A JLi^iecUA. 
But AkiX I ^M;M<^«W U.^ ikit CO buni.is total, merging great, imagiipitv^'«jfl|$ • tkA^hklM iMuit^ UxU «)VM If^A^ 
rtptning about this 
)^^7; .;:llim[l enough to listen to, let alone (fincejo;-" 
'•'.^  V!-^ ',^ '^ '-''^ ^cT this music becDines mainS^fn'Wi .? 
:';v !S!^ /K)i is probably something 10 be .scea^lhebraV', 
.-^•'vvls there in the music, but more likelyls tliat if:; 
> « : • 
.",,!•;. J.Will find a niche market. 
,:.;;; .Tliis albumdpespredJ4British B|iangra'(o\ 
:••• .'. bteome the i>e« Intermtiwial mu.-a?trehd-i- -• 
vV:• S(iyou havehieehwtnedt"^^ "^'-•^•I'-O:'. 
•,v,.v.:':Paulliwing iV,X.^/;:^:,^;^.-ii ^'-y;>4/^v' 
•Mi^ • ', i'ts:' 
Thei 
single t s ^ ^ ^ c t ^ ' r , A Geologically 
friendly c l ^ o a r d number with a 
small biographical note on each ofthe 
band's three members. It comes as 
no surprise to discover that two ot the 
members were once actors for such 
great television classics as Baywatch. 
They even have a very politically in-
correct black book that contains col-
umns for names, numbers, and their 
ratings ut of 10. 
No doubt this spawn trom Satan's stu-
dio will go far in the vomit ridden, 
cesspit of rock 'n' roll. 
Joel Williams 
Care of My Soul 
:M: Spiro 
Car© of.jny soul by :M: Spiro is 
the'tgijje of CD that you play 
wlien.yoti realize your computer 
laajs erased your word process-
l i ^ pPOgMm. This is exactly 
wiiat r did one rainy Sunday 
apvo amdacreamlag iny lungs 
out tQ.a.fresli flouley CD made 
;; me feel Ipamarlcably betterl 
Apart fro^ni the songs this CD 
; also has t^e^'^est Phenomenal 
.V cover. I1;|3is'^ ;-paflfcel pinks, 
:; greens, t)luersiiid''i?U2ples which 
.shows how;pIea8lngtib the ear 
' .The thir(J^'w|g^6n; CJire of My 
'):8pul is tit lgpiitorAjrthur" and 
•^ is fanta?fc^if?l^.ls;ever re-
:;:ileased it ^ ;d«^tot t9 ly climb 
.,;hign on th|'^ii«irtfl'.-Most of the 
.•/other so4 |8 :a t re :^ut losing 
/your love pp^;a^utrishingl This 
•.,'CD sung l^t5|jv^5^••iias real 
>^lnstmm8n1af'iii^^|Q^'such as 
•Violins, tr|mpeta'axid'harmoni-
oas as weiraB;,iadl^ .,tilie: traditional 
:''.guitars, djnim^eto 
•nhebest|CbTJxaye/ieen and 
. 1 hMj?d# i ' y^ 
;:t by ShariattHimiisssey 
•''wilh intelligence, and a reason tolrcate'lhaj b,^ ' 
•' little to do with moneVi. '•-.i" '•.•••^ ;'- :""'/ 
The songs on ;Ah?rrfi!^ a)nsianily surprise, 
Timebomb' appears as a'siamtard guitar pop 
piece, .i3'|irdisis<^ \''e$ into an ambient trance; 
V'Heaven/Helf^ . isj-an'opbeat Hungarian polka; 
.Xica;^'!^ thestor)' of Peter Greenaway's 'The 
.'.{COOT; The Thief, His Vijfe and Fier Lover' set to 
;j;< 2 sillies piss-take, and 'Enough is Enough' (lhe 
iv^rst single) is a various reggae manifesto, 
proudly proclaiming 'Give the fascist man a gun-
shot...' 
It is precisely this deviation from producing an 
album with any sense ofa constant sound that 
is so intriguing. Each song is preceded by rel-
evant quotes from television or radio, and the 
hrics sheet explains ihe band's intention for 
each song, if would be easy to discard 
Chumbawamba as just another band attempt-
ing to be socially relevant, but ihe strength of 
their convictions and their earnest approach 
nakes this impossible \Xltness 'Homophobia': 
'alcohol, testosterone and ignorance and fists/ 
packs of hunting animals roam across the town/ 
they find an easy victim and ihe^ - punch him 10 
t.ne ground' or Bad Dog': 'Here's a bitch who'll 
give it back, snap snap snap snap / puppy eyes 
will Stan to plaj', this nastv' dog will have ils day...' 
which examines the ireaiment of women as 
"biiches'. and welcomes rebellion. 
Finally, we have an album which presents the 
anarchist creed withojt requiring the listener 
tobe pan of some minority musical clique. Even 
M2B 
' If . ' ' ^•^1 
•G\: 
•-./ 
•«vi.lMv<(*v»tooX tk^ ilfie - t v i 
it>A^lakt. Tdv* (/vi*t *oi>^ 'ifiLjjiciAcket' 
WAA A^ i^fJiieati^yh c/- UrLU to catM 
- loiJi, tklAikif tixtk 
i'/hM^tit-MLiikatle tt'Oi/i.' nf^pAre-Ktiu 
tkeve a^ [cwCUd^ /i|{.*i**U -toti^ OK 
? ^ CO W , f^ke^ tke CO « v / « / f 
^ i ^ ' I ^'eatiit tkaX we foAue/ tui^k 
^owi. i+, dlket. ^tyUt alt tke t&tx^ AM 
tke iAttve, 
f^  fCu a\e i^Uo keoMif iKctAl "Uu-K I 
iupjfiote ikai ct>ih\ait»v (^ QciKJfuX-
•vOK -ihA^kt IK tfou^. 4yte - l»4 I 
JLcMitI 
GANGSTARR 
Hard fo Earn 
(EMI) 
Whiie thij CD wasn'i hord to earn, 
(thanks Semper), if was a lot harder to 
listen to. Across a mammofh 17 tracks 
Gangsforr, primarily rapper Guru and 
DJ Premier (who is the DJ, Duhl), once 
pioneers of jazz-rap, deliver o foul-
mouthed, cliched, and tiresome view of 
New York, 
While the technical proficiency of DJ 
ifyou find the politicsdisagrceable, lhe music n • . , . . . . ,, , , 
IS irresistible, Thiscouklwellbebneoi^fltebest- - ' ^ ' ^ ' ' f i^  f ' " ° ' ' ' '^  ' ^ ' I L * ""^^ ^""'^ 
j . enjoyable listening^ ond Gury's lazy albums of ihc vear • chcik Itputforyburseif. 
Davidjcffer^ - ': ' ', ' '^ ' ' : ' •--,: 
•-iJ^i! t'A 
T H E M E A N I E S 
Conan 
(Au-Go-Go) 
What can one say 
r•:^  •:r;4::;?.« 
^ ^ i t a heV/.;^!ean 
ies single. Not a I o t ^ i w w ; ^ ^ H ^ 
1) The meanies hd,/0iipyi%U^i. 
2) It's called C o n a t ^ | ^ ^ ^ ^ 
3) It has four 
heard the iVlcanics 
thrash/pop Austra 
Ramones. 
prcviou.s 3 tracks. 
5) Despite the mu.stc Q i i g repcUllous 
and the vocals unintelltgiWe Jt jclid of 
grows on you. •• '•;;;^;<:)o;:'^|;^ 
6) Ummmm...that'3;abdut:it:reaUy. -
»-"v'v^ ; 
mondtone vocals don't up thft;excife-
; ment level much either. Tlie bwt $ong$ 
' . are Hi« one* which feature samples pre* 
: . dominisnily. but there's itill nothing as 
;:}iitenoW«a$''lovesick'' Ifheir one an 
^-«nl)r hjfjjrijji^jof. ^ m o oflhrtpocici' 
dp: pack 0 pijrkh, in4«d|ng tN; ianH-gun 
rqnt;^ioni q f ^uns i ami "Blwin^ Up 
The Sppt^.tliQnks mainly to'a^^^G^^^^ 
C(inion;»briitpie^ Othert simply-arafe -
i.i^'''*iL""'; '^W'-: ' . i"i.:» '•'!', .•'•V5..V-if 
"H$fRt'<^''*^'""9 "WocnlM 5[ij»«pge, 
'Aniflht:Chi|l'l'Rlayepla8ql§^um/ 
•XOf 
••• ' > ^ i 
-.:J.'J&.. 
- ' -S 
good 
tcua/^n)c>pit)'^es. Myise 
whife;iroih;»«cii as Jfhe 8ea»fiei^ Boy' • 
who Woyjnwijiave JJiiii »Wet c r ^ or 
mijjwie* of iGangstarr isut jat.J«a»t keep 
mirpftenl)bnfoifan entireCD^l'^^ 
C/,,.ii ^ ^ ^ " , J*'-T;-^ : "••'•'••-: '•• ••• ' < ' ' ' : '• 
'->-V:o':~-''sf.:i 
••''S!'M.^ 
Unity • Big Mountain 
I really only took this CD as a joke, 
and that's what I'll claim if taken to 
court. The phrase "one hit Vk'onder" 
doesn't just spring to mind, it takes 
you by the throat and begs to be 
used. But seriously, it can't be all 
that bad a CD can it? Yep, il sure* 
can! 
Robert Bell 
Initiation - Course of Empire 
Jackyl-Push Comes to Shove 
Geffen 
Sugartooth • Sold My Fortune 
Geffen 
I wish this 80's, good time rock 
bullshit died with that decade. But 
stili we have Axl Rose impersona-
toref lyrics like "have mercy!" and 
."say yeah -YEAH!" Songs about 
payin' dues, hard drinkin' and 
women who get them down. Can't 
they leave those tired subjects to 
bluesmen and, Stiane McGowan? 
Anyway, Jackyl sounds like the 
I didn't know what to expect "^^sic they piay for "Coming up on 
with this CD, although thrash Wide World of Sports..."-that wom 
metal was my first tip. The back out, ZZ top guitar boogie.' These 
cover lists eleven tracks (un-
numbered) but the CD player 
insists there are 24, and there's 
4 minutes more, guess I'd bet-
ter just listen to il! 
The overall feel of this band is 
heavy-lsh, not thrash-guitar, 
just a distinct heavy sound. 
There is a definite melodic pro-
gression in all the songs, they 
don't sound all the same (even 
to a novice such as mc). The lyr -
ics in almost every song are 
sung slower than the song is 
played, by a deep voiced, philo-
sophical sounding young man. 
The words are included, but il 
doesn'i help to understand their 
meaning much (al least, nol me!] 
The band seems to get it's hcav\', 
dark sound by using lots of 
deep, pitched drums, giving 
some tracks a jungle-metal 
sound, that I really liked, To mc 
It sounded a little sirange al 
first, but original. 
After the fantastic opening song 
"Hiss", the ne.\l few sound al-
most like a deep, driven Stone 
Temple Pilots, unlil lhe slower, 
and my favourite. "Apparition". 
Then the guitars and lyrics 
whine down to a dark set of four 
songs or so, the jungle sound 
becoming more and more preva-
lent all the time. Then at the end 
of track 10 is 8 tracks (about 2 
niinutes total) of vacuum-
•'cleaner-white noise (strange!). 
Then, whaml a very slow mel-
; ahcholic and tuneful piece 
V-"Chihuahuaphiie". "Which car-
ries into the last track (unlisted 
reprise) wliich Is a fusion of blg-
i jand trumpet jazz, violentJgui-
,< tar .and big drums, itiCMil-' 
, Overall, a few awesome tracks, 
: no bad tracks-•?**V2 
• byRobert;Bell V 
u • 
lightweight, trailer-park trash red 
necks.could never, not even in a 
million years, get away with lines 
s'jch as "Smoke signal rising from 
my cigarette/I'm like an Indian v^ a,--
rior, laking all I can, get" ("Rock-a-
ho"). Other songs, sung by a guy 
called himself Jess James Dupree, 
deal with the comfort of the bottle, 
"mah woman", car transmissions 
and there's even an "I'm definitely 
not a faggot" song ("Chinatown"). 
From beerguts and rawk to... well, 
the same, except that Jackyl makes 
Sugartooth look ike Soundgarden 
would if all four guys left at the same 
time. 
Richard Buchanan 
Karl Reid "Identity" 
Local musician Kari Gilbert's debut 
album is an acoustic-based collec-
tion of songs recorded betv;een 
December, 1992 and February 
1994. The album begins with 
Night's Fall, probably the highlight 
of the album, a journey through an 
acoustic landscape that meanders 
along in a transient sort of way. 
When I Need Only You drags along 
through mediocrity and is only 
saved by the beginning of the next 
song. It Only Takes Five Minutes to 
Fall is a better song that returns to 
the heights of the opening track. 
This is the sort of ups and downs 
that characterise this album. The 
album sinks to the depths of bland 
acoustic ramblings through the mid-
dle only to be saved by a couple of 
outstanding tracks toward the end 
of the album. 
Kind Morning Snils Is a great song 
that lifts the tempo of the album. 
Clayton Hell en's backing vocals 
provide the perfect backdrop forthis 
song, about adoration, i Found A 
poet, New World 6f Love and 
Change rantinue ithe resurrection 
on the M end of the album. 
However, the title and finaf track, 
Identity, returns tp the mediocre 
ramblings once more. Maybe an EP 
would have been the better option 
rather than a 12 track album. Nev-
ertheless, still worth a listen for tiew 
local talent. Tv V 
STEPHEN CUMMINGS 
Falling Swinger 
(Polydor) **** 
The album l<icks off wiih an all enconipa.ssing 
merry-go-round type of sound with 
Cummings chanting in his usual seasoned 
.style. But the next few tracks really do stand 
out and sets the tone for rest of the collec-
tion. When compared to his previous album 
"Unguided Tour", "Falling Swinger" is much 
morc atmospheric and ambient with more 
keyboards being used. Gone arc the acous-
tic H)ncs replaced by a morc up tempo 
rhythm. It almost icels like daydream music, 
full of inten.sity and cmoiion. 
Produced b\' Steve Kilbey. the albii m definitely 
has undertones which Church fans would re-
late t(i. I-'rom ihc cocktail biirhkics of "Scjv 
lember 13" to ibe classic rock balled .style uf 
"Fell from a Grcai Height" Stephen 
Cummings has put down sonic ofhis finest. 
Ifyou like meaninghil lyrics combined with 
laid back soulful music, you can't go wrong 
'.vitli i-'allingSwinger'. Tlw CD reviewed was 
a special media version which also contained 
an intc.^u'w disk of Steplien Cummings talk-
ing to Richard KingSmili ofJJJ 
about the album. 
Tony Sarathchanidra 
Geffen "Rarities Vol. 1 " 
When a record company leleases a 
collection cf songs that have never 
been previously released it always 
makes you a bit suspicious. It makes 
you wonder what the motives are be-
hind releasing an album of songs by 
a few well known bands that were too 
shit to make a record let alone a B-
side of a single in the first place. 
Well, Geffen, the biggest Indie label 
in the U.S, has employed a similar 
tactic to squeeze a few more dollars 
out of the record consuming public. 
The CD is advertised as feaiunng 
"unreleased tracks by Sonic Youlh, 
Beck. Hole, Counting Crows and 
more!'.". 
The end result is a CD that has a few 
decent songs bul tne rest is just 
mediocre filler. Urge Overkill's "Drop-
out" is the best track on the album 
and is a song that has been previ-
ously released as shown by its flog-
ging on JJJ earlier this year. 
Nirvana's demo of "Ray To Play", 
which featured as "Stay Away' on 
their atbupi "Nevermind", is simply 
flogging a dead horse. R.I.P. Kurt 
Cobain, ? 
Weezer's "Jamie" is groovy little indie 
guitartune that Is mildly amusing and 
quite catchy. Beck's "Bogusflow" and 
the Posies "Open Every Window" are 
the only olher listenable tracks on the 
album, even if they are sub-stand-
ard to the respective artist's other 
material. 
Sonic Youlh, Counting Crows and 
Hole's attempts at songs are pitiful 
and I. bet those respective bands 
• wished that these songs never left 
ithe recording studio in the first place. 
Most of them soundas if they were 
put together In a drunken state in 
between recording album tracks; 
Don't go and buy this as your rnoney 
could be spent better elsewhere, If^  
you want a laugh, rent'it out from the 
CD'ilbrary and see how bad;youi- fa-/ 
vouHte indie bands cansound^";:!;;] 
i'V 
:•(.•> 
l # W ^ \ ^ :"-i.<fiSvtr'' ?^^?;^4S' ^'\|5''>r'!y.^.^.•) 
\:^, 'fi:i 
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JohN HEROUVIM'S PRIME 
CUTS 
ABC $16.95 CASSETTE 
This is A sMORCiAsboRd wliich qivcs ^ 
TASTE of TRUE AUSTRAUAN COMECly, qAR' 
NishEd by biURious WIT , spRiNklEd OVER 
A dish of CURRENT Topics WITN A FEW 
JAbs AT FAMOUS PERSONAIITIES ON lUt sidt 
Aivd A pUREEd MIKTORE oF 
MulriculTURAlisM FOR dssSERT. 
JohN HEROUVIM is bEST knowN AS ONE 
of ThE WRITERS ON The populAR COMEdy 
siiows FAST FoRWARd ANJ ToNiqbT LivE, 
ANd This CASStTTt (REMEwbtR TUEM? YES, 
CASSETTES, ThOSE pREttisTORJC SpECIES 
TAUEN OVEH TliROuqh EVOIUTION by COM-
PACT discs) REFIECTS TIIAT SOME srylE oF 
PRESENTATION AS ThE shows. SkiTS ARE 
MAINIV IN ThE FORM OF (NTERVtEws, MONO-
loquEs ANd hilARlous SITUATIONS which, 
whEN TEAMEd WITh H E R O U V I M ' S T A U N T 
ANd EXPERIENCE AS A COMEdiAN, SOUNd 
AbsoluTEly SUpERb ON CASSETTE. 
PRIME CUTS TAUES A job AT SOME of 
AUSTRAUA'S 'SACREd COWs' ANd ENds Up 
slAuqhTERiNq MOST oFThfM. ThESE 'SA-
CREd cows ' ARE A RAhqt of SubjtCTS 
FROM BRo.swyN Bishop TO AdvERTisiNq 
TO tht AUBTRAUAN ANTI IEM. HEnouviM's 
suqqESTJON FOR OUR NATIONAI ANThEM, 
A SATIRICAI piECE TiThd ThE ARSE ENd 
oFThE Would, A TRuly MAQNificENT pOR-
TRAyEd oF ThE AUSTRAUAN CUITURE, bAd 
poiNTS iNcludEd, ANd CAN bE suMMAnizEd 
INTO TKE FINAI UNE of TUI chonos (ThE 
soNq is SUN TO ThE TONE of Thi TV ad -
You ARE, I AM, WE ARE AUSTRAUAN) 
HOWEVER, HEROUVIM'S VERSION RUNS likE 
This: 
"WE'RE AU, dAqs, AT, Ths ARSE Ewd of 
ThE Wonld" 
Well, ThAT JUST AbouT SUMS US A U up, 
doESN'T IT? 
Al l oF HEROUVIM'S coMEdy dnAWS os 
ThE fuNNy sidE of REAUTy, COVERiNC. ftd' 
dirioNAl AspECTs sucii AS KEN Do^E, 
PROIESSOR MANNiNq-ClARk ANd T I I [ 
Accond, buT by FAR, rht bEsT wotld 
hAVE TO b t ThE tNTERviEW WJTh AuS' 
T R A U A ' S MOST foRMldAblE COW...HI, s v 
CRcd cow: BRONwyw TiiE'bull'ChAsiNq-
hsifER Bishop. Nor oNly is TI IE VOICE 
REAUSTIC ENOUqtl TO bE TBUt, UtR hftb' 
i r i ANd fAMiliAR UTTERANCE ARE cNhANced 
Aftd hiqhli^ttTEd IK this TAPE I N A witty 
WAX ThAT wi l l UAVE you ROIUNQ IN TIIE 
AUUS, 
Hou/EVCR, rhcRC ARE A FEW AREAS IN 
which HEROUVIM qoEs coMpltTtly OVER 
boARd ANd Mftbo is ONE of TIJEM. T W S 
skETch, iNvolviNq A MEwbER of PARUA' 
MENT dcqiudiNq AboniqlNAls, ANd suq* 
qesTiNq i t is IN FACT, ThslR FAUIT ihEy 
doN'r bAVE ThciR OWN TERniTony bE' 
CAUSE.,, of fttt Tht sTUpid thiNqs IN This 
wonld. . . bcCAUSE rlicy didw'T FiqhT 
bAckl TliE whoU skETch ON TI IE sub-
JECT of MAbo is EXTREMELY offtNsivE 
ANd TOT Ally dEqRAdiNQ EVEN if pRoduccd 
iN ThE NAink of coNtdy, The topic of 
MulTJcuhuRAiUsM, IN Tfct FORM of AN ETK' • 
NIC RAdio bRoAdcAst doNE In Tht N W A I 
CREEk VOICE sifitilAR TO ThAT of MlMO IN 
AcRopolis Now Also TiNds Tiji be A b'li 
Touchy AT T I M E S , ANd is NOT pARTICU' 
lARly ON ThE qood SECTIONS of TApe (IE, 
IT STiNks) .HcRQUVtM, TAkE NOTC 
HOWEVEIV ON The whoU, This Is A qood 
TApE'ANd VilROTh UsTENINq TO^ ANd lOV' 
CR5 of $T|VE ViuRd's sTylE huMOW wi l l 
lovE|fri^fs^{':;vl" f:-.!^- ' ' 
Alicia Bridges 
"I Love The Nightlife" 
When you put this CD in and 
press play, the first thing you hear 
is "Aaarackshawn" and you will 
be transported to a parallel di-
nnension, where Alicia and her 
friends (now in a '90s remix with 
a greater ennphasis on the Deaf) 
really just want to get down and 
boogie. 
This polished-up and refined for 
modern tastes single from the 
70's disco scene seems destined 
to become a hit thanks to 
Priscilla Queen of the Desert. 
Closeted disco fans may find this 
easier to buy than the whole 
soundtrack too. 
Die-hard '70s fans will also find 
the original version on this single 
as well as 2 other remixes, which 
Black Book 
E*Y*C 
MCA Records 
Egad, not another NKOTB clone. 
Hasn't the world had enough of me-
diocre pubescent pop stars, with 
greasy hair and greasier lyrics. Do our 
daughters really need another bunch 
of misogynislic, sexist, acne ridden 
Smash Hits pop idols to riot and 
scream over. While order, more ma-
ture and possibly less attractive men 
are ignored, Agh, a pox on the lot of 
them. 
ANARCHY 
Chumbawamba 
"Nothing ever burns down by il.scif, cvcr^ ' fire 
needs a little bit cf help. Give the anarciiist a 
cigarette" 
The above line gives a rcaschiwbic indicaiiyn of 
the politics of thi.s aH)um, ai\ij|)e cover is most 
appropriate - ChufiiiW'amW speaks of the birth 
ofa new sodeif^ 'and bneJlhSr'fnay be a little 
mcssiv toobtisin.'ChutntJi^ amba have t>ecn pro-
CO«K^MX»VOK 
Cothl-tKt^^. 
Hute (fou tuMtf kea^ c{ Ike cU. AJUU. 
'Neve\ juA^ A If'Ook tuf \t4 cov(\T 
\>JeU f XvkWeW lka.1 lke. M^,h< 
tkeiyuf Ajafxtiet lo CO'*. Ci»h^jyiU^ Li 
Ccthjiiuiii&f,, koA A VeVf Vfvi^K^VK/ 
£ov<n, - a. U/Mf k<m. tike l^ihc 
tkeiA -WvUH^  iKv^ kave a ixci/ht iu^^ 
tke^ t ionu tke W o{- lke. vK<:tiul«X 
tyockt^:- A tfokif ef^x/kt/h. p^xki^ al 
il) owi\. IptAce^yXA, A [eMi -ttuini^e, 
^ca\tf Lccki4\^ fti«» A*u( A JJUieileJi 
tnA^^ 
Bul 4iii I i^«M<vct<<( niU. Ikii CO 
growls while you are lovin' the 
nightlife and doin' the boogie on 
the disco round (well that's what 
the song Is about), 
Paul Ewing 
Various 
"Bhangra Explosion" 
According to this album's slick, "Bhangra is a 
unique new .sound from Britain. It'.s roots go 
hack 10 India... comhing ihe massive dance 
beat of thi.s style of mii.sic with English lyrics." 
I rion't think we have seen somelhing like this 
since... the Ijnibada. 
The lyrics are quite interesting too.! have yet 
to hear the Pet Shop Boys come up with some-
thing like: "My r(H)ts are Punjab, .My memo-
ries arc liirniing. harvesting the crop cutting 
^ith ihe:sick!e...an(l dancing to the Bliaagra V 
beat with each («her." All of this is tjnknowri': 
(0 the western Blaiwaisi because ali thesongs 
are In Indian;! was fpnunaic enough to Have 
the lyrits supplied. ? ;, . 
Now that I've got that out of my sys- ^^S^$ cthsisienth^gmxl political music for a 
tem. I might as well talk about the.. , .%y?='"%^'' '"' 'Anarchy' marks ihcfii||*> 
song. As a NKOTB clone, jf soun|s<;-,af^ ">- »^ • p ^ « * « *vu «vvi cy
quile reasonable for the gerii^?. L % Tb>'fi.is total, mergins fireat, imagli^t|^«;iigs:-v n^^ki^ . , K 1 ^ tf^^ir ccve^ A^,i^ 
of heavydrum machin^laicij j i ind^ff^' ' )^ intelligence, and a re^|w K ^ i e ^ h k ' W . M . ^ t 4 W ikcU ^tfU - 1 ^ 
^vwtrtiu;. Tklt fvMft nyf\^ '^fijiej^ulut' 
wn Ah. i^U^.aiXioh c{ v,(uiX tc eothe 
- tCiJ., tkuiAkt^ UiiXk 
i'^^J'^Ai/Kf^M^ikaLte wOi^t P^bboAthXtu 
UMCH^JL. v.kt^ ike CO t^tUU i 
*i^M\,t ^.eati/ie tktiX we iun/nc^ Vui^eii. 
fo<»*, f-K dtf,^\ uoi^ att ike 40K^ a^ 
lke iAIh-e. 
ll( tjCu a\c i/hie keavtj •tKetat tke^ t 
tupjude tkat cinhp>iUi tuf CothpU-
*itiH *KifJkt tm tfOwi, 'iUfte - tn.X I 
JioMiil 
musak rhythm secticift,j;a!p^^hin^''''''"''^'"^"""*''"°"?^\f3 
Michael Bolton singing %o^ th«^ g»jys The songs on ;At}|jthyf«>nsian'tf'surprise. 
laid on top. T^s-single amcontains 'Timehomb' appm'as al^ tandard guitar pop 
two remixe|;W^ only difference Is .piece, b r^diSK)!^ : Iwo an ambiem trance, 
2 ^ ^ W ^ W 9 ' ^ - "^ ^^  ^" '^^ ^- t'HbvAlftii^ lar^^fi^ cat Hungarian polka; 
ore fairly uninspired for a fune-f §e^ rn» :^co l l abo ra t i on b^ , ;%%gim'istlie^ ionofPeterGrtenaway's'The 
that has such potential for c q ^ v f t w ^ m i i e l v e s and the Boo %|j^j^>#Tl^f;iiisWifeand Her Lover'set to 
(OS the film has already prov^)'^^I^Tnl§|iMe honest this song isn'igiisij^ lpiss-take.and'Enough is Enough'(the 
Nevertheless, the single is wor th f S h ^ f ^ ' j r ^ ' ^ ' ^ ' ^ ^ S f e ^ ^ n " # ^ ' ' ' ' " ^ ' ' ^ ' ' ' ' ™ ' ''^^'' "'''^^'''''' 
b u y i n g i u s t t o h e a r A l i ^ i o b e i t o u t C S ^ ^ ^ ^ : ^ 
oaarackshown" and other b o y s c h a m i « | f e i y 5 o m e ' ' 
The i1i5®S^er^^Wing about this 
single 's^m^cwer. A ecologically 
friendly Ceptooard number wilh a 
small biographical note on each of the 
band's three members. It comes as 
no surprise to discover that two of the 
members were once actors for such 
great television classics as Baywatch. 
They even have a very politically in-
correct black book that contains col-
umns for names, numbers, and their 
ratings ut of 10. 
No doubt this spawn from Satan's stu-
dio will go far in the vomit ridden, 
cesspit of rock 'n' roll. 
Joel Williams 
Care of My Soul 
:M: Spiro 
Care Of m y soul by :M: Spiro is 
•^ ^I^SF^:^:!;^ t h a t you play 
w h e n ' y o u r e i j ^ ^ y o u r computer 
ba i se raaed y o u r word process-
li^,progi?figtn;^T^ is exactly 
. w l i ^ _ j ; 0 d one >a toy Sunday 
airvg iaqtid;3CP^ m y lungs 
It is precisely this deviation from producing an 
album with any sense of a constant sound thai 
is so intriguing. Each song is preceded by rel-
evant quotes from television or radio, and the 
lyrics sheet e.vplains the band's intention for 
each song. It would be easy to discard 
Chumbawamba as just another band attempt-
ing to be socially relevant, but the strength of 
their convictions and their earnest approach 
makes this impossible. Witness 'Homophobia'; 
'alcohol, testosterone and ignorance and fists/ 
packs of huniinganimals roam across the town/ 
they find an easy victim and they punch him to 
the ground' or 'Bad Dog': 'Here's a bitch who'll 
give it back, snap snap snap snap / puppy eyes 
willstantoplay,ihis nasty dog will have its day,.; 
which examines the treatment of women as 
•bitches', and welcomes rebellion. 
Finally, we have an album which presents the 
anarchist creed wiihcut requiring the listener 
:()be part of some riiinoriiy musical diquc. Even 
ifyou find the jwliiics disagreeable, the music 
luf Skau>h. Hch/Keftetf 
GANGSTARR 
Hard to Earn 
m\) 
While this CD wasn't hard to earn, 
(thanks Semper), it was a lot harder to 
listen to. Across a mammoth 17 tracks 
Gangstarr, primarily rapper Guru and 
DJ Premier (who is the DJ, Duhl), once 
pioneers of jazz-rap, deliver a foul-
mouthed, cliched, and tiresome view of 
New York. 
While the fechnical proficiency of DJ 
Prernier is obvious, if doesn't make for IS irresistible. ThisaiuldwellbeOTcoiFiheb^t"'-^^''''^'' '* °^'"°"*' '• '^f"" ' ^ ° ' ' * "*' 
albums of tlKrar-clickkkoutforybiitiafVi';?"'*^^ listening; and Gury's lazy 
p., ,.,,,ff, . f.- ,;:;^^,:;;-^^/^;'/;.::5n'»e'notohe vocals don't up the,excite-David Jeffer\-
" •''•••': Much ofdils albunt.isqujte interesting and,., _ . , . _ , » , , « . « « . » « ^ . . . . , .^...50 
^ ;.,•--^. -doesJn6aptw1devaiiatio^ 
• .^ ••'1 ''^  '.A-cver il falls wdl shon of being a nw''^wtcL>'?'' {i me f eel ^reioariK^ Petterl 
:;y^^ismaynotbe^critfcl^nisillceift^ f r r S ^ S o n g S this CD '%t THE MEANIES |ll .«^.. ,p;.; 
(Au-Go-Go) fe^ii'ilMS 
What can one say fsut!^?i«^|lean-
ics single. Not a lotpfqrtiK|i^ 
'^M^f^"^^^^ •''is "'"^ ''^  '^^'''^ m3in^ro^;;;:.]^lgti on t t ^ g r p f i f o s t of the 
?!^>i-%'''^P'^''^'''>'"™'^''^'"^'"^s«^'^'^N«S'^^^^ s o i ^ ^ f a j ^ t losing 
••^'Sf^^^^^*^'" ''^ "^'"^ '* '^^ "' "'"^'^'i'^'^ftfS^S&Si'?^^ l°ve ^ ^ ^ f l s h i n g i Thi 
''$.^(^^'^^'v,will find a niche market. i0i:^!';i-y . ^ D sung Ic^M:'aljwji^lias real 
^ .»•%:.:' Tl,:.. ..IU..-, . i»J i . ^ L ; n-iJ.i. r,t:: ' _v:';' :v • .•^instrunifflKS-nlaviniff such as :vV;5H:rjliis album dpeS; 
ment level much either. The besf wngs 
are Hiei one» which feature samples pre-
dominoririy.but there's still nothing as 
llifenobl»ai''|jDvesi^ (their one and 
^^|)fj^jili(ti^|j^bt. SiMTift of the trockv 
d|'^acito pjiii<th, in<^ ^^ ^ 
rcwjfp>r«-^rGuns'f an<l "Bl^^^ Up 
The^S|of^ i:;thpriks majhly;lp> Georg e 
CwjfogwinpJ^ OtH^-sirnpj^l^te • 
" S i ^ l ^ n g fachifi^ S^Mlpge, 
'^g|!ifj{||f;Rlaye|a8^ 
" W s i w ^ A t lMitjt*ri>*}rtFt^ '»'^ '^ 
'•••A 
^ ^ i t h mysgoif^Ii^cf ^ ^ n -^
on a steacly i^dlet of Ici^Tpnd, • 
Siiifi 38 
'*%> V*-. 
; . :•::.••.•••:•. J ty.-.-fyz.xSii'S-i^--' '..•:• • ; 
:-,fSi 
\.'r:i> ^ffSSirSiii::;^  
Unity - Big Mountain 
I really only took this CD as a joke, 
and that's what I'll claim if taken to 
court. The phrase "one hit wonder" 
doesn't just spring to mind, it takes 
you by the throat and begs to be 
used. But seriously, it can't be all 
that bad a CD can it? Yep, it sure 
can! 
Robert Bell 
Initiation - Course of Empire 
I didn't know what to expect 
with this CD, although thrash 
metal was my first tip. The back 
cover lists eleven tracks (un-
numbered) but the CD player 
Insists there are 24. and there's 
4 minutes more, guess I'd bet-
ter just listen lo it! 
The overall feel of this band is 
heavy-ish. nol Ihrash-gultar, 
just a distinct heavy siound. 
There is a definite melodic pro-
gression in all the songs, they 
don't sound all the same (even 
10 a novice such as me). The lyr-
ics in almost every song are 
sung slower than the song is 
played, by a deep voiced, philo-
sophical sounding young man. 
The words are included, but it 
doesn'i help to understand their 
meaning much (al least, not me!) 
The band seems lo gel ifs heavy, 
dark sound by using lots of 
deep, pitched drums, giving 
some tracks a jungle-metal 
sound, that 1 really liked. To me 
il sounded a Hltlc sirange ai 
first, but original. 
Afler the fantastic opening song 
"Hiss', the ne.xt few sound al-
most like a deep, driven Stone 
Temple Pilots, unlil the slower, 
and my favourite, "Apparition". 
Then the guitars and lyrics 
; whine down to a dark set of four 
songs or so, the jungle sound 
becoming more and more preva-
• • lent all the lime. Then at the end 
of track 10 is 8 tracks (about 2 
. . m i n u t e s total) of vacullm-
. ': • cleaner-white noise (strange!). 
;. ';; Then, whaml a very slow mel-
J o ancholic and tuneful piece 
' . , . "ChihuahuapMe'". "Which car-
• , ries into the last track (unlisted 
; reprise) wWch Is a fusion of blg-
: laahd trumpet jazz, violentJgul-
0 ;. tar and big drums, M e M ! 
;;;. J Overall, a few awesome tracks, 
^ r ' n o b g d tracks-!**V2 
K;;v hy RoberliBeil : 
Jackyi-Push Conies to Shove 
Geffen 
Sugartooth - Sold My Fortune 
Geffen 
I wish this 80's, good time rock 
bullishit died with that decade. But 
still we have Axl Rose impersona-
tors;'lyi'ics like "have mercy!" and 
."say yeafi - YEAH!" Songs abojt 
payjn' dues, hard drinkin' and 
women who gat them down. Can't 
they leave those tired subjects ;o 
bluesmen and Shane McGowan? 
Anyway, Jackylsounds like the 
music they play for "Coming up on 
Wide World of Sports..." -that wom 
but, 22 top guitar boogie.' These 
lightweight, trailer-park trash red 
necks could never, not even in a 
million years, get away wilh lines 
such as "Smoke signal rising from 
my cigarette/I'm like an Indian war-
rior, taking all I can. get" ("Rock-a-
ho"). Other songs, sunfl by a guy 
called himself Jess James Dupree, 
deal with the comfort of the bottle, 
"mah woman", car transmissions 
and there's even an "I'm definilely 
not a faggot" song ("Chinalown"). 
From beerguts and rawk to... well, 
the same, except that Jackyl makes 
Sugartooth look like Soundgarden 
would if all four guys left at the same 
time. 
Richard Buchanan 
Kari Reid "Identity" 
Local musician Kari Gilbert's debut 
album is an acoustic-based collec-
tion ot songs recorded belween 
December, 1992 and February 
1994. The album begins with 
Night's Fall, probably the highlight 
of the album, a journey through an 
acoustic landscape that meanders 
along in a transient sort of way. 
When I Need Only You drags along 
through mediocrity and is only 
saved by the beginning ofthe next 
song. It Only Takes Five Minutes to 
Fall is a better song that returns to 
the heights of the opening track. 
This is the sort of ups and downs 
that characterise this album. The 
album sinks to the depths of bland 
acoustic ramblings through tbe mid-
dle only to be saved by a couple of 
outstanding tracks toward the end 
of the album. 
Kind Morning Smile Is a great song 
that lifts the tempo of the album. 
Clayton Hellen's backing vocals 
provide the perfect backdrop forthis 
song.about adoration. I Found A 
Poet, New World of Love and 
Change rontlnue the resurrection 
on the tail end of the album. 
However, the title and final track, 
Identity, returns tb the mediocre 
ramblings once more, Maybe an EP 
would havo been the, better option 
rather than a 12 track album. Nev-
ertheless, still worth a listen for new 
local talent. K;,:,; " ,< ;, 
STEPHEN CUMMINGS 
Falling Swinger 
(Polydor) * *** 
The album kicLs off with an all encompassing 
merry-go-round type of sound with 
Cummings chanting in his usual seasoned 
siylc. But ;hc ne.\t few tracks really do stand 
out and sets the lone for rest of the collec-
tion. When compared to his previous album 
"Unguided Tour", "Falling Swinger" is much 
more atmospheric and ambient v.ith more 
keyboards being used. Gone are the acous-
tic tunes replaced by a morc up tempo 
rlijihm. ll aliv.osi feels like daydream music, 
full of iniensiiv and emotion. 
I'nxiuced tiy Sieve Kilbey, lite album definitely 
has undertones which Church fans would re-
late to. From the cocktail bar blues of "Sep-
tember 1.^ " to tbe classic rock balled style of 
"Fell from :i Great Height" Stephen 
Cummings has put down some ofhis finest, 
if TOU like meaningful lyrics combined witb 
laid back soulful music, you can't go wrong 
with "Falling Swinger". The CD rc\iewed was 
a special ni«iia \'ei'sion which also contained 
an inteniew disk of Sicjihen Cummings talk-
ing to Richard Kingsmil! of UJ 
about the album. 
Tony Sarathchandra 
Geffen "Rarities Vol. 1 " 
When a record company releases a 
collection of songs that have never 
been previously released it always 
makes you a bit suspicious. It rnakes 
you wonder what the motives are be-
hind releasing an album of songs by 
a few well known bands that were too 
shit to make a record let alone a B-
side of a single in the first place. 
Well, Geffen, the biggest indie label 
in the U.S, has employed a similar 
tactic to squeeze a few more dollars 
out of the record consuming public. 
The CD is advertised as featuring 
"unreleased tracks by Sonic Youth. 
Beck, Hole, Counting Crows and 
more!!". 
The end result is a CD that has a few 
oecent songs but the rest is just 
mediocre filler. Urge Overkill's "Drop-
out" is the best track on the album 
and is a song that has been previ-
ously released as shown by its flog-
ging on JJJ earlier this year. 
Nirvana's demo of "Pay To Play", 
which featured as "Stay Away" on 
their album "Nevermind", s simply 
flogging a dead horse. R.l.P. Kurt 
Cobain. ; 
Weezer's "Jamie" is groovy little indie 
guitar tune that is mildly amusing and 
quite catchy Beck's "Bogusflow" and 
the Posies "Open Every Window" are 
the only other listenable tracks on the 
album, even If they are sub-stand-
ard to the respective artist's other 
material. 
Sonic Youth, Counting Crows and 
. Hole's attempts at songs are pitiful 
and I bet those respective bands 
'. wished that these songs never, left 
\VnQ recording studio in ttie first place. 
irtost of them sound as If they-were 
put together In a drunken state In 
between recording album tracks; 
Don't go and buy this as your money 
cbuld be spent better elsewhere. If.! 
you want a laugh, rent it out from the 
CD library and see hew bad;your fel-/ 
vourit© Indie bands cap sound); ,:{;;• 
f'.f>-<!,v-/j>!.:..^t«-v,i'S 
JohN HEROUVIM'S PRiivtE 
CUTS 
ABC $16.95 CASSETTE 
Tliis is A SMORqAsbond which qivES A 
TASTE of TRUE AUSTRAUAN COMSdy, QAR' 
NistiEd by hilARious wW, spRiMklEd OVER 
A dish of CURRENT TOpics wirh A FEW 
jftbs AT f AMOUS pERSONftlilUs ON th t sidt 
ANd A puREEd mixTvnt of 
MuliiculTURAlisM foR deSSERT. 
JuhN HEROUVIM is BEST knovin AS ONE 
of ThE WRITERS ON ThE pOpUlAR COMEdy 
shows FAST FoRWAnd ANd ToNJqhT LivE, 
ANd This CASSETTE (REMEMbtR ThEM? YES, 
CASSETTES, ThoSE pREhisTORtC SpECiES 
TAkEN OVER ThROUqh EVOluTJON by COM' 
PACT discs) REfUCTS ThAT SOME STylE of 
PRESENTATION AS lUt shoWS. SWTS ARE 
MftiNly \H Tht foRM of INTERVIEWS, MONO' 
loquEs ANd hilARiOus SITUATIONS which, 
whEN TEAMEd wiTh HEROUVIM'S TAIENT 
ANd EXPERIENCE AS A COMEdJAN, SOUNd 
AbsolUTEly SUpERb ON CASSETTE. 
PRIME CUTS TAkes A job AT SOME of 
AUSTRAUA'S 'sACREd cows' ANd ENds Op 
sUuqhtERiNq MOST of IUEH. ThESE 'SA' 
CRSd c o w s ' ARE A RANqE of SubJECTS 
FROM BRONWYN Bishop TO AdvEBTisiNq 
TO Ths AUSTRAUAN AwThEM. HsnouviM's 
suqqtSTiON fon oun NATIONAI AwThtM, 
A SATIRICAI piECE TiTlEd ThE ARSE ENd 
oF Thr Wontd, A TRuly MAQNificENT pon-
TRAyEd of ThE AUSTRAUAN CUITURE, bAd 
poiNTS iNcludEd, ANd CAN bs SUMMARizEd 
INTO ThE HNAI UNE of tht choRus (The 
soNq is SUN TO TEIE TUNE of H I E TV Ad -
You ARE, 1 AM, we ARE A U S T H A I I A N ) 
HOWEVER, HEROUVIM'S VEBSION RUNS Uks 
ihis: 
"WE'RE AU, dAqs, AT, Th£ ARSE ENd of 
ThE Wonld" 
Wil l , ThAT JUST AbouT SUMS US AU up, 
doEss'i ir? 
Al l of HEROUVIM'S coMEdy dRAWs ON 
ThE fuNNy sids oF REAUT)', covtRiNq Ad-
diTioNAl ASPECTS such AS KEN D O N E , 
PROIESSOR MANNiNqXlARk ANd TI IL 
AccoRd, buT by FAR, rUt btsT would 
hAVE TO bE Tht iNTERvitw wiTh Aus-
TRAUA'S MOST foRMidAbU COW...ER, s.\-
CREd cow; BRONwyN TbE'bult'chAsi.Nq-
hvhR Bishop, Nor ONly is ThE voicE 
REAUsTic ENOUqh TO b£ TRUE, hER hAb-
t n ANd fAMiliAR unERANCE ARE ENhANCEd 
And hiqhUqhrid i« this TAPE IN A wirTy 
Viiny ThAT will UAVE yow RolUxq IN Tht 
AISIES. 
HOWCVEIV ThERE ARE A JEW AREAS IN 
which H£«ovvJM qoEs coMpUTEty OVER 
boARd And MAbo is ONE of TktM. T k i * 
sluTch, iNvolvcNq A MEMbER of P A H L I V 
MENT dEqiudiNq AboRiqiNAls, And suq^ 
QESTinq IT is \H FACT, ThsiR FAUIT TUEY 
doN'T hAVE Thein OWN TERRITORY bS' 
CA0S6... of AUThe *Ttpid ThlNqs iN This 
woRld... becAusE They didN'T fiqhT 
bAckl The whole skcrch ow tht sub-
JECT or MAbo is EXTREMELY offeNsivE 
ANd TOTAUy lieqiiAdiNqEveN ifpnoduccd 
iN ThE NAI^I of coME y^. The topic of 
MOITICUITURAUJM, IN the foR« OFAN iTh-
Nie RAdio bflOAdcAST doNE IN TNE NASAI 
CREEk VOICE siMJlARTO TNAT OFMIMO IN 
AcRopoUs Now AISO TeNds TO bt A bh 
Touchy AT T I M E S , ANd is NOT pARTtcU' 
;' Unly ON TIIE qood SECTIONS of TAPE (it. 
IT smks) .Hcnouvim, TAIJE NOTE. 
HoWtVE^ ONihE whole, TWS is A qood 
TApE'ANd WRQTh UsTeNiNq TO,'ANd loV' 
ERS of STEveViiAttd's sTyU huMouR wilt 
lovi|lr»^i0i';;;\;::> e!>- - ' 
M A i l i S i S i i "^ f-;.••••;• ;v;,S^ 
^-"^'^^ 
MICK MOLLY & Tow MARTIW 
S: Your exposure grew largely as a result of your association wilh 
The Late Show and the DCeneration. How did you become in-
volved with them originally? 
M:Campus, most of us. I met the other guys when I w e^nt and saw a 
show they were doing at a Uni revue on campus. They were a 
couple of years older than me when I saw it, so when 1 got to uni 
I did the same shows, the Law Revue and the Uni Revue. The 
guys like Robbie, Santo and Tom who'd been in the review pre-
vious came and saw that show with me and jason asked us to 
join them. Originally as writers, but as time grew on and what-
ever we took on larger roles as other casl members like Michael 
Veitch and Marg kind of vacated. But it was largely campus. Tony 
and lane were the only two who didn't go to uni. 
T: Nah, did jane go to uni? 
M:' don't think so, I think |ane was on commercial radio. 
T: I've never asked her. Yeah, and I just wrote away. No, 1 literally 
just wrote away to join the group. 
S: What aspects of The Late Show did you enjoy the most and the 
least? 
M: Least- working wilh the ABC, The thing we enjoyed the most was 
pissfarting about and just being ourselves. People would just look 
at it and go "that's great, you must have a lot of fun, but what 
do you do the rest of the week?", thinking that you just turn-up 
and do your hour. As opposed to other comedy shows like Fast 
Fonvard or The Comedy Company which had forty writers or 
something, there was seven of us - we'd write the show, act in 
the show, direct most of it, we'd be up in editing suites editing it 
all like three in the morning tor stuff we'd filmed that day and 
then we'd be up again at six in the morning. 
S: So, alot like uni with assignments and stuff, cramming away? 
M: Yeah, the best thing was being able to sit around making each 
other laugh. It was kind of like ifyou imagineyou with a group of 
your close friends, it was like, someone giving you a television 
studio, a time slot and say "well come up with something". That 
was the idea. If it was funny we'd put it on and see what people 
thought. 
T: And other things were good, like dressing up as Vikings. 
M:ll's not the kind of thing you can do in your own lounge room 
and get away with. 
T: Dressing up as the four Kinsmen and singing "Cop Killer", that 
was fun. 
S: After the incredible success with The Late Show's second series 
and a glittering Logie to boot... 
T: Logies, Logies. 
M&T: We're Dual logie winners! 
S: Oh well, there you are, my research is fucked. Why did The Late 
Show cease production? 
T: There's a lot of reasons. One reason was we ran out of ideas, 
literally. 
M; It's just a smart thing too. I mean if you look at any other comedy 
shows in their third year, everyone goes around saying "Yeah, 
it's alright but its not as good as it used to be." That was the one 
thing we didn't want to happen to our show. 
T: It was like The Comedy Sale, ploughing into that third episode. 
They shouid've just left it at two. 
S: How was everyone feeling during the making of the last few epi-
sodes and after its season? 
T: Pretty tired. I mean we were pretty tired from the start because 
before the series started we did three or four months acting. 
MrBut because of the workload, which was massive because we did 
everything ourselves, the last three wee'KS was like breaking out 
the stuff you'd put on ice for ten weeks which we hadn't done 
because it might work, it might not - its a bit dicey. Come to 
week nineteen you're busting it open going "yeah". 
T: The laesl example of that was at the end of the first series in the 
last episode when we cracked open the "Santo the Magnificent". 
Which was just a joke sketch we used to do to amuse ourselves. It 
came out so well, even though its a pretty dumb sketch. But it 
just came to life on the night. 
S: Has your association with the other cast members since the finale 
been good? 
MrYeah for the most of the year on the road. 
T; They're pretty busy doing Frontline, they're all on holidays now. 
M;Whenever we're in Melbourne and they're in Melbourne we all 
still try to get together socially. 
S: What did you think of Frontline? 
M.-Creat, apart from being really funny it was the best saline on 
Australian television. It's good to see it home in on a pretty 
topical industry. I only missed one, so I rang them up 'cause I'd 
been away and said could you send me the tape 'cause I'm miss-
ing one. 
S: Has there been any plans to produce any Late Show/D-Gen pro-
grams? 
M:There's no plans, but things happen. If we all get together, we sit 
round and think of some new ideas or a fresh angle we wouldn't 
rule it out. 
S: Mick, I know you had mixed emotions - despair and anger - when 
Jo Bailey was sacked from Sale of the Century - how do you feel 
40. 
Conversati um 
about it now and how well 
has Nicky Buckley stepped 
into Jo's shoes? 
M:Yeah well, Nicky Buckley, I 
wouldn't start a Nicky 
Buckley rally. Jo Bailey had a 
certain magic which we'll 
never see again. 
T: There's no mystery between 
Nicky 6E Glenn. There's no 
subte>ct. 
S: Tony, your impersonations 
of Arnold Schwarzeneggar, 
Robert Di Niro and Michael 
Jackson have now become 
legendary. How long do you 
have to study somebody be-
fore you can take the piss 
out of them? 
T; Not very long. 
M:As soon as you walk out the 
door he'll be doing imper-
sonations of you. 
T: Absolutely, I'll be down in 
the make-up chair. They're 
just voices which we muck 
around with a lot The ABC 
were pretty good, the 
Arnold Schwarzenegger was 
pretty much the work of Bill 
Jackson Martin. He takes the 
credit for that. 
S; How long did the 
Schwarzenegger make up 
take to put together? 
T: It was four hours. The budg-
ets were the problem, 
MrYeah, we couldn't just go 
"We want this", we had to 
take favours from people. If 
we knew someone we'd ring 
them up. So things would 
be dictated on their work-
load. 
T: We had a props budget of 
only $200 a week. 
M:And we had a wardrobe 
budget of $500 a week. The 
week Sitchy did, his Harry 
Connick Jnr, that red suit 
was it. That was our props 
budget. 
T: That was a $2,000 suit and 
we didn't have a wardrobe 
budget for four weeks. 
M:And we were told "Damage 
it and there's no wardrobe 
for the next month." 
T; Otherwise we probably 
would've done a lot more 
stuff like that but we just 
couldn't afford to. 
S: Well how did the now infa-
mous Barge Arse segments 
develop? 
T: Well, we wanted to do a fol-
low up to the older days and 
we had a big list of shows 
which we wanted to have a 
look at. Bluey was ideal, its 
just a funny show before you 
do anything lo it. 
M:And now they're playing the 
original episodes on televi-
sion again. 
T: It's back on Wednesday 
nights in Channel 7 at 
11.45. 
S: Mick, how much of "Mick" 
in shitscared is really you? 
MH'd like to say none, but I was 
just mucking around. In fact, 
how that developed was my 
character wasn't in the origi-
nal shitscared we did. The 
last minute on the night be-
fore they rang me up and I 
came along the next day and 
they said "put this helmet 
on" and 1 was only meant to 
be in one scene so we all im-
provised on the day, went 
away and edited it, looked at 
it and thought that's preity 
funny. That idea didn't come 
from paper or me going "Oh 
ho! I've got this idea for this 
character". 
S: So was it based upon ''The 
Devil at your Heals"? 
T: No, that was years later, 
Santo found that. 
M:We'd done these pilots in '90 
where we filmed our first 
shitscared which never went 
to air. Then a few years later 
during The Late ShowSunio 
came in with this tape say-
ing "You've got to see this!" 
So we put it on & Thought, 
This is the real Mc Coy. 
T: But the guy who made that 
film had made it in 1980 
and no-one had wanted it 
or seen the "devil" for four-
teen years. 
S: How did you get people 
such as Joan Kirner to come 
on the show and doing the 
closing credits? 
T: Initially we employed people 
to get them on, 
M:At the start it was hard be-
cause people, rightly, were 
sceptical like "Oh hang on, 
you're going to pull the 
piss". But as we did a few 
people became aware and 
were kind of included in the 
joke, Joan Kirner said after 
her appearance on our show 
she did an article in the 
Age\r, Melbourne where 
she said that during her time 
in Government as Premier 
she had not done a single 
thing as endearing to the 
young voting population as 
appearing on our show. It 
was that kind of feeling 1 
think which made it easier, 
the further we got into it. 
T: By the end Tommy Hanlon 
Jnr was phoning us up every 
week wanting us to find 
something for him to do. 
M:"l've got a great idea for a 
circus sketch - the elephant 
goes mad, it smashes me to 
death" As his head's being 
smashed in. 
T: Yeah, we could do that. 
S: Mick, your thirst for the elu-
sive VB after each live per-
fonnance of your shows has 
been committed to Austral-
ian folklore. Are there any 
times that stick out in your 
mind (or maybe you simply 
can't remember them)? 
M; I've only ever done one show 
when 1 was drunk and that 
was only because -1 wasn't 
supposed to be on. I'd been 
out to see Tony and a cou-
ple of others who were per-
forming and Che owner 
came up and saW that none 
of his acts had turned up. 
Can you get on? 
T: That's right! 
M:And I sad "Oh please don't 
do that" 
T: And we just pushed you out, 
M:So I did about ten minutes 
off my nut and just spent 
the entire time laughing at 
my own jokes. That's not 
something I'd recommend. 
S: Ok guys, now Semper is in-
terested in an exclusive 
who played Shirty the 
Slightly Aggressive Bear? 
T; Are we allowed to say? 
M;Yeah. There was no set per-
son. Sticky kind of largely 
played Shirty. But there ' 
were times he was out and 
was unavailable, so there 
were a few occasions where 
I think it was just shared 
around. 
T; I think in one episode it was 
Stuart Littlemore. It's true, 
he was just walking past. 
M:Quick, get in the suit. 
T: You're doing Shirty, now. 
S: Guys, how did the notori-
ous Bart Simpson jocks seg-
ment on Earnie and Denise 
develop? 
MiTotally impromptu. Me and 
Tony went down to the 
Myer stocktaking sale, you 
know how we go out 
sometimes to do some stuff 
on the street, we thought 
we'd join the rush for a bar-
gain fridge or something. 
So we turned up there in 
the morning and there was 
absolutely no-one there. 
Usually there's like 5,000 
people at the front ready to 
run in with the bulls as eve-
ryone storms in. But be-
cause of all the stuff that 
done gone on the year be-
fore they'd changed it so 
we were kind of disap-
pointed. So we thought 
we'd walk around any way 
and have a look. We went 
up to the cafeteria to get a 
coffee and as we were sit-
ting there we looked over 
and Earnie & Denise are do-
ing their show. Tony just 
turned to me and said "You 
know we should do some-
thing really big" and I just 
said "Well what do you 
have in mind?" And Tony 
goes "How do you feel like 
streaking on national television?" 1 
said "Can I have some thinking mu-
sic? Can I keep my jocks on?" And he 
goes "Yeah". So we went backstage 
and waited and just did it. I jus hap-
pened to have them on, which is the 
most embarrassing confession of 
them all, so I was standing backstage 
with nothing on but a towel and I'm 
just standing there as all the other cast 
is just hanging around. And this pro-
ducer comes up and goes "What are 
you doing? What are you doing?" 
And I said "I'm going to streak on the 
Earnie & Denise Show". And she goes 
"No you're not", and I go "Yes I am", 
and she goes "No you're not. You're 
not." And 1 went "Well I am" so she 
goes "Well keep your towel on." 
"Cause she knew if they (Earnie & 
Denise) were on there was nothing 
she could do. So I went "Yeah fine", 
so as 1 ran out I just dropped the towel 
and did it. But that was completely -
just drop the dacks and get out of 
there, i wenl home. It's nol the kind 
of idea you get sitting around the 
lounge room pondering "Well, why 
don't we..." 
T: Story boards! 
S: When you were out on the streets 
doing your interviews, what were you 
looking for in the persons that you 
spoke with? 
T: We just weren't looking for anything, 
but a few patterns developed. A lot 
of people just thought we were deros 
and stuff. But we spoke to everybody, 
and just used the ones that were 
funny. What we found was they were 
only funny If they didn't know who 
we were. 
M:And the only other criteria we had was 
we probably favoured older people, 
because young people would be 
tuned into us and would be smart. 
But old people we found more inter-
esting and had more opinions on 
things, so we'd say "What do you 
think about this?" and they'd stand 
there and tell you. 
T; 'Cause we filmed il all on home video 
they didn't really think we were from 
a TV show, so they'd say a lot more 
than if they thought they really would 
end up on television. 
S; I know you've been lo Queensland a 
number of times now - what does 
Queensland have that Victoria 
doesn't' have, other than not having 
Jeff Kennett? 
M:Lots of Victorians 1 think is the answer 
to that. Every week our population 
goes down and Queensland goes up. 
Other than that, Queensland - lots of 
people in shorts and long v/hite socks. 
That's what Queensland has that Mel-
bourne doesn't. 
S: As a final question, where will Mick 
and Tony be in five years time? 
T; We'll be back here I think, with our 
club act. 
M: [pointing to a tacking Wickety Wak 
poster on the wall] And our poster 
will look like that one, 
T; Mick and Tony's theatre restaurant 
circuit! 
C O N V E R S A T I O N S 0 N C O M E D Y C O N T I N U E D 
MESHEL LAURIE 
Recently I spoke to one of the new gen-
eration of Brisbane stand-up comics, Ms 
Meshel Laurie, in her 'paiatial' shared 
house in Indooroopilly we discussed com-
edy, television, and the obvious, influence 
of Voltaire's "Candide" over "Pugwall's 
Summer". Withe Meshel was her house 
male, comic mentor and cigarette lighter 
extraordinaire, "Mama" Cass. 
The TV was on, but the volume had been 
turned down. We were listening to Duran 
Duran. They offered me tea. They had no 
sugar. 1 joined them in their daily fitness 
regime of walking to the Caltex for a 
packet of cigarettes. As Meshel lit the first 
of many, the chit-chat commenced,,, 
L: What drove you to stand-up comedy? 
M: My sky-blue Cortina. 
L: What do you enjoy about performing? 
M: The roar of the grease-paint and the 
smell of the crowd. 
L: Who would you say are your influences? 
M: The Big Cig. That was my first expo-
sure to stand-up. 1 was sixteen when 
the show started. Before that, all we 
ever saw on television were sit-coms 
and sketch comedy, but The Big Cig 
was an hour-long show-case of stand-
up comedians from all over the world. 
People like Wendy Harmer, Glynn 
Nicholas, Anthony Ackroya, and of 
course the Doug Anthony Allstars... 
L: Of course? 
M: Fuck yeah? From the view point of a 
sixteen year old catholic school girl 
living in rural Queensland, Ihey rep-
resented everything 1 wanted to be 
basically, which was noisy, rude and 
clever. They also toured annually 
which non of the others did. This was 
my first exposure to live stand-up 
comedy, for which I will be eternally 
grateful. Also, as someone attempt-
ing to write comedy on a regular ba-
sis, 1 find their proliferation of mate-
rial )ust extraordinary. 
L What is your impression of the Aus-
tralian conedy scene at the moment? 
M: I would have to say my experience is 
still fairly limited... but it's a shame 
there is no Big C/g- style outlet these 
days. It seems to me that there are 
some very talented people slogging 
it out without much recognition, 
which is a shame. 
L: Do you think television is the be-all 
and end-all of comedy? 
M: It depends on what you want out of 
comedy, 1 guess, TV exposure means 
bigger crowds, which means more 
money, so if that's what you're after, 
I'd say yes. 
L: Is that a priority for you? 
M; I like the crealive freedom that comes 
with recognition, 
L: Do you see televison as restrictive of 
what you want to get across? 
M: No. Not being able to say 'fuck' 
should not interfere with the message 
you're communicating. 
L: Do you consider your comedy politi-
cal? 
M: Well Bono says that in the future peo-
ple wili not turn to, politicians or the 
media, but to comedians for the truth. 
I'm quite taken with that concept, but 
by the same token I can't see myself 
walking on stage and making an ob-
vious political statement. I see my job 
as inviting people to think, not telling 
them what to think. 
L: Would you consider being female a 
disadvantage to working in comedy? 
•M: I consider my gender irrelevant. Peo-
ple are always asking me if it's more 
difficull being a female comedian, 
and my reply to that is "I don't know, 
I've never been a male one, so I've 
nothing to compare it to". I'm not 
into blaming personal failures on any-
thing except lack of dedication.., or 
talent. 
L: Whal are your hopes for yoa' future 
in comedy? 
M: World domination, a mid-morning 
chat show, and a Logie presented by 
a Daddo, It doesn't get better than 
that. 
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IN JOH'S ERA IT WAS THE POLICE WE WERE SUPPOSED TO FEAR... 
l^a^ft^.r 
Now in the 1990s, we have a new enemy of freedom 
and democracy. The Criminal Justice Commission. 
( \ .tv^^-v' 
It has the power to tap phones 
without a warrant. 
You may summonsed to appear before it, wilhout the 
right to legal counsel. 
There is no appeal from its sentencing 
structure 
It is a law unto itself 
There is no control mechanism. 
It is unstoppable 
IT IS THE HEW SPECIAL BRANCH 
..and it is the child ofthe Goss Labor Government. 
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BEST OF THE BEST OF WHAT THE BEST T H O U G H T WAS THE BEST. 
Attempting to compile a list of influ-
ential CDs over the last fifteen years 
or so, is always going to be a subjec-
tive task. This collection is just a short 
list of good CDs by contemporary 
lilLir BRAGG 
7M| ff'tftHulT 1(»itr^,BiibM 
bands and arc the ones that will be 
looked back on in anoiher fifteen years 
as great pieces of work. 
The Smiths "The 
Queen is Dead" 
Any discussion on the most influential 
bands of the last decade are always 
going to feature this Manchester band. 
Emerging in the middle of the New 
Romantic era of the mid-1980s, The 
Smiths re-defined the indie music scene 
with their return to the classic rock for-
mat and the making of timeless songs. 
Johnny Marr's inventive guitars pro-
vided the perfect backdrop to 
Morrissey's \villy and often scornful 
insights of dreary middle class England. 
Any of their albums are worth a men-
tion including Meat is Murder and 
Hatful of Hollow. Their influence on 
the English music scene is undeniable 
and continuing. 
The Velvet Under-
ground and Nico "The 
Velvet Underground 
and Nico" 
Although this was supposed lo be a 
collection of CDs of the lasl fifteen 
year, the influence of the Velvet Un-
derground on most bands since is great. 
Lou Reed and John Cale established the 
image, sound and style of most indie 
bands since. The saying that modern 
rock began with the Velvet Under-
ground still holds true. 
Billy Bragg "Talking 
to the Taxman About 
Poetry" 
From bagging capitalism, English hoo-
ligans, to personal politics, Billy 
Bragg's folk-style sole performer for-
mat is without a doubt one of the high-
lights of the 1980s. Back to Basics, 
Worker's Playtime and Don't Try This 
At Home are other greal albums from 
the man who is the social conscience 
of a decaying English society. 
Echo and Bunnymen 
"Songs to Learn and 
Sing" 
With the Smiths and the Jesus and Mary 
Chain, Echo and Bunnymen were one 
of the best and most influential bands 
of the 1980s, lan McColluch's power-
ful lyrics over outstanding songs stood 
out from the rest. Killing Moon, one 
of the most moving songs about unre-
quited love, is the highlight. 
The Church "The 
Blurred Crusade" 
This is one of the highlights of Aus-
tralian music of the 1980s in a music 
scene dominated by the pub-reck of 
Cold Chisel and Australian Crawl. 
Steve Kilbey is at his insightful best and 
the moody, eclectic songs complement. 
Easily their best album. 
music critics, their masterly and inno-
vative use of samples and grooves lead 
the direction of rap and hip hop for the 
next five years. 
TMEVBiUET 
unoBSiiounD 
With Public En-
emy, De La Soul 
is up Iheir with the 
best of this genre. 
Madness 
"Divine 
Madness" 
All the singles 
from this British 
Ska band that pro-
duced some of the finest tunes of the 
decade. Although some of them have 
been ripped off to sell commercials, 
they are siill great songs incl. My Giil, 
Night Boat To Cairo and One Step Be-
yond. 
The Cure "Seventeen 
Seconds" 
The first and probably the best from a 
band that influenced a decade of gothic 
and indie bands, Robert Smith's haunt-
ing vocals over their moody musical 
landscapes have stood the test of time 
and dodgy production to remain a treas-
ure. 
The Go-
Betweens 
"1978-1990" 
•ECHO&THE B U N N W E N ' I ] 
The best band to come out 
of Australia, yet alone 
Brisbane, The Go-
Betweens wrote some 
beautiful songs through 
the pens of Granl 
McLennan and Robert 
Forster. The saddest thing was Ihcir 
gifted talent and music was not recog-
nised in Australia which saw them 
move and reach great heights in Eu-
rope. Any of their albums including 
Liberty Belle and the Black Diamond 
Express, Before Hollywood and their 
testimonial 16 Lovers Lane are all 
worth a listen but this chronicles their 
finest moments. 
The Jesus and Mary 
Chain "Psycho 
Candy" 
The "new Sex Pistols" they weren't, but 
they did blow away the contemporary 
music scene with their guitar feedback 
and three chord gems. NME hailed this 
album as the best of 1985, and rightly 
so as il influenced indie guilar bands 
ever since. One of the best albums of 
the decade, 
De La Soul "Three 
Feet High and Ris-
ing" 
De La Soul rescued rap music from its 
macho, wanky tendencies and provided 
the perfect breath of fresh air in the late 
1980s. Labelled "Daisy Rap" by the 
The 
Clash 
"The 
Story of 
The 
Clash " 
One ofthe only 
bands to re-
main relevant 
from the punk 
revolution. The Clash combined ele-
ments of reggae, Ska and traditional 
rock influences to produce some great 
songs that slagged of the monarchy, 
English aristocracy and just about eve-
ryone else you can think of 
The Buzzcocks "Sin-
gles Going Steady" 
The Buzzcock's two minute gems 
about life and love influenced a gen-
\v-
eration of bands. The use of Pete 
Shelley's unique voice over power 
drive three chord riffs result in a time-
less collection of great 
songs. 
The Pixies 
"Dool i t t le" 
Easily one of the best 
albums of the decade, 
"Doolittle" is the high-
light of the Pixie's 
tragically short career. 
Frank Black (or Black 
Francis as he was 
known then) was at liis 
drugged and disturbing best creating 
masterworks such as Monkey Gone to 
Heaven and Debaser. 
The Stone Roses 
"The Stone Roses" 
This album was the one that character-
ised the Manchester sound of the late 
1980s. It5 musical .strength is undeni-
able with Elephant Stone, Made of 
Stone and the 10 minule version of 
Fools Gold being the highlights. Still 
wailing for the follow album though. 
Nick Cave and The 
Bad Seeds "Let Love 
In" 
Although only released this year, this 
album is a powerful collection by Cave 
who is definilely al the peak of his ca-
reer. The chaotic splendour and raw 
emotion ofCave's work is evident here 
and this is one of the ones to remem-
ber. 
New Order "Tech-
nique" 
Following on from the remains of Joy 
Division, New Order led the indie 
dance scene for mcst ofthe decade be-
ginning with the classic Blue Monday. 
"Technique" falls back on the more 
acoustic style songs but the dance beat 
never seems to fade. 
Mark Ludlow 
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AN INTELLIGENT & EXCITING ADAPTATION: Herald Sun 
PHILIP NOYCE again has Harrison Ford playing U,S,A, Superspy, Jack Ryan in an 
engrossing adventure based on Tom Clancy's best selling novel. The integrity of the 
book is maintained, and fhe fifm has an infelfigence not always expected from an 
action thriller. Although it features some amazing stunt action, the necessary military 
hardware and gadgelry, this never gets in the way of the humans in the undeclared 
war by Ihe U.S.A, on the Columbian Drug barons. 
ALL THE RIGHT ELEMENTS OF SUSPENSE, ACTION & CHARACTERS, Telegraph 
ittmsiii fORii 
DESTINED FOR 1994/5 ACADEMY AWARD HONOURS! 
ROBERT ZEMECKIS describes his film as an allegory ot all ihal's good about 
America, and using Industrial Light & Magic's amazing visual effects he weaves a 
tale of triumphant innocence that passes ihrough 30 years of American nistory 
Forrest embarks on an extraordinary lifetime adventure that will see mm as a star 
footballer, war hero, and eventually a billionaire. Along the way meeting three 
Presidents, Elvis and John Lennon. (M) 2.20, 
THE HIGHEST GROSSING FILM OF 1994. HANKS BEST WORK YET! 
TomHanks 
Forrest 
Gump 
THE COMEDY HIT OF THE LONDON FILM FESTIVAL! 
Vadim Jean & Gary Sinyor co-direct this refreshingly original tale of a guilt ridden 
middle class Jewish boy, who discovers that he is the product of an artificial 
insemination, and due to a clinical mixup his real dad is a Yorkshire Pig Farmer. The 
film IS funny inventive and charmingly performed by a superb British cast, and takes 
a Woody Allen look at the way people have identities thrust upon them, and the 
creation and acceptance of stereotypes. (PG) 1.38 
WINNER INTERNATIONAL CRITICS PRIZE; 
VENICE FILM FESTIVAL! 
A HEAVY DUTY ACID TRIP. HIS BEST FILM: Variety OLIVER STONE has made 
the most hallucinatory and anarchic film ever made. As a scabrous look al society 
that promotes murderers as pep culture icons, as well as a scathing indictment of 
mass media, ;he film has a contemporary relevance that no one can miss. Its onginal 
author was Quenlin Tarantino, but Stone has turned the story into a psychedelic 
documentary about the American cult of sex, violence and celebrity. 
WOODY HARRELSON, JULIETTE LEWIS ROBERT DOWNEY JNR. (2hrs) 
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2 AUSSIE WEDDINGS AND A FUNERAL! A SPLENDID CAST AND A DEUGHTFUL 
SET OF CHARACTERS: Pa! Conlan MOVIE TRADER 
Reuniting many of the team behind PROOF, Jocelyn Moorhouse is now Producer 
and Paul J Hogan is Writer/Director of this immensely appealing comedy that won 
over audiences at Cannes. It has been chaptered with many witty one liners and 
plenty of ABBA songs, as they chart the optimistic story of Muriels quest for self 
esteem and to find happiness, as she reinvents herself from the oppressive haven 
of the Gold Coast to a new Walter Mitty life in Sydney, ll confidently shifts tone from 
a comic boisterous beginning to a more serious look at lite. (M) 1.45 
A CROWD PLEASER OF IMMENSE CHARM,: Allan Hunter/Cannes 
Muriel's 
WINNER Most Popular Film CANNES FESTIVAL! 
BEST ACTOR Terence Stamp SEATTLE FESTIVAL! 
STEPHAN ELLIOTT'S acclaimed high camp road comedy breaks new ground for 
Australian films. It is a bitchy glitzy film full of outrageous humour and good spirits and 
follows throe drag queens as thoy make their way across the Australian outback to 
give a concert at Alice Springs. Music by ABBA and many others set the tone for this 
escape film, and the costumes end scenery are breathtaking, but most of all the entire 
cast is superb. (M) 1.52 
WINNER MOST POPUUR FILM: SAN FRANCISCO F.F. 
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THE ORIGINAL FRENCH VERSION COMES TO BRISBANE! 
GERARD LAUZIER's film is the gentle rites of passage comedy about a father 
confronting his no longer young daughter's first pangs of love. "This original version 
is more enjoyable by far. Set in a beautiful French Seaside village Depardoei reminds 
us that a great slar is more than a great actor: he Is a person people can't stop 
watching,,.' Richard Corliss TIME. 
FRENCH: English Subtitles: (PG) 1.40 
ONE OF THE YEARS MOST DELIGHTFUL COMEDY SURPRISES. 
HON m , 
CEHEROS 
BRITISH OSCAR NOMINATIONS: BEST FILM, ACTRESS! 
BRIAN GILBERT'S film is set in the vibrant world of the greatest poets of the 20th 
Century, and his first wife, Vivienne, a vivacious social beauty. This is a period drama 
of discretion, wit and intelligence that finds its vibrancy in the performance of Miranda 
Richardson, which deservedly won her the British Best Actress Oscar. (PG) 1 hn 5 
A POWERFULLY DRAMATIC FILM, BEHER THAN SHADOWLANDS... Sunday 
Express, 
WILLEI^IDAFOE 
TOM 
MIRANDA RICHARDSON 
EXTRAORDINARY, AN INTELLIGENT BEAUTIFULLY MADE FILM; NY Magazine. 
MICHAEL CATON-JONES (Scandal/Memphis Belle) brings to the screen Tobias' 
Wolff's award winning autobiographical novel that centres on a young tear away 
teenager, whose mother marries a domineering bully Acclaimed the best coming 
of age iilm since STAND BY ME, the film manages to make ils emotional points 
without lapsing into sentiment, and takes a social stand minus the moralistic diatribe. 
DE CAPRlCiO gives a superlative performance (made before his brilliant Oscar 
nominated role in GILBERT GRAPE) and steals the show, no mean feat when up 
against DeNiro and Barkin, both of them giving their emotionally best roles. (M) 
1hr52. 
THE ENSEMBLE WORK OF ITS 3 STARS IS HYPNOTIC Los Angeles Times, 
Robert De Niro 
Ihis Boy's 
LIFE 
Leonardo 
De Capricio 
* ! . f 
ANOTHER LOOK AT ROMANCE IN THE NINETIES! 
ANDREW FLEMING wrote and directed this film which examines what happens 
when a girl is assigned to the same college dorm-room as two guys because the 
computer says she's a male. The trio are thrown together in this romantic comedy 
about lust, sex and relationships. The true feelings as to who REALLY wants who 
to come to the surface, as the Threesome, obsessed with each other, try to make 
sense out of life and emotions in the Nineties. (M) 1.40 
OPENS IN BRISBANE THURSDAY 6th NOVEMBER 
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threesome! 
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1 BEFORE EXAMS AT THE 1994 Cult Film! 
Now another love story for the 90's ^ screens from THU 27 OCTOBER 
SEASON COMMENCES THU 3 NOV 
One 
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STEPHEN BALDWIN 
LAURA FLYNN BOYLE 
JOSH CHARLES 
IVIatinee 3:15 Thu 27 OOT 
THEfVE GOT NO TiME, NO MONEY AND NO BEER. 
BUT To GRADUATE, 
THEY'VE GOT TO PULL OFF THE BIDGEST PARTY OF THE YEAR. 
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$2 Matinees also Thu 2T OCT 
Special Advance 
S2 MATINEE 
If yoj remember seeing Leonardo DiCaprio 
as Johnny Depp's Autistc Brother in Gilbert 
Grape then get ready for a shock, 
Leonardo plays Toby Wolff in This Boy's Life, 
the true story of a young boy's fight against 
his bullying step-faliier. Robert De Niro, plays 
the ex-Navy man who makes it his mission 
to curb Toby's increasingly rebellious 
beliaviour. 
Director Michael Caton-Jones, who dealt with 
other "true-life" tales including SCANDAL, 
hanotes THIS BOY'S UFE with subtlety and 
tact, never cramming sentiment down your 
throat. Barkin has never been better, as she 
looks blankly at the world while held 
inescapably under the mighty thumb of her 
husband, and forcing the viewer to feel her 
deep pain and futility DiCaprio is extraordinary 
as the young Tobias. The character of Tobias 
a grimy, bad-teddy-boy strength, as he 
demands to be called the cooler name of 
Jack, as he scarily imitetes his stepfather, 
and as he thrashes out in fury at his 
predicament. 
This trio of performers give the emotional 
cenire of THIS BOY'S UFE is unceasing power, 
ils rage, its beauty. 
THIS BOY'S LIFE should nol be missed. In a 
low-key, unflashy. totally believable way, it's 
one of the great of the year. 
SE6S0N commences 
in NOVEMBER 
MATINEEnr SEMPER from NOON Thu 27 OCT 
"STUMING, MOVING III ADE WITH PASSION.! * 
THIS IS WELL CRAFTED HOLLY^'OOD FILMMAKING IN FULL BLOOM, u - . . . . . .N>.SW.K • ^ 
9-^.. 
Robert De Niro 
Ellen Barkin 
"It mana '^os to touch us a!!. 
The ensemble work ol" 
RjH'kin. DiCaprio and 
DeNiio i.s liypntilic in i r ^ • /-^ • 
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"The mosl gripping 
coming-of-age movie since 
'Stand By Me'. Thoughtful, 
refreshing, highly original." 
.(i.-iiL. 
"A deeply absorbing film 
that stays with you for 
a long, long time.'' 
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